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ABSTRACT 
A simulation model for the open ocean submarine versus 
submarine search and detection problem is presented. The 
objective of the simulation is to estimate the probability 
with which a nuclear powered attack submarine will achieve 
sonar detection of a nuclear powered transiting submarine 
using a search plan based on external intelligence. A 
detailed description of the model and its use are included 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis contains a detailed description of the 
VECTORED INTERCEPT MODEL (VIM), an event sequenced Monte 
Carlo simulation of a submar ine versus submarine open ocean 
search and d etection problem ass isted by external intelli-
gence. The objective of VIM is to estimate the probability 
with which a nuclear pow~red attack s~bmarine will achieve 
a direct path sonar detection of a nuclear powered target 
submarine based on a g iven geographi ca l and t act ical situa-
tion. The method used i s to est i mate the probability of 
detection at various times throughout the trial, combine 
the estimates to form a cu~ulative tr i a l probability, then 
average over all trials. The method of estimation is 
explained in detail in Chapter III, Section A. 
VIM was initially developed to determine the probability 
of an attack submarine establishing direct path sonar 
contact of a target submarine as a result of receiving 
intelligence provided by a shore based detection system 
for an analysis of the U.S. strateg ic defense plan by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff War Gaming Agency (JWGA) [1]. In 
response to an interest expressed by Commander, Submarine 
Development Group II, VIM was extended into a more general 
form to be used in planning of exercises, extension of 
exercise results, and paremetric studies of the open ocean 
7 
search and detection system. No reports of use of VIM 
by Submarine Development Group II have been published . 
. 
... 
The twofold purpose of this th~sis is to provide a 
detailed description of VIM including instructions in use of 
the model and to illustra te its u s e by me a n s of an exa mple. 
Chapter I is intended to acquaint the reader with the nature 
of the simulation and general format of the situation being 
modelled. 
Chapter II will assist the reader in understanding the 
operation of VIM and determining if it is sui table f ·or use 
in the analysis of his problem. 
Chapter III contains the det a ils of the simulation 
including the alternatives available to the user in relating 
the model to a specific problem. A description of the over-
all logic flow and each of the subprograms is included. 
Chapter IV describes the input and output mechanisms 
of VIM including the vario~s options designed to simplify 
data input and display, and an explanation of output 
messages. 
Chapter V is a user's manual which includes the defini-
tions of all input parameters and the keypunch instructions 
for constructing the input data deck. The user's manual is 
cross-referenced to the descriptive passages in the thesis 
which pertain to the inputs, and to the definitions of 
related inputs. 
Chapter VI is a discussion of the methodology and data 
requirements for the execution of a simulation experiment 
8 
using VIM , and an example of a problem to which VH'l was 
applied. 
Appendix A describes ~ methtid of utilizing layer depth 
information in an experiment. App e ndix B is a program 
listing . 
A. PROGRAM INFORMATION 
VIM is written in FORTRAN IV for the IBM system 360 
computer. The program space requirements are 120,000 bytes 
for storage and execution . No plotting, card punching or 
special tape drives are employed . Execution time varies 
'\ 
• 
between 0 .1 5 seconds and 2.5 seconds per trial depending 




II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
This chapter includes a brief description of the simula-
tion, an introduction to the terms which will be u sed 
through out the thesis, and a discuss ion of the categories 
of input dat a . It is intended that within this chapter the 
reader will be able to asses s the applicability of VIM to 
his problem . 
A . . MODEL STRUCTURE 
• In simulating the situation outlined in Chapter I , an 
attempt was made to ma intain simplicity while permitting 
sufficient flexibility so that a wide variety of problems 
could be addressed. The following is a brief synopsis in 
terms of ships, playing area, ship motion, intelligence, 
detection and convergence zones of the method by which VIM 
portrays the b a sic scenario. 
Ships: Two nuclear submarines are considered. An 
attack submar ine is assigned the mission of intercepting 
and establishing close sonar contact within weapon range of 
a target submar ine. The mission of the target is to complete 
-
an assigned transit undetected by the attack submarine. It 
must be noted that at no time during the simulation does 
the attacker actually establish close contact. Rather, 
the probability of the event is estimated at well defined 
times throughout each trial . 
• 
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Playing area: The geography of the open ocean is 
approximated by a plane surface of unlimited dimension, 
and wit h a coordinate syste~ centered at the attacker 
initia l position . Ship positions are record ed in terms of 
miles east or west of the origin (X coordinate) , and miles 
north or south of the origin (Y coordinate ). Operating 
depths are not ~ode lled in VIM, h oweve r a method of account-
ing for layer depths is presented in Appendix A. 
Ship motion: The attacker is initially assigned to 
a waiting sta tion where it wi ll remain until it receives 
intellige nce on the t arget . This in t elligence is rec eived 
either through its own sensors or vi a a communications link 
with a surveillance facility. Upon receipt of the intelli-
gence the attacker att empts to establish sonar contact b y 
transitting to a point believed to be ahead of the target 
and then executing a search pa ttern about that point. The 
attacker remains at the search station until n ew inte lli-
gence i s re ceived . 
Basic target motion is an input to the simulation. The 
target will deviate from its track in a random manner if 
desired, and will also execute an evasion pattern if a 
counterdetection occurs, returning to the track upon comple-
tion of the evasion maneuver. 
Intellignece: Informatiori concerning the target upon 
which the attacker bases its search pattern may be generated 
by a surveillance facility and transmitted via a communica-





detection. Intelligence data includes the contact time 
and estimates of cotirse speed and position. 
Detection: VIM treats detection i n one of three ways. 
The t arget responds to a detect ion of t he attacker by 
executing a n evas i on pat t e rn; the attacker may r espond to 
a convergence zone detection by attempting to intercept 
the targe t; or at potential points of detection the prob-
ability with which the attacker detects the targe t is 
estima t ed with n e ither unit reac t i ng to the event . 
A counterdetect ion occurs whenever an evasion plan 
has been provided to the t arget and the signal excess at 
·the target as determined from the sonar equation [2] i s 
positive . Count erde tecti ons are computed deterministically 
based on sh i p noi se , s onar ga in and range between units. 
At various times determined by the tria l geome try, the 
probability that .the attacker detect s the targe t is esti-
mated. This probability is computed using sonar equation 
for signa l excess [2] under the assumption that the amount 
of reduction in noise level as sound propagates through the 
wate~ is a normally distributed random variable. These 
estimates are combined to provide an overall estimate for 
each trial. See Chapter III, Section B for the details of 
this process. 
Sonar detection oppor tunities arising for the attacker 
within a convergence zone (CZ) may result in one of two 
actions depending on th~ nature of the problem. If a CZ 
detection would satisfy the requirements of the attacker's . 
12 
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mission, the detection probability estimate is combined 
with other probability es timates to form the overall es ti-
mate for each trial. If a CZ detection would fail to satis-
fy the attacker 's mission , the detection probability 
estimat e bec omes the probability of a CZ inte lligence 
detection at that point. If a CZ intelligence detection 
occurs the attacker attempts to intercept the t arget based 
on the CZ int el ligence information. 
B. DATA 
The data required for operating VIM falls loose ly 
within six categories: environment, identification, 
options, situa tion, targe t track and intelligence . While 
a c ertain amount of overlap exists among these categories, 
they are treated as distinct data units by the model. 
Environmental Dat a : This data group contains the 
radiated and self noise curves of both units along with 
the propagation loss curve for the geographical area being 
considered. 
Identification data: This data group contains informa-
tion to assist the user in distinguishing the output from 
among various experimenta l runs and identifying the signif-
icant features of each run. 
Option data: This data group contains information of 
an administrative nature which defines the way in which VIM 
will treat the various aspects of the simulation. Typical 
of the option data is the number of trials to be run, the 
13 
r level of output d e tail desired, and the method of generating 
intelligence. 
Situa tion data: This is a gerieral c ategory which 
includes all data not r equired elsewhere. Typical situat ion 
entries are attacker operating speeds, initia l target posi-
tion, targe t evasion parameters and inte lligence error 
parameters. 
Target track data: This data defines the t a rget's 
transit path. Included with eac h leg of the target track 
is an estimate of the vulnerability of the target to detec-
tion by the surveillance facility during the l eg . 
Intelligence data: If the observed output of a surveil-
lance system is t o be duplicated , it is entered as intelli-
gence data. Acquis ition time, position error, course and 
speed estimates may be listed. Information not supplied 






III. DETAILED MODEL DESCRIPTION 
This chapter contains a detailed exposition of the 
methods us ed in VIM t o simulate the various f ac e ts of the 
submarine ver su s submarine search and detection problem. 
Section A is a discussion of each phase of the simulation 
including the options available for use in examining a wide 
variety of situations. Section B is an outline of overall 
program flow in terms of trial events. Section C d e als 
with the function and logic of each subroutine as it relates 
to the overall prog ram . 
A. MODEL DETAILS 
For the purposes of this discussion , VIM is divided 
into seven categories: target motion , convergence zone 
detections , intellig ence, communications , attacker motion, 
detection and evasion . 
Targe t mot i on : The target is provided an initial posi-
tion and a sequence of futur e courses, spee~s and times. 
The targ€t precedes on the first course and speed until the 
problem time indicates a change is r equi-red. Except for the 
initial position the target track is independent of target 
location, being defined in terms of course, speed and time 
to start subsequent legs. The target will deviate from its 
assigned track in order to execute an evasion maneuver, but 
will resume the base course and speed when evasion has been 





course and speed on each ·leg can be varied randomly. In 
this case, the course and spe~d taken by the target after 
evasion will be r andomly determined at that time. 
Convergence zone detections: One of two alternative 
interpretations may be selected for CZ de tection opportu-
nities. If a CZ detection of the t arget by the attacker 
may be adequate to fulfill the attacker 's mission, then 
for each period the attacker spends within the convergence 
zone, a sing l e detection'probability is estimated when the 
rang e between the ships is as near the central CZ radius as 
it is expected to get . This probability estimate is treate d 
in the same way as a ll ot her such estimates. If a CZ det ec-
tion would fail to sat i sfy the attacker's mission the 
detection probability estimat e generated within the con-
vergence zone is understood to be the probability of a CZ 
intelligence detection to which the attacker will respond 
as if it had received intelligence fr om the surve illance 
facility. CZ intelligence data is generated randomly based 
on converge nce zone parameters and cannot be combine d with 
surveillance intelligence. CZ detection probability esti-
mates are not combined with other detection probabilities 
if the CZ intelligence option is exercise~. 
Intelligence: Intelligence data generated by a surveil-
lance facility may be developed in one of several ways: 
all data input; some data input, the remiander created 
within the program; or, all data created within the program. 
16 
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Within each of the latter t wa c a tegori es several opt ions 
are available. If all data is to be input , the acquis ition 
time of the intelligence , the ~osition error relative to 
the actual target c oordinates and the course and speed 
estimates for eac h surveillance f acility detection a r e 
r equired. The cours e and speed estimates may be omitted 
from the input data and will be selected r a ndomly or com-
puted from posi tion est imates . F i gure 1 shows an example 
of typicai course and speed est imates based on int~lligence 
positions. Omission of the position error from the input 
data will result in a random error generated at the time of 
the intelligence acquisition . If al l intelligence i s to be 
generated within the program , no intelligence data is 
entered. The times of acquisition are random based on the 
suscept ibili ty of the target to the surveillance sys tem on 
each leg. Position, course and speed errors · are determined 
as indi cat ed above. 
Communications: At periodic intervals throughout each 
trial the attacke r monitors an intelligence broadcast which 
provides the information generated by the most r e cent 
surveillanc e detection subject to a fix e d delay time. The 
interval between broadcasts is an input parameter for the 
attacker transit phase, but is set to two hours during the 
search phase. A continuous broadcast monitoring option is 
available whereby intelligence is provided to the attacker 





Fi gure l. Intel l igence Course and Speed Est i mates Based 
on Position Estima tes 
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Att acke r motion: Attacker motion is governed by one 
of thre e situations : i nitia l wait ing stat ion, response to 
intelligence and search for the tar get . At the beginning 
of each trial the targe t i s on wa it ing station proceeding 
on an input course and speed . I t wi ll continue on the 
initial vector until r eceipt of a n intelligence e stimate 
regarding the targe t. In response to the intelligenc e , 
transit speed is taken and course is determined to inter-
cept the target based on'intelligence informa tion. The 
search phase begins when the attacker reaches the expected 
intercept point . The at tac ker as sume s its assigned search 
speed and searches back a nd forth perpe ndicular to the 
estimat ed target tracks on l egs of spec ified duration. The 
search p hase c ontinues until new int e lligenc e information 
is received . 
Detect ion: The sonar equation f or figure of merit [ 2 ] 
is 
FM = Nr - max { Ns , Na } + Nrd - Nd i 
where Nr is the noise level in decibe ls (db) radiated by 
the source; 
Ns.is the backg round noise in db at the receiver; 
Na is the ambient noise level of the ocean in db; 
Nrd is recognition differential: the ability of the 
system to distinguish between signal and random 
noise; 
Ndi is directivity index: the ability of the system to 







Nrd-Ndi: measured in db is treated here in as the singl e 
ent ity, sonar gain . 
Propagation loss, L, is a measure of the reduction in 
noise l evel in db as sound is propagated through the water . 
L is a function of the r ange from the noise source and is 
assumed in VIM to have a normal ly d istributed error. 
Signal excess , Se, is defined as Se = FM-1, and i s also a 
normally distributed random variable with the same variance 
as L. When Se is zero the p r obability of detection is 
assumed to be 1/2. 
Detection probab il ity, p , is estimated from the formula 
p = ¢(Se/s) 
where ~( z ) is the probability that a standard normal random 
variable will be less than z, and~ i s the standard devia-
tion of propagation loss. For example, if FM = 109 db, 
L = 95.5 db and s = 9 db, then Se = 13.5 db, Se/s = 1.5 
and p = .93. In deve l op i ng the aggregate probability esti-
mate, P, for the ·trial it is a s sumed that e ach estimate is 
independent and 
P = P' + p(l-P') 
where P' was the overall probability prior to the estimate p. 
Probability estimates are generated at the start of each 
event and after any course or speed change by either ship, 




l. the attacker is in transit to a search station and 
a course or ·speed change by e ither unit result s in 
a change from decreasing rang e to increasing range ; 
2. the attacker i s in transit to a search station and 
achieves c l osest point of approach; 
3. the attacker i s on search station and achieves its 
I 
maximum detection probability during that search 
phase ; or 
4. the attac k e r is within a convergence zone and is 
as clos e a s expected t o the central r adius and the 
CZ intelligence option was not selected . 
Und e r the CZ inte l ligence option det ect ion probability 
generat ed within a c onvergence zone is taken to be the prob -
ability of a CZ intelligence det ect ion, and CZ prob ab ility 
. . 
estimates are not included with the trial estimate. 
Evasion: Four prepared evasion patterns are available 
to the target with provisions for a fifth pattern if desired. 
In pattern l the target reverses course and reduces speed 
by one half. Pattern 2 calls for a clockwise course change 
and a speed change . In pattern 3, illustrat e d in Figure 2, 
the target changes course r elative to the be ar ing of the 
attacker away from attacker track and changes speed. In 
pattern 4, illustrated in Figure 3, the course change is 
relative to the attacker course away from it s track and 
speed is changed. Except in pattern l the magnitudes of 
the course and speed changes along with the evasion interval 
21 
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Evasion Angle 
If relative target bearing is less than 180° the evasion 
ang l e is subtracted from the reciprocal of target course. 
If reiative target bearing is greater than 180° the evasion 




Figure 3. Evasion Pattern 4 
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If relative target bearing is less than 180° the evasion 
angle is subtracted from the true bearing of the attacker . 
If relative target bearing is greater than 180° the evasion 




are inputs . Evasion i s terminated after the fix e d interval 
or when a new target track l eg is order ed . 
r . 
Provision is made for the use~ to introduce his own 
evasion routine . The calling sequence is controlled by the 
normal i nput paramet ers. 
If the target has been assigned an evasion rout ine , 
counterdetections will occur when a det erministic evaluation 
of the sonar equation indicates Se is positive . Counter-
detections are supressed during the evasion maneuver . 
B. TRIAL EVENTS 
VIM i s composed of a s equence of events , each event 
occur i ng at a time determined by pre vious events , randomly 
or input. At each event , the positions of the target and 
attacker are updated, t he appropriate action dictated by 
the event is .exe cuted, if nec es sary new event times are 
generated, data i s stored or · printed and the trial clock 
is advanced to the time of the next event . 
Target Course Change : The targe t assumes the course 
and speed of its next l eg . Upon executing a course change 
the target terminates evasion and sets its course and 
spee d to the next assigned values either exactly or randomly. 
Using the new course and speed the expected time of closest 
point of approach (CPA), counterdetection time,detection 
probability and CZ detection time are calculated. 
Counterdetection: A Counterdetection event signals 
either the commencement or termination of evasion . If no 
evasion is specified counterdetections are supre ssed. At 
24 
the time of counterdetection the target commences its 
evasion rout~ne and the next counterdetection event is set 
to occur after the evasion interval. Time of CPA, detection 
probability , CZ detection time and , at termination of eva-
sion, counterde tection time are computed . 
Intelligence Detection : This event generates the 
results of a detection of the target by a survei l lance 
facility in accordance with the desired option . The data 
is stored fo r later release to the attacker . Neither ship 
responds to an intelligence detection . 
Convergence Zone : This event results in a detection 
opportunity for the attacker . If the CZ intelligence op-
tion has been selected , the detection probability estimate 
is taken to be the probability of a CZ int el ligence detec-
tion. If a CZ intelligenc e detection occurs the int el li-
gence data is computed based on parameters compatible with 
the submarine versus submarine tracking problem , and the 
attacker responds to it as it would to surveillance intelli-
gence received dur ing a communications period . If a CZ 
intelligence detection fails to occur no action results and 
the event is terminated . When CZ intel ligence is not de-
sired, but a convergence zone is present , the CZ probability 
estimate is combined with other estimates to form the over-
all trial probability estimate . No response by either unit 
is required. The CZ event occurs once for each passage 
through the c onvergence zone. 
25 ' 
Communications: Thi s event provides the opportunity 
for n ew intelligenc e dat a from the surveill ance facility 
to be provided to the att acker. At the time of a Communi-
cations event the lis t of i n te llige n ce collection times is 
searche d f or the l a te st t ime which pre cedes cur r e nt time by 
more tha n the fi xed delay. If the d a ta has been previously 
transmitted to the attacke r or h as b e en sup e rceded by CZ 
intellige nce the event is t e rminated. If the intelligence 
. I . 
dat~ has not been previou s ly transmitted a course is deter-
mined by which the attacker will intercept the estimated tar-
get. The new CPA time, counterdete ction time, convergence 
zone time and d e tection pr obabili t y a re comp ut ed. · If the 
attacke r is on s e arch st a ti on the ma ximum dete ction prob-
abilit y of that s e arch phase is combined with ot h e r proba~ 
bility estimates to form the cumulative trial estimate of 
detection probability. 
Detection Prob a bility: The current det e ction probabil-
ity estimate is either combined with other estimates to · 
form the overall trial probability or used in the selection 
. " Of a maximum search probability depending on the tactical 
situation. ·rf the attacker is in transit to an intercept 
point, the current probability estimate is combined with 
the previous probability estimates to produce the cumulative 
trial estimate. If the attacker is on search station the 
estimate is compared with all previous estimates generated 
· during the search pattern and if it is the maximum it is 
retained for later reference. Otherwise it is dropped and 
the event is terminated. 
26 
Attacker Course Change: _This event indicates an attack-
er _cour se and speed change. upon arrival at search station 
and at the _end of each se~rch leg. Course change s related 
to new intelligence are either communications events or 
convergence zone events and are ~ot referred to as attacker 
course change. events. The attacker 's search station is 
centered at a point determined by the intersection of the 
attacker's transit· track and the estimated target track . 
Upon arrival at the cent~r of the search station the attacker 
assumes a course 90 degrees clockwise from the estimated 
target course and precedes at search speed for one half 
the time allotted for a search leg . At the end of the 
search leg the attacker reverses course and searches in 
the new direction for the entire prescribed interval . Each 
attacker course change event is accompanied by computation 
of new CPA time, counterdetection time, detection probabil-
ity and convergence zone time . 
. End of Trial : The trial is terminated when no further 
positive dete ct ion probabilities are expected and in any 
case ~hen trial time exceeds a nominal termination time 
by 100 hours. The specific criteria for ending a trial are : 
l. The final intel ligence ~&timate o~ the trial has 
been transmitted to the attacker , 
2. The attacker is on search station, 
. 
.. 
3. Probability of detection is zero, and 
4. The range of the target to the search station is 
~ increasing. 
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In addition to the above crit eria, if the fin a l intel li-
. gence of th~ trial results in an estimated speed advantage 
for the t a r ge t so that inter cept appears impossible the 
trial is terminated . 
If the attacker i s on searc h station a t the end of the 
trial maximum detec tion probabi lity gen e rated during the 
final search phase is included in the overall probability 
estimate for the trial. All tria l stat istic s are recorde d 
for summary display and the next trial is begun . 
C. LOGIC AND SUBROUTINES 
Thi s section contains a description of the ma in program , 
MAIN, l ogic flow, illustrated in Fi gure. 5 , along with an 
explanation of each of the subroutines . Program activities 
can be categori zed as run preparation, trial preparation ~ 
event execution and displ a y, tria l comple t ion and run corn-
pletion. Figure 4 shows the relationship of each of the 
categories. The details of eac h activity are best found by 
examining Figure 5 .and the exp lanations of ~ubroutines 
referenced within the fi gure. 
MAIN controls the sequence of operations during the 
execution of a series of runs . Run preparations involve 
the reading and display of input da ta and are carried out 
at the beginning of each run. The environmental inputs 
are read in before the first run only. Trial preparations 
. 
• precede each trial and include initializing key variables 
and developing the event list. For each trial, MAIN 
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Figure 4 . VIM Logic Summa ry 
Stlrt · 
,_, ___ '""' Prepare for run 
Read and display input data 
T 
Prepare for trial 
In i tialize v a ria bles and counters 
T 
Execute event 
Advance ship positions 
Execute the requ·ired evolutions 
Compute revised event times 
Store statistical data 
· Dis lay event data 
Summarize trial 
Compile trial statistics 
Display trial summar y 
1.---------l-y-
Summar i ze run 
Disp lay run stat istics 
End 
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Figure 5. Main Program Flow Chart 
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Figure 5. (Continued ) 
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Figure 5. ( Continued) 
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executes the events in chronological order until the trial 
termination criteria are satisfied. Following each trial, 
MAIN directs the data assembly for the trial and the desired 
output, then initiates t he next trial or run summary as 
appropriate. Following the run summary, the pattern is 
repeated starting with run preparations until all runs have 
been completed. 
Whil e primary control of VIM rests within MAIN many of 
the details of the simulation are contained in subrout ines 
which are calle d by MAIN and other subroutines. In the 
text that follows, these subroutines will be - referred to by 
n ame and are list e d in order of their appearanc e in the 
program li sting , Append ix B. 
INOUT : The i nput and output functions are performed 
primarily by INOUT~ These functions are described in 
detail in Chapter IV. In addition to reading all input 
data and writ ing most of the output messages INOUT ini tial-
izes trial variables and prepares the statistical data for 
display. Eight entry points are provided and are called 
only Sy MAIN at various critical times throughout the series 
of runs. 
Entry INOUT: This routine reads tille card and 
environmental data is the preliminary step in a series of 
runs. 
Entry INOUT2 : This routine reads run designator, 
run descrip t ion, options, situation, target track and 
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intellige nc e data in prepara tion for each run . Optimal 
target int e rcept is computed. 
Entry INOUT3 : Thi s sect i on of INOUT di s plays the 
' input data at the start of e ac h run. 
En t r y I NOUT4 : New rand om int e lligenc e time s a re 
printed by t his routin e at t he start of e a ch trial if 
desired. Counters used in compi l ing run statistics are 
set to zero . 
Entry INOUT5: At the end of each trial t hi s rou-
tine accumulates statistics for inclus i on i n the run sum-
mary . If de s i red the trial summary is displaye d. 
En try I NOUT 6 : At the end of each eve nt s tatistics 
pertaining to the event are store d and i f d e sired the trial 
status is printed . 
Entry INOUT7: At the end of each run this routine 
calls subroutine STAT to compute the means and variances of 
each of the data groups compiled during the run, and prints 
the run summary . 
Entry I NOUT8 : Before each trial this routine sets 
all key variables to their initial values, generates the 
times of the first expected detection events using subrou-
tines CPAT, DETECT , FIND, and CZDET. The subroutine ELIST 
is called to establish the event calenda r for the trial. 
UPDATE: This subprogr am computes the attacker and tar-
get coordinates at the time of the current event using the 
coordinates of the ships at the time of the previous event 
and the X and Y velocity components. With the new 
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positions the range, r ate a t wh i ch ~ange is cha n g ing a nd 
the status of the attacker with respec t to th~ conver gence 
zone are ca l culat ed . Sub routines DETECT and PDET are 
calle d to provi de the current detect i on prob ab ili t y e stimate . 
FIND: Th i s r outine c omput es t he e xpected c ounterde tec-
tion time base d on the r e l a tive speed v e ct or and c ounter-
det e ction r a ng e, R, during tria l initiali zation and after 
each eve nt which r e sult s in a course or sp e ed chang e for 
either unit. (Fig. 6) If prese n t range is gr eat e r than R 
and rang e is increasing counter d e t e c t ion will not occur. 
Wh e n the r ange is clos i ng from a d is tan ce gr e ater than R, 
then CPA range and CPA coordinates are comput ed. If CPA 
range, Rc, i s greater tha n R a detecti on will not occur. If 
Rc is less tha n R the time of counte r detec t ion is d e t e r mine d 
to be the time at which r a ng e b e t wee n t he units will equa l 
R. If prese nt r a nge i s less than R count e rdetection is 
i mmediate. 
CPAT: This routine computes the time required for the 
attacker to achieve its closest point of approach based on 
the relative speed vector during trial initialization and 
after each event which results in a course or speed change 
for either unit. The time thus computed will be used as 
the time of the next detection probability event. If the 
range is increasing following a course change, but had been 
decreasing, the CPA time is current problem time. If the 
range is decreasing following a course change the coordinates 
of the closest point of approach relative to the attacker 
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Figure 6 . Determinat ion of Time Until Counterdetection 
Using Subroutine FIND 
Target 
Att a cker 
Counterdetection 
Range 
Re l at j_ve 
rrr ac k Point of 
Count erde tection 
Time unti~ counterdetection 
is the distance from the target 
to the point of counterdetection 
divided by relative speed . 
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are determined and the time required for the attacker to 
r eac h that point i s computed based on the relative ve locity 
vector. 
DETECT: This routine evaluates the sonar equation as 
the preliminary step to computing counterdetection time and 
probabili ty . The parame t ers for the sonar equation ar e 
compiled using the se lf and radiated noise curves and the 
ship speeds . The ship noise data i s combined with ambient 
noise and sonar gain to form the fi gure of merit . If a 
detection probability is being computed , the figure of mer i t 
is returned to the calling program for u se with subroutine 
PDET. If counterd e tection time is to be established , the 
r ange of zero s i gna l excess is determined from the propa -
gation l oss curve and is r eturned to the calling program 
for use in subroutine FI ND . 
CZDET: This routine computes the time until the n ext 
CZ event during e a ch course or speed change by either u n it. 
Figure 7 is a log ic flo w diagram of CZDET . The convergence 
zone is defined in · t erms of its inner , central and outer 
radii. CZ event times are det e rmined as follows: 
1. Rang e between the ships is greater than the outer 
cz radius~ and 
a. CPA range is le ss than the central CZ radius: 
the event occurs when the range equals the cen-
tral CZ radius~ 
b. CPA falls b~tween central and outer CZ radii: 
the event occurs when the ships reach CPA, or 
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Figure 7. Subroutine CZDET 
Variable Definitions : 
Rl : Inner CZ radius 
. R2: 
R3: 
Central CZ rad~us 
Outer CZ radius . 
D : Range between ships 
VR: Relative Speed 
RA : Distance from attacker to 
CPA along relative tracks 
RCZ: Distance from CPA to central 
CZ radius along relative track 
DIST: Distance from attacker to point 
of CZ event along relative track 
IRUN: A status switch 
TF: Time until next CZ event 
8 
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C:rRu;c~ ~------~ IRUN = 2 
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Figure 7: (cont. ) 
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c. CPA range is _ greater than the outer CZ radius: 
no event wi ll b~ scheduled. 
2 . · Attacker i s within the ~onvergence zone, and 
a. A CZ event has already occured during this 
period within th~ convergence zone : no event 
will be scheduled, 
b. Range is increasing and greater than the c entral 
CZ radius: the event time is current problem 
time, 
c . Range is greater than the central CZ radius and 
CPA r ange is less than central CZ radius : the 
event will occur when the range equals the cen-
tral CZ radius , 
d . Range is decreasing but CPA range is gr eater 
than central CZ radius : the event will occur 
when the ships are at CPA, 
e . Range is increasing and le ss than the central CZ 
radius : the event will occur when the range 
equals the central CZ radius, 
f . Range is decreasing and less than the central CZ 
radius : the event time is current problem time. 
3 . Range is less than the inner CZ radius: the event 
will occur when the attacker reaches the center of 
the c onvergence zone . 
PDET : This routine computes the probability of detec -
t ion at the beginni~g of each event , when the attacker 
arrives on search stat i on and when the target changes speed 
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at a ne w l eg time or during evasion , based on the figure 
of merit and range between th~ ships . The propagation l oss , 
L , at t he given range is compared wi th the figure of merit, 
FM, to d etermine signal excess . Under the assumption that 
propagati on loss is a normally distributed r andom variable 
with known standard deviation, s, then z = ( L- FM ) /s repre-
sents the number of standard deviations by which the propa-
gation loss exceeds the figure of merit . The probability 
of det ect ion is g iven by the probability that a st andard 
norma l random v a riab l e is greater tha n z . The value z is 
comp ared with the values given in a standard n ormal cumula-
tive distribution table t o obtain the probability estimate . 
AVOID: This routine c ompute s the course and speed used 
in response to a counterdetect i on . Figure 8 is a flow 
diagram of subroutine AVOID. F i gures 2 and 3 illustrate 
two of the evasion patterns. The cal ling sequence for a 
spec ial evas ion routine is included and may b e executed 
through norma l inputs . The s pecial evasion must be provided 
by the user as subrout ine SPCL . 
INTEL : This r out ine determines the cours e , speed and 
position resulting from a surveillance facility intelligence 
detection. Figure 9 shows the logic used in c omputing the 
intelligence estimate according to the desired option . All 
random error estimates are symetric about the actual value 
with the distribution parameter repre senting either the 
maximum error in the case of the uniform distribution, or 






Figure 8 . Subroutine AVOID 
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Computation of course and speed estimat e s ba sed on position 
error is shown in Figur e 1 . The fi rst est imate is r a ndom 
from a uniform distribution. The first estimate on a new 
l eg us es current a nd pr evious int el ligence pos itions . Other 
estimates are based on cur r ent position estimate a nd the 
first position estimate for the leg . CZ intelligence is 
not us ed . 
INTDET: This routine calls I NTEL to prepare an 
intelligence estimate , the n stores the informat ion received . 
If target cours e and speed are to be computed based on 
position errors , the base d a ta is generat ed for the first 
intel ligence detection and up dated af t e r each target c our se 
change . If desire d intelligen~e data is printed . 
PROINT : This routine provides the attacker with the 
latest data which is availa ble at a communic at ions period 
but has not b een previously transmitted or superceded by a 
/ 
CZ intell igence detection . If any such dat a exists , the 
position estimate is advanced to the curren t time a cc ording 
to the estimated course and speed . Attacker speed is set 
to transit speed . Figure 10 is a flow diagram of subroutine 
PROINT. 
CZINT: This rout ine generates the convergence zone 
intelligence data when required. The cour se , speed, range 
and bearing errors are selected randomly from uni form distri-
butions using subroutine RAND. Rang e and bearing errors are 
. 
converted into X and Y coordinates representing the est imated 
target position. 
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ELIST: - This routine initializes the event calendar. 
The event calendar consists of a list of event times and a 
list of corresponding event types . 'l1 he event calendar cont a ins 
all targe t track times, all intelligence detection times , 
the times of the next communications event , the next detec-
tion probability event, the next counterdetection event, th e 
next attacker course change even~ the next CZ event and 
the mandatory end of trial event. With times assigned to 
all events the lists are arranged in chronological order. 
RPLACE: Thi s routine inserts revised event times in 
the event calendar. At various time s throughout the execu-
tion of a trial Detect ion, Counterdetec tion , Attacker 
Course Change , Convergence Zone and Communications event 
times must be revised. When a revised time is generated, 
the event calendar is searched for the previously scheduled 
time of the eve nt and it is replaced with the revised time. 
The revised time is then sequenced within the event calendar. 
STAT: End of run sample means, M, and s ample variances, 
V, are computed for all stat istical data compiled during the 
run. Zero valued data may be ignored as in the case of the 
times of maximum detection probability for trials in which 
no positive probability of detection was generated. 
Sample mean is 
n 
where n is the number of data points, Xk , being averaged . 
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Sample variance is 
n 
I ( X 
k=l k v ~ ~~--------­
n - 1 
CURVE : This is a table look up routine. A table con-
sists of two lists of corresponding entries . Given a value 
in the range of one of the lists, the corre sponding value 
is selected from the other list. When the calling argument 
does not correspond to a table entry, a linear interpola-
tion betwe e n the adjacent entries is performed to produce 
the corresponding value. If the calling argument is outside 
the r ange of the list , the segment defined by the two data 
points nearest the input argument is assumed to extend 
indefinite ly and the output value is determine d accordingly . 
Figure ll illustrates a typical propagati on loss curve. 
R 1 , R 2 and R 3 rep~esent calling arguments with 1 1 , 1 2 and 
1 3 the returne d values. In Figure 12 F 1 and F 2 are the 
calling arguments returning R and R , the expected counter-
1 2 
detection ranges corresponding to the given figures of mer it. 
Radiat ed and self noise curves always use speed as the 
calling argument. 
ORDER: This routine arranges the event times in chrono-
logical order. On initializing for each trial and each time 
an event is rescheduled. There are three entry points for 
order. 
Entry ORDER: This se~tion is used to order the en-
tire list during initialization. For this operation the 
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Propagat i on 
Loss ( db ) 
L - -----3 
L 2 
y; --~-
Ll ~L-------------------~~---- Range (miles ) 
Figure 1 1 . Examples of estimat i ng propagation l oss r e l a tive 
I 
t o a specified range u s i ng subroutine CURVE . The X' s repre -
sent i nput data po i n t s . R 1 is l ess t h an the min i mum i np u t 
r ange , so L
1 
i s determined by extendi ng the first line seg-
ment . R
2 
is within the convergence zone . 
Propagation 
Loss ( db ) 
~-­
FM ------ ·rJ-- -2. 
FM 1 --7--- I I 
I I I 
I I 
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/ 
/ Ran ge (mil e s) 
Figure 12. Examples of estimating detection r a n ge based on 
ship noise chara cteristics. FM1 and FM2 are fi gure s of 
merit for different ship speeds. The detection range is 
the minimum distance associat ed with each figure of merit. 
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list is searched for the smallest valued entry. This entry 
and its corresponding eve nt type are excha nged with the 
entries which have index value 1 . The procedure is repeated 
for each index unti l the ordering :i.s complete. 
Entry ORDER2: This routine places the time of the 
next execution of the event type currently being processed 
in its proper sequence in the eve nt calendar. In this 
case the new event time is locat ed in its proper order and 
the indiceB of all unexecuted events with earlier times are 
reduc ed by one. 
Entry ORDER3: This section arranges the time of a 
reschedu led event in its proper sequence in the cale ndar. 
The event is located in its proper sequence and adjusts 
the int ervening times one place up or down a s the r evised 
time is earlier or later. 
PIM: Attacke r course and time to int ercept the target 
are computed based on intelligence data each time the 
attacker rec eives new intelligence, either through a CZ 
event or communications event. The intercept time, T, is 
foun~ by simultane ously solving the equations 
S T + y = V T y y 
s T + X = V T X X 
vz 2 + v = v 
X y 
where S and S are the intelligence velocity components, 
X y 
V x and V y are the (unknovm) components of attacker velocity, 
·v, and X andY are the component differences between the 
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attacker and inte lligence positions . If a real, non-nega-
tive solution exist~ the inter~ept coordinates are deter -
mined and subroutine COURSE is called to find the intercept 
course . 
RAD : This routine converts angles in degrees to radians. 
DEG : This rout ine converts radians to degrees . 
COURSE : The resultant direction of two component vee-
tors i s found by this routine using the FORTRAN library 
routine ATAN. 
REVENT : This routine generates random intelligence 
times for each l eg of the target track . A random number, R , 
i s selected by the random number generator and compared with 
the probabi l ity of an intelligence detection ,· P ., associated 
l 
with target track leg i . This comparis on is repeated fo r 
each successive interval of specified duration , t . When R 
is less than P . the time of detection i s g i ven by 
l 
T = T + tR/P., where T is the initial time of the int erva l. 
s l s 
RNG: The random number generator selects a random number 
from a uni form distribution between zero and one. This 
routine is related to the machine configurat ion and must be 
rewritten for computers other than the IBM 360 . 
NORMAL: This routine is used to g enerate r andom numbers 
from a normal distribution using the princ ipal that the sum 
of indepentent random variables tends to a normal distribu-
tion with mean equal to the sum of the means and variance 
equal to the sum of the ~ariances. Twelve random numbers 
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generated by RNG are added to - 6 to app r oxima te a normal 
di st r ibution wi th zero mean and unit varianc e . 
RAND : · A random number, D, is selected uniforml y over 
the interval minus one to one using a random number , R , 
gener a t e d by RNG according to the formula D ~ 2(R-0.5) . 
SPCL : SPCL is a blank evasion subroutine which may be 
progr ammed by the user to introduce r ev is ed evasion tact ics 
or as semb l e addit ional evasion statistics . The calling 
sequence is included in the program and c ontrolled by input . 
FORTRAN library routines : Five subprograms from the 
FORTRAN library are used by VIM : 
SIN: This r outine comp utes the trigonomet ric sine of 
an angle given in radia ns . 
COS : This routine comp utes the trigonometric cosine of 
an angle given in radians . 
ATAN : This routine computes the angle i n radians whose 
t angent is the c a lling argument . 
SQRT : This routine comp utes the square r oo t of a non-
negative number . 
IBCOM : Thi s routine controls the i nput and output func -
ti on s of the computer system . 
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IV. INPUT I OUTPUT 
A l arge proportion of VIM is devoted to input of the 
r equired data , assemb ly of statistics and information dis -
pla y. This chapter i s a discussion of the details of the 
input and output routines including the simpl ified i nput 
of successive runs and options available for control ling 
the l evel of output detail. 
A. DATA I NPUT 
Input data is treated in six groups : environmental, 
i dentification, option , situat i on , target track and int e l -
ligence. This section outlines the input r equi r ements for 
each dat a group when exec uting a ser ies of runs . 
Environmenta l dat a : Only one set of environmenta l data 
may be applied to a s e ries of runs . The data must be en-
tered prior to the first run and remains unchanged through-
out the series . 
Run identification data : The run identifica tion number 
and d escription must be included with each run. Provis ion 
is made in this group to initiat e changes to the option 
and situation data. 
Op tion data and situat ion data: Complete sets of option 
data and situation data must be includ e d preliminary to the 
first run. Either group may be altered between runs, total-
ly revis e d or left comp letely unchanged. Once a change has 
been entered the new value is retained indefinitely. 
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Target track data : A c omplete · target track must be 
inc l uded i n the da t a set fo r the. first run . The target 
track may be totally revi sed between run s or repe a ted in 
unaltered form. 
Intellige nce data : Intelligence data may be omitted 
f rom a ll runs or inc l uded with any of the run data sets . 
I nput data may be carried over from r un to run as l ong as 
a r andom intelligen c e option is not u sed . 
B. OUTPUT 
Several l eve l s of outpu t are avai l able t o provide fo r 
a careful verificat i on of program operation , to provide 
ac c ess to data the ana lysis of which was not anticipated by 
the d es i gn of VIM and to permit effic i ent comput e r usage 
when the above f actors are not dominant . There a r e thre e 
output categor i es : tr i a l h istor y, t r i a l summary and run 
summar y . The tr ial history a nd s ummary may be inc luded with 
the output or d e l e t ed . The r un s ummar y wi ll a l way s be 
inc lude d but may be di sp l ayed i n a n abridge d form . 
Tri a l his t or y : The detailed t ria l h istory prov ide s 
a list of e a ch event of the tri a l with all amplifying d a ta. 
Each e vent i s cha r a cterized by t he e ve n t time a n d a brie f 
description of the event typ e followed b y the curre nt status 
of detection probability , cour ses , sp eeds, range and tacti-
cal situation along with any s p ecial informa tion which 
might apply to the particular event . The trial histor y may 
be required f or the first trial only , a ll trials or omitted 
e nt irely . The tria l history adds from one to two ~econds 
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of execution t ime for each tria l and adds one output page 
f or each five event~ . 
Trial summary : The trial summary is a list of the 
detection probabilities established during the tr i a l with 
the associated detection times and the status of the attack-
er (t ran s it ing or on search s tation) at each detecti on 
eve nt. The tria l summaries may be displayed with each trial 
history, in place of each tria l history, or be omitted 
entirely. When appear ing in p lace of the tri a l histories 
one page of output i s required for each t r i a l. 
Run summary : The run surnmary i s a compilation of t he 
individual trial r e su l ts of some of the significant statis-
ti cs a l ong with the mean and variance of eac h set of st at is-
tics. The individual tria l r esu l ts may b e omitt ed . 
C. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
VIM output includes a di sp l ay of the input data us ed 
for the experiment f o llowed by the information gene rated 
during the run in the form of trial history , trial summar y 
and sun summa ry. 
l. Input Data Disp lay (Figure 13) 
All input data is displayed at the b eginning of each 
run regardless of the output or input options . The data 
groups shown on the s a mple i nput display, Figure 13, are 
explained in the following paragraphs. 
The self and radiated noise curves for the attacker 




OAT A SET 101 TRIAL 1 PAGE 1 
INPUT DATA SET 101 
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 
SAMPLE DATA SET WITH CONVERGE NCE ZO NE ( PR EPARED FOR VI M USERS MANUA L ) . 
AT TACKER NOISE CURVES 
o.o 3 . 00 10.00 15.00 22.00 25.00 32.00 
-45.00 -4 13 .0@ -3 0.00 -22. 0@ -12. QO -7.13 0 o.o 
3.00 9.00 17.00 24.00 34 . 00 36.00 42. 00 
TARGET NOI~E CU RVES 
o.o 5.00 10.00 15.00 20 . 00 25.00 30 .. 00 
-33. 00 -28 .. 00 -22 .00 -17. 00 -11. 00 - 6.0 0 0.0 
12.00 12.00 13 .. 00 17.00 23.00 32.()0 42o O'J 
PROPAGATION LOSS CURVE 
75.00 92 .0 0 100.00 85 . 00 90.00 115.00 12 7.00 
5.00 17 . 00 3 G. 00 35. 00 4 5.0 0 50.00 100. 00 
Figure 13. · Input Data Display 
0\ 
I-' 
FIRST SAMPLE RUN- RAND TARG TRK, TRIAL HIST, TRIA L SUfv1, I NPU T INTEL, CZ I NTEL 
OPTION INPUTS 
NTRIAL = 7 
NEVD = 4 
M = 2 
NCOMP = N = 3 IJPT = 2 NOPT = 0 NCYCR = 597321 4 INRAND = 1 NC = 0 NSUP = 0 NRTT = 1 IC Z = 1 
SITUATION INPUTS 
TEND = 48.00 CI NT = 0.0 XTI = 
TINT = 4.00 ETIME = 2.50 
o.o YTI = 500.00 TL = 1.20 
SS = 13.00 SA = 20400 VI = 0.10 
AMB = -42.00 SIG MA = 9.00 CA I = o .. o SI = 2.50 
EV ANG = 60. 00 EVSPD = -3.00 
GAINA = 36.00 GAINT = 34.0 0 SE = 
3. 00 CE = 3 0.00 SAF = 3.5 0 
CZR = 40.00 czw = 7.00 
CZRF. = 5 . 00 CZSE = 4.00 CZCE = 15 .00 CZBE = 2.50 
TARGET TRACKS 
CST SPT TT PI NT S PAX SPAY 18 0 . 00 16.JO 0 .1 ..3 o.o 100. 00 o.o 180.00 16.00 200.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 
INTELLIGENCE TIMES 
TI RINP BINP CI NP SI NP 
1.00 13 . 00 2 5. 00 168.0J 13.00 22.50 21.00 84 .o o · 195.00 18. 00 
47.00 9 . 00 15 6 . 00 17 1+. 00 17.00 
The fir st r ow of each of the noi se t ab l es is a list of the 
ship speeds for whi6h noi se e~t imates are to be provided . 
The second row represents the r adiated noise in decib e ls 
at the r espec tive speeds . The third row represents the se lf 
nois e in decibels at the spe eds l isted i n the first row . 
The propagation loss curve i s a ls o approx ima t e d by 
six linear s egment s. The top row of the t able is the propa-
gation loss in d ec ibels assoc iat ed wi t h each of the r a n ge s 
in miles listed in the s econd row. 
The input value of e ach op t ion and situation variable 
is listed with the variable name . Each pair of printed lines 
displays the entries f rom a single input data card . 
The proposed target track is d isplayed as a sequenc e 
of rows , each r ow specifying the data associated with each 
successive leg. The variable names are list ed at the top 
of each column. 
Intellige nce data input by the user will be dis-
played as a sequence of rows , each row sp e cifying the data 
associat e d with a particular intell i genc e detec tion. The 
variable names are listed at the top of each column . If 
intelligence times are determined randomly the times for 
the first trial will appear in rows of seven columns' . 
Intelligence times generated randomly for subsequent trials 
will be displayed following the trial summary. 
2. Detailed Trial His~bry (Fi gure 14) 
The trial history is sequence of messages that 
describe th~ state of the trial at each event. The 
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DATA SET 101 TRIAL 1 PAGE 2 
COMMENCE TRIAL . 1 
PROBLEM TIME = 
PROBLEM T H1E = 
ATTACKE R COU RSE = 0.0 SPEED = 
TARGET COURSE = 172.,2 SPEED = 
TA RGE T COJRDINATES - 8.14 
RAN GE= 503.37 MI LES 
0. 10 . NEW TARGET LEG 
CURRENT I NTELL IGE NCE TI ME = 
EXPECTED CP A TI ME = 29.92 
o.o 
0 . 1 
15.8 
500.00 
CURRENT PROBABILITY OF DETE CTION 0 . 0 
CU MU LATIV E PROBABILITY OF DETECTION 0.0 
ATTACKER NOT ON STATION 
ATTACKER COURSE = 0.0 
TARGET COURSE = 178.1 
TA RGET CO ORDINATES 
ATTACKER CO RDINA TES 









1.00 INTEL. DETECTION 
INTELLIGE NC E DATA - POSI T -1.93 
CO UR SE 168.00 
49 5 . 27 
SPEED13.00 KTS. 
CU RRENT INTELLIGE NCE TI ME = O~O 
EXPECTED CPA TI ME = 29 .9 2 
CUR REN T PROBABILITY OF DETE CTIO N 0 .0 
CUMULATIVE PKOBABILITY OF DETE CTION 0.0 
ATTACKER NOT ON STATI ON 
ATTACKER COURSE = 0.0 
TA RGE T COURSE = 178.1 
TA RGE T COOKDINATES 
AT TA CKER CORDINATES 





1 6 .6 
483 .49 
0.10 
Figure 14 . Detailed Trial History 
0\ 
-1= 
PROBLEM TIM E = 2.20 AT TACKER CO MM ~ PE RI OD 
CURREN T I NTE LLI GENCE TI ME = 1. @0 
EXP ECTE D CPA TI ME = 14. 87 
CUR RE NT PROBAB I LI TY OF DE TECT IO N 0.0 
CUMUL ATIVE PRO BAB ILI TY OF DETE CT I ON 0.0 
AT TACKER RECEIVE S LATEST INT ELLI GENCE 
UPD AT ED I NTEL LIG ENCE COO RDINATES 1.31 48@.0 1 
COU RSE 16 8.0 0 SPEED 13 .00 KTS 
ATT ACK ER NOT ON STATI ON 
ATTAC KER COURSE = 8. 0 SPE ED = 2@.0 
TA RGE T COURSE = 17 8. 1 SP EED = ] 6. 6 
TARGE T COO RDINATES - 6 .75 463.56 
ATTA CKER CO RDI NATE S 0 . 0 0.22 
RANGE = 463 . 39 MILES 
PROBLEM TIME = 14.34 CON VE RGEN CE ZO NE EVEN T 
CUR REN T I NTELL I GENCE T IME = 1.00 
EXPECTED CP A TI ME = 14 .8 7 
CUR RENT PROBA BIL I TY OF DETECTIO N 0 .02 5 
CUMULA TIVE PRO BA BI LITY OF DE TECTION 0 . 0 
ATTACK ER NO T ON STAT I ON 
ATTACKER COURSE = 8 . 0 SPEED = 20 .0 
TARG ET COU RSE = 178 . 1 SPEED = 16. 6 
TA RGE T COORD I NA TES 0.08 261&99 
ATTACK ER COR DINA TES 33 . 89 240.62 
RA NGE = 4 @ft 00 MI LE S 
PROBLEM TIME = 16.95 NEW ATTAC KER LEG 
CURREN T IN TEL. TI ME = 1 .0 0 
RANGE OPE NI NG 
CURREN T PROBAB I LI TY OF DETECTI ON 0.0 
CUMULAT IVE PROBAB ILI TY OF DE TECTI ON 0.0 
ATTACKER ON ST AT I ON 
ATTACKER COURS E = 258 o0 S PE ED = 13 .0 
TARGE T COURSE = 17 8. 1 SP EE D = 16 . 6 
TA RG ET CO OR DINATES 1. 55 218 . 57 
ATT ACK ER CORD I NAT ES · 4 1 . 19 292.40 
RANGE = 83.8 0 MIL ES 
()', 
\.Jl 
PROBLEM TIME = 18.2 @ NEW ATTACK ER LEG 
CU RREN T I NTEL . T IM E = 
RANGE OPE NING 
CURR ENT PRO BAB IL I TY OF 
CUMULA TIVE PROBA BILI TY 
AT TAC KER ON STAT IO N 
ATTACK ER CO URSE = 78e 0 
TARGE T COURS E= 178 .1 
TARGE T CO ORD I NAT ES 
ATT ACK ER CO RDIN ATES 
RANG E = 94.0 8 MILES 
1.00 
DE TE C TI ON 0 . 0 
OF DET ECT ION 0.0 
SPEE D = 13. 0 
SPE ED = 16.6 
2 . 25 197.8 1 
25.29 289. 03 
PROBLEM TIME = 20.7 0 · NEW AT TACKER LE G 
CURR ENT I NTE L. TIM E = 1 . 00 
RAN GE OPE NI NG 
CUR REN T PRO BABI LI TY OF DETE CTI ON 0.0 
CUMULA TIVE PROBAB ILI TY OF DETEC TIO N 0.0 
ATT ACK ER ON ST ATION 
ATT ACKER COU RSE = 258 . 0 SPEE D = 13 . 0 
TARGET C OU~ SE = 17 8.1 SPEED = 16. 6 
TARGET CO ORDI NAT ES 3. 6 6 156 . 30 
ATT ACK ER CORD I NATES 57 . 08 29 5 . 78 
RA NG E = 149 . 37 MILES 
PROBLEM TIME = 22.5 0 INTEL. DETEC TIO N 
I NT ELLIG EN CE DAT A - POSIT 25 .5 5 128.67 
COURSE 195 . 0B SP EED18. @0 KTS. 
CURR ENT I NTEL . TI ME = 1 .00 
RAN GE OP ENING 
CUR REN T PROBAB I LIT Y OF DET ECTIO N 0 . 0 
CU MULAT I VE PROBAB IL IT Y OF DE TEC TION 0.0 
ATTAC KE R ON STAT ION 
ATT ACKE R CO URSE = 258 . 0 SPEE D = 13 . 0 
TARGET COU RSE = 178 . 1 SPEED = 16 .6 
TARGET CO ORDINATES 4 .6 7 126 .47 
ATT ACK ER CO RD I NATE S 34 .24 29 0.93 
RANGE = 167.1 0 MI LES 
PROBLEM TIME = 41. 69 POSSI BL E DETE CTI ON OF TAR GET 
CURREN T I NT EL . TI ME = 22 . 50 
RA NGE OPEN I NG 
CUR REN T PROB ABIL IT Y OF DETE CTION @.0 
CUMU LAT I VE PROBAB I LITY OF DE TECT I ON 0.0 
ATT ACK ER NOT ON ST ATI ON 
ATTAC KER COURSE ~ 193.9 SPEE D= 2 0 .0 
TARGET COURSE = 178 .1 SPEED = 16 .6 
TARGET CO ORDIN ATES 15.46 - 192.27 
ATTA CK ER CORDI NATES - 54 .56 -59.@ 6 
RA NGE = 150 . 49 MI LES 
0\ 
0\ 
PROBLEM TIME = 
DATA SET 101 TRIAL 1 PAGE 
74.1 2 CONVERGE NCE ZONE EVENT 
CURRENT INTELLIGENCE TIME = 0.0 
EXPECT ED CPA TI ME = 79o 44 
CUR RENT PROBABILITY OF DETECTION 0.025 
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF DETECTION 0.0 
ATTAC KER RE CEIVES LATEST IN TELLIGENCE 
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UPDA TED INTELLIG ENCE COORDINA TES 33.75 -7 30.10 
PROBLEM TIME 
COURSE 187.31 SPEED 18.96 KTS 
ATTAC KER NOT ON STATION 
ATTACKER COURSE = 185.9 
TA RGE T COURSE = 17 8 .1 
TA RGE T COORDINATES 
ATT ACKER CORDINATES 
RA NGE = 4J .JO MILES 
= 114.72 END OF TRIAL 1 
CURRENT INTEL. TI ME = 
SPEED = 20o0 
SPEED = 16.6 
33o69 -730.76 
21.72 -692.60 
o.o RANGE OPENING 
CURRE NT PROBABILITY OF 
CUMULAT I VE PROBABIL ITY 
ATTACKER ON STATION 
ATTAC KER COUR SE = 277.3 
DETECTION 0.0 
TA RG ET COURSE = 17 8 .1 
TARGET CO ORDINATES 
ATT ACK ER CORDI NATE S 
RANGE = 125.67 MILE S 
OF DETE CTION 0.0 
SPEE D = 13 .. 0 
SPEE D = 16.6 
56.5 2 -1 404.8 5 
-65.24 -1373.75 
END OF TRIAL SUM MAR Y OF DETECTI ON PROBABILITIES - TRIAL 1 
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF DETECTION 0.0 
NO POSITIVE DETECTION PROBABILITIES ESTABLISHED 
NCYCR = 1736090979 
following paragraphs explain th~ messages found in the 
tria l hi story . 
Event definition message : This message provides 
the problem time of the event and a descriptive phrase iden-
tifying the event type . The event definition message s are 
self explanatory and refer to the events described in Chap-
te r III, Section B . Fo ll owing each event definition i s a 
s e ries of status messages which are explained bel ow . 
INTELL I GENCE DATA: The estimate of target pos ition, 
course and speed gen erated by a surve illance sy stem 
det e c tion . 
CURRENT INTELLIGENCE TIME : The time of the latest 
surve illance intelligenc e provide d t o the attacker . If the 
mos t rec ent inte ll igence is the result of a CZ detection the 
time printed is zero . 
EXPECTED CPA TIME : The expected t i me of CPA based 
on current c ourse and speed is list ed if the range betwee n 
the ships is decreasing . 
RANGE OPENING: The range betwe en the uni ts is 
increasing . 
CURRENT PROBAB ILITY OF DETECTION: The sonar equa-
tion estimate of detection probabi lity based on current 
rang e and speeds. If a speed change by either ship has 
occured during this event the greater probability based on 
the speeds before and after execution of the event is listed. 
The probability shown w~ll not be included in the cumulat i ve 
trial estimate if the attacker is on search station. 
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF DETECTION: The aggregate 
probability ~f detection as described in Chapter III, Sec-
tion A. Note that if the attacker is on search station 
cumulative detection probability will not change until new 
intelligenc e is received or the trial is t erminated at 
which time the maximum probability generated during the 
search period wil l be used to update the trial estimate . 
ATTACKER RECEIVES LATEST INTELLIGENCE : New intel-
ligence has become availa ble to the attacker during a Commu-
nications event or CZ event . 
UPDATED INTELLIGENCE COORD I NATES: Intelligence 
d ata being released to the attacker at a communications 
period is updated to the current time based on the course 
and speed estimates . If the message accompanies a conver-
gence zone event the values given repre sent the current 
estimat e s of a CZ intelligence detection . 
ATTA CKER NOT ON STATION : Attacker is awaiting its 
fir st intelligence information or has not yet reache d the 
projected intercept point in response to intellige nce data . 
ATTAC KER ON STATION : Attacker is on search station 
as determi ned by the most rec ent l y received inte l ligence . 
ATTACKER COURSE : Self explanatory 
TARGET COURSE : Self explanatory 
TARGET COORDINATES: Self explanatory 
ATTAC KER COORDINATES : Self explanatory 
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3. Trial Summary (Figure 15) 
In addition· to the cumulative detection probability 
for the trial, eac h estimated probability with its corre-
sponding time is listed . The first group of numbers r epre -
sents the times at which a de t ection probability was 
estimated while the attacker was in transit . Zero ' s are 
inserted as space keepers . The third group of numbers is 
a list of the times at which a detection probability was 
estimated while the attacker was on search station . Again , 
zero's are inserted as spacers. Sandwiched between the two 
lists a re the probability estimates which correspond to the 
times listed above and below . The time of each estimate is 
the non-zero ent ry in one of the two time lists . 
The random number seed , NCYCR, in effect at the end 
of the trial is listed . This number may be used in the 
duplication of tne next trial . 
4. Run Summary (Figure 16) 
The run summary lists the data accumulated over a 
series of trials . The followin g information is provided to 
clarify the messages and descriptive titles appearing in the 
run summary: 
OPTIMAL TARGET INTERCEPT: The time and position 
provided with this message represent the intercept time and 
location that would be generated if the attacker knew the 
target course and speed on each leg and was able to observe 
each course change . 
-..:J 
0 
Figure 15. Trial Summary 
DATA SET 101 TRIAL 3 
COMMENCE TRIAL 4 
ATTACKER COURSE = 0.0 SPEED = 
TARGET COURSE = 159.1 SPEED = 
TARGET CO ORDINATES - 64.37 
~ANGE = 504.13 MILE S 







END OF TRIAL SUMMARY OF DETECTIO N PROBABILITIES - TRIAL 4 
CUMULATIVE PROBABIL I TY OF DETECTION 0.147 




ON STATION PROBABILITY TIMES 
0.0 23.70 
NCYCR = 1452704771 
DATA SET 101 TRIAL 7 PAGE 
END OF GAME. 
TOTAL OF 7 TRIALS 
DATA SET 1 01 SU MMARY 
INITIAL RANGE TO TARGET 500.00 MILES 
OPTIMAL TA RGE T INTERCEPT UNDER PERFECT IN FORM ATION 
TIME 13.89 POSIT -0.00 277.78 
COU NTERDETECTIONS OF ATTACKER BY TARGET EACH TRIAL 
DU RING TRA NS IT 
0 0 0 
SA MP LE 1"1EAN = 0.2 86 
0 
OUR I NG SEARCH 
0 0 
SA tvlP LE ME AN = 
TOTAL 
0 





SA MP LE VAR IANCE = 
0 0 
SAMPLE VAR IA NCE = 
1 0 







TIME S TO END TRIAL 
114.72 55 .04 112 .08 74.96 114 . 60 89.53 75.99 
SAMPLE MEAN = 90.989 SA MP LE VARIANCE = 556.875 
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITIES EACH TRIAL 
o.o 0.15 o.o 0.15 o.o o.o 0.15 
SAMPLE MEAN = 0 . 064 SAMPLE VA RIANCE = 0.006 
CUMULATIVE TRANSIT PROB AB ILITIES EACH TRIAL 
o.o o.o o.o 0.07 o.o o.o 0.03 
SAMPLE '-'lEAN = o. Jl4 SAMPLE VARIANCE = 0.001 
CUMULATIVE STATION PRO BABILITIES EACH TRIAL 
o.o 0.15 o.o 0.08 o.o o.o 0.12 
SAMPLE ME AN = 0.051 SAMPLE VARIANCE = 0.004 
Figure 16. Run Summary 
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DATA SET 10 1 TRI AL 7 PAGE 14 
THE FOLL OWING DAT A APLI ES TO THE TI ME JF MAX I MUM OBSER VED PROB ABILITY 
NU MBER OF OCCUR ENC ES OF MAX I M U MD~TECT I ON PROBAB ILITY DURI NG : 
TRANS I T 0 
S EARCH 3 
EVA S I ON 0 
MAX IM UM DETECT I ON PROBAB ILITIES 
0 .. 0 0.15 o. o 0 .. 08 o. o 
SAMP LE ME AN = 0 . 051 S6. MP LE VAR IA NCE = 
MAXHWM SEARCH PROBABILITIES 
o .. o 0 .. 15 o.o 0.08 o. 0 
SA MP LE MEAN = 0 . 35 1 SAMP LE VAR I AN CE = 
MA X I MUM T RAN S I T PRO BA BILITIE S 
o.o o.o o. o 0 .07 0 .. 0 
SAMP LE MEA N = 0.01 4 SA MP LE VAR I ANCE = 
TIMES OF MAX I ~~ Ui'-1 DETEC TI ON PROBABI LI TIE S 
o., o 51.29 o. 8 23 . 70 () .() 
SAM PL E MEAN = 32. 898 SAM PLE VAR I ANC E = 
TOTAL PO SITIV E ENTR IES 3 
TIMES OF LAST BRO ADCAST BEF ORE MAXPROB ABILITIES 
o.o 48 .20 o.o 2. 20 o. o 
SA MPLE ~1 EA N = 17.533 SA MPLE VA RIANCE = 







o .. o 
25 3 . 81 7 
o .. o 
70 5 .333 
0. 12 
0 . 12 
@.03 
23 . 70 
2.2 0 
ACQUI S ITI ON TI ME S OF INT ELLIGE NCE LEADING TO MAXI MUM PRO BABIL I TI ES 
o.o 47.00 
·· sAMPLE MEAN = 
o. o 
16.333 
TOTAL POSITIVE ENTRIES 3 
1 .. 00 o.o 
SAMPLE VA RIANCE = 
DELAYS FROM AC QUISITION TO BROADCAST 
o. o 1 . 20 o.o 1 . 20 o. 0 
SA MPLE MEAN = 1 . 200 SAMPLE VARIANCE = 
TOTAL POSITI VE ENTRIES 3 
DELAYS FROM BROADCAST TO MAXIMUM PROBI LITIES 
o.o 3 . J9 
SAMPLE MEAN = 
o.o 
10 . 895 
TOTAL POSITIVE ENTRIES 3 
CONVERGENCE ZONE DETE CTION TI MES 
14.73 o.o 
SAMPLE VARIANCE = 













SAMPLE MEAN : The arithmeti c average and sample 
variance of each category based on the tr ial resul t s i s 
print ed under t h is heading . Whe n t h e r un s ummary i s sup -
p ressed the sample mean and variance on ly are print ed un d e r 
e ac h heading . 
COUNTERDETECTIONS : A li st of t he number of c ounter-
detections e a ch tr i a l, arranged according t o the s tatu s o f 
the attac ke r , i s pr e sented unde r t h is t itle . The fir s t 
list is the numbe r of times the attacker was dete c t ed d uring 
t ransit, the n t he number o f c oun terdetect i ons while att acker 
is on search stat ion and, fina lly , the tota l n umber o f 
c ounterde t ections . These l ists are omi tted if no e va s ion is 
orde r ed . 
TIMES TO END TRIAL : A l ist of the terminat i on t i me 
of each t ria l . 
CUMU LAT I VE PROBAB I LITIES : A list o f the cumu l ative 
probab i l i ties generated eac h tri a l, both overall and acc ord-
ing to the at tacker s tatus . 
NUMBER OF OC CURENCES OF MAXIMUM DETECTI ON PROBABI-
LITY : · A count of the numbe r of trial s in wh i ch t h e max i mum 
detection prob ability wa s g e nerated during t a r ge t e va s i on , 
at t acker tra nsi t a nd attacke r se a rch . 
MAXI MUM DETECTION (SEARCH , TRANSIT) PROBABILITIES : 
A l i s t of the ma ximum det e ct i on probabi l ities achieved each 
trial , both ove rall and accordi ng to attacke r s tatu s . 
TIMES OF LAST BROADCAST : A list of times of r ece i pt 
of the surveillance i ntelligence data which prec e ded the 
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maximum det e ction prob a bility for e~ch trial. Zero 's appear 
for e a ch trial in which th~ max imum det e ction prob ability 
was ze ro or wa s precede d by a CZ intellig ence detection. 
AC QUISITION TIMES: Th~ times of the surve illance 
intelligence data pre c eding th~ maximum detection probabi-
lity estimates for each trial are listed. If a CZ intelli-
gence detection precede d the ma xi mum probability , or if the 
maximum probability wa s zero, a zero entry is printed. 
DELAYS FROM ACQUISITION: The d e lay from intelli-
. gence acquisition time until broadcast of the final surveil-
lance intelligence pre c e ding the maximum det e ction 
prob abili t y for each tr i a l i s list e d. I f a CZ i nte lligence 
detection pre ced e d the maximum probability , or if it was 
zero , a zero entry i s printed . 
CONVERGENCE ZONE INTELLIGENCE TIMES: A list of 
times of convergence zone intelligence d e tections preceding 
the maximum probability of detection. Zero's appear for 
trials in which the ma ximum d e tection probability was z ero 
or followed a survei l l ance detect i on . If CZ intelligence 
is not permitted, this table lists the trial times of CZ 
detec.t ion probability estimates which were trial maximums. 
5. Special Messages 
The following messages are printed to indicate 
possible abnormal re sponse to the input data. Each message 
must be interpreted in light of the problem being run. 
UNABLE TO OVERTAKE TARGET DUE TO SPEED DIFFERENTIAL. 
ABORT TRIAL N: The course speed and position estimate upon 
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which the attacker must base its transit path are such that 
an intercept is impossible , and no furth e r surveillance 
intellige n ce will b e come ava ilable during the tria l. This 
me ssage i s suppr e s sed when th e run summary is s uppress e d. 
I NTELLIGENC E TIME OPTION (NOPT ) AND I NTELLIGENCE 
COMPUTATION OPTION (NCOMP) ARE I NCOMPATIBLE . ABORT RUN K: 
An attempt has be e n made to combine r a ndom int e lligence 
t i mes with input intelligence estimat e s . The run with 
identification number K was aborted and the n ext run exe-
cuted. The option inputs controlling inte lligenc e should 
be checked. 
SO NAR EQUATION PARAMETERS EXCEED I NPUT LIMITS . DATA 
EXTRAPOLATION FOR (ATTACKER SPEED , TARGET SPEED , PROPAGA-
TION LOSS ) X: The noise or propag a t ion lo ss cur v e wa s not 
exp l icitly d e fined for the v a lue X. A linear extr apolation 
has been p e rformed based on the two data points nearest X. 
This message appears only with the det a iled trial history . 
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V. USER 1 S MANUAL 
The objective of this chapter is to prov i de a user of 
VIM with all the information necessary to conduct an experi-
ment with the simu l ation . Sect i on A descr ib es the i nputs 
in det ai l with cross r e fer encing to pertinent sect ions of 
the the sis as we ll as to other input variables for which a 
relati onship exists . Tables 2 through 8 provide an input 
guide f or the exp erienced user containing only brief d e fini -
tions and no cross referencing . Section C descr i bes the 
assemb l y of a complete data deck in detail . 
Ref erences t o inputs in this chapter will . be of the 
form NAME , XX-N , where NAME is the designation of the input 
variable , XX is the i nput category, and N is the serial 
number of the input within the cat egory . The input designa-
tions and categories ar e 
EC - Environme ntal curve, 
RI - Run ident ificat i on , 
OD - Option data , 
SD - Situation data, 
TD - Track dat a, and 
I D - Intelligence data . 
A. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INPUTS 
This section lists each input parameter to VIM by cate -
gory , and includes the key punching instructions and 
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complete definition. The re l ationship of each parameter to 
otne r input variables and it s function in the simu l ation is 
d is cussed . The c olumn headings found in t h e input lists 
are number , name , card field, units, limits and descr i ption . 
"Number" is the serial number of the i nput within its cat egory . 
"Name " is the des i gnation of the variable within the program . 
"Card" i s the seque nce number of the card wi thin the input 
c ategory . "Units" refers to the dimension of the variable : 
miles (ml s ), hour s (hrs) ; knots ~ts ), decibels (db) or 
de gr ees (deg ) . 11 Limits " defines the range of permissib le 
va l ues which may be ass i gned . If "pos" appears under "limits , 11 
the vari able must be assigned a positive value . If 11non-neg11 
is list ed , a positive or zero value must be assi gned. In 
some cases the limits are determined by the values assigned 
to other input variables . ''Description 11 includes the var-
iable definition and amp lifying remarks . Columns which do 
not apply to a particular input category are omi tted . 
1. Environmental Data Card s 
The environmenta,l data group c ons ists of a titl e 
card in which the user is fr ee to ent er any me ssage for 
reproduction on the input data display, a group of thre e 
attacker noise cards , a group of thre e ta!get noise cards 
and a pair of propagation loss cards . Except for the title 
c ard each card is divided into seven fields of ten columns 
each. One entry must be included in each field with a 
decimal point in the appropriate location . Each entry is 
indexed according to the position of its fie l d on the c ard . 
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The entries i n the card groups r epr esent point 
approximations of the nois e curves . F i gures 17 and 1 8 are 
examp les of a n attacker radiated n oise curve and a pr op aga-
tion lo ss curve with the i nput values i ndicated. Fig ur e 13 
shows the i nput display of these curves . Interpretat ion a nd 
u se of th e input dat a points is describ ed in Chapter III , 
Section A unde r detect ion , a nd Chapter III , Section C under 
DETECT . Interpolat ion between p a irs of data points is 
accomplishe d by subroutine CURVE . One environmental data 
group must be included with each series of runs . The e nvi-
ronmental data is summarized in Table II . 
Title card : The tit le card i s the fi r s t card of the 
data set . It may be blank , but must be include d . 
Name 
VN(l) 
VN( 2 ) 
VN(3 ) 
VN ( 4 ) ·. 
VN( 5 ) 
VN(6 ) 
VN (7) 
SNA ( l ) 
SNA ( 2 ) 
SNA(3 ) 
SNA ( 4 ) 
SNA (5) 
SNA ( 6 ) 
SNA (7) 
Fie l d Description 
2- 80 Any tit le , date or descriptive message . 
Attacker nois e curves : 









1 1 - 20 
21-30 
31 - 40 
41 - 50 
51- bO 
61-70 
kts Attacker speed card . Each entry is a 
spe ed for whic h att acker sel f and 
radiated nois e must be estimated. Each 
speed lis ted should b e greater than the 
preceding speed . Entries on the att ack-
er self noise and radiated noise cards 
must corre spond to the ent r i e s on this 
card . 
db Attacker self n oise card . Entries 
represent the self noise g e nerated at 
the s~eeds l ist e d on the attacker speed 
card . 
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Figur e 17. Examp le of a ttacker radiated n oise curve approx-
i mat i on . ~h~ numbers on the horizontal and 
verticle axe s repres e nt the points on whi c h the 
approximation is bas e d . See Figures 13 and 20 . 
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Figure 18. Example of Propagation loss curve with conver-








gence zone. The numbers on the horiz ontal and 
verticle axe s represent the points on which the 
approximation is based . See Figures 13 and 20 . 
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db Attacker radiated nois e card . Entries 
represent the noise radiated by the 
attacker at the speeds li sted on t he 
attacker speed card . 
Target noise curves: 
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k t s Target spee d card. Each entry is a 
speed for which target se lf and r a diat ed 
n o i se must be estimated . Each speed 
list ed shou l d be greater tha n the pre-
ceding speed . Entries on the target 
self noi se and radiated noise cards mus t 
correspond to the entries on this card . 
db Targe t self noise c ard . Entries repre -
sent the self noise generated at t he 
speeds li sted on the target speed card . 
db Target r adiated noi se card . Entries 
represent the noise radiated by the tar-
get at the speeds li sted on the tar get 
speed c ard . 
Propagation loss curve : 
Name Fie ld Units Description 
PLOS(l) 













db Propagat ion loss card . Entries repre-
s e nt the reduction in noise level at the 
distances from the noise source listed 
on the range card. No res t rictions are 
placed on the relative size of the 
entries, but decreasing entries associ-
ated with a convergence zone will result 
i n jump incre.ases in counterdetection 
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Range curve . Entries represent t h e 
di stance from the noise source associ-
ated with each entry on the propagation 
l oss card . Ent r ies should be 
increasing . 
2 . Run Identific at ion Cards 
The run i dentificat i on cards must be include d with 
each r un of a series of run s . The first card is the run 
number card with one to f our int eger entries which must be 
right adjusted in their fields , and contain no decimals . 
The second card is the r un description card . The run iden-
tification c a rds are summari zed in Table III . 
Run number ca rd: 
No. Name F i e ld Description 
3 
1 NUMBER 1-5 An arbit rary run identification numb er 
assigned by the user. NUMBER is pr i nted 
with the input data disp l ay , t h e run sum-
ma ry and at the top of eac h paie of output. 
2 NCYCR 
NC 
6-15 Random number seed . This entry is blank 
on the first run of a serie s of runs, and 
whenever a new option data card is includ-
ed with the run data . In that event , NOC , 
RI-3, is zero or blank and NCYCR is entered 
as OD-6. 
16-20 Number of option change s this run. This 
entry is zero or blank on the first run 
and whenever a new option data card is 
included with the run data . If NOC has 
the va lue one t hr ough 13, option change 
cards specifying NOC changes to the option 
data are required . If no chang e to the 
option data is d es ired set NOC to 99 and 
omit option data a nd option change cards. 
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No . Name 
4 NC 
Field pesc~ip~ion 
21-25 Number o f situation changes this run. 
Thi s entry must be zero or blank on the 
fir st run and whenever a n ew set of s itua-
tion data i s to be entered . If NC has 
the value one through 27, situation change 
cards specifying NC changes to the situa-
tion data are required. If no change to 
the situation data is desired set NC to 
99 and omit situation data and situation 
change cards . When the option data card 
is to be included wi th the data s et NC 
is e n tered as OD-10 . 
Run description card : The run description card 
cont a ins a l phabetic and numeric information or may be bla nk 
but must be included with the data set for each run . 
F ield Description 
2-80 A date , title or des criptive message 
re garding the run. 
3. Option Data Cards 
The option data card must accompany t h e first run 
data s et and may be omitted, r ep lace d by option change cards 
or included with subsequent data sets . All inputs are inte-
ger and must be right a djust ed within the s pecified field. 
An option input card must be incl~d ed whenever NOC , RI-3, 
is zero or blank. The option data inputs are summarized in 
Table IV. 
No. Name Field Limits Descript ion 
l NTRIAL 1-5 1-100 _ Number of trials for this run. 
Chapter VI, Section A includes a 
discus sion of determining the mag-





4 I OP T 
5 NOPT 
Field Limit~ Desc~iption 
: 6-10 0-50 The number of target track cards 
included with the data set for thi s 
run . If M is zero the target track 
from the previ ous run will b e us ed . 
ll-15 0-100 The number of intelligen ce detec-
tions to b e input for this run . If 
N is z e ro intelligence detection 
times will be t aken fr om the previ-
ous run or computed randomly per 
NOPT , OD - 5 . 
16-20 1- 5 Leve l of output detail . See Cha p-
ter V, Sections Band C for fur-
ther discussion . The run summary 
is included with all output 
opt i ons . 
IOPT=l: Detai l ed history of each 
trial including the end of trial 
summary . If random intell igence 
times are c omputed for each tr i al 
( NOPT , OD-5) they are printed at 
the start of each trial . . 
IOPT=2 : Detailed history of first 
trial . End of trial summary for · 
each trial . If random inte l ligence 
times are computed for eac h trial 
( NOPT , OD- 5 ) the y are printed pre -
ceding the trial summary display . 
I OPT=3 : End of trial summary for 
each trial . If random intelligence 
times are computed before each trial 
( NOPT , OD - 5 ) they are printed pre- · 
cedin g the tr i al summary display . 
IOPT= 4: De t ailed h i story of t h e 
f i rst trial only . 
IOPT=5 : End of run summary on l y . 
21-25 -1,0,1 Inte ll igen ce time opt i on swi tch. 
Table I summarizes the va l ue s of 
NOPT , NCOMP ( OD- 8) and INRAND 
(OD-9 ) for each of t he permi ss i b l e 
inte l l i gence comb inations . 
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No. Name Field Limit s Description . 
NOPT ( cont .) 
6 NCYCR 26-35 l-lo'10 
7 NEVD 36-40 l-6 
NOPT=-1: Inte lligence detection 
times will be s e lected randomly 
before each tria l according to the 
parameters TINT , SD-6, and PINT , 
TD -4 . Under this option N, OD-3 , 
must be z e ro a nd NCO~P , OD- 8 , must 
b e on e or two . Omit the int e lli-
gence data cards . 
NOPT=O: Intelligence detection times 
. will be t aken fr om the inte l l i gence 
d a t a card s . Set N, OD-3, t o the 
number of intelligence times d e sired 
and include N intelligence data 
c ards. 
NOPT=l: Int e lligence detection times 
will be se l ected r andomly for the 
first tri a l a ccording to the para-
meters TINT , SD-6 , and PINT , TD-4 . 
Subseque n t trials wil l use the same 
int e lligence times . Under this 
option N, OD-3, mu s t be ze r o and 
NCOMP , OD - 8 , must be one or t wo . 
Omit the inte llig e nce data cards . 
Random number seed. NCYCR is the 
first r andom number used by subrou-
tine RNG i n generating a s e quence of 
r andom number s. RNG produces a n ew 
value of NCYCR each time it is called . 
Wh e n the op tion data card i s omitted 
NCYCR i s entered as RI-2 . 
Evasion option . The evasion pattern 
to be foll owed by the target after 
counterdetect ion is designat ed by 
this input . See Chapter III , Sec-
tion A for further di scussion. 
NEVD=l: Target reverses course and 
reduces speed by one half. 
NEVD=2: Target alters course clock-
wise from the true bearing of the • 
attacker, and changes spe e d. The 
magnitude of the course change is 
defined by EVANG , SD-15. The speed 
change is defined by EVSPD , SD-16. 
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No . Name Field Limits Descr i ption 
NEVD ( cont . ) 
8 NCOMP 46-50 l-5 
NEVD~3 : Target turns away from the 
attacker track and steers a course 
at an angle EVANG, SD-15 , relative 
t o the true bearing of the attacker , 
and changes sp e ed by the amount 
EVSPD , SD-16 . Evasion option 3 is 
pictured in Figure 2 
NEVD=4 : Target turn s away from t h e 
t arget track a nd steer s a course at 
an angle EVANG , SD-15 , re l at i ve to 
t h e reciprocal of a tt a cker c our se , 
and changes speed b y t h e amoun t 
EVSPD , SD-1 6 . Evas i on option 4 is 
pictur ed in Figure 3 . 
NEVD =5 : No evas i on . Counterdetec-
ti on s are suppressed . 
NEVD =6 : Special evasion . Subrou-
tine SPCL i s called . SPCL is a 
d ununy routine which may be programmed 
t o meet any specia l evas i on require-
ments . I n its current state , this 
op t ion will res u lt in t he record i ng 
of counterdetections at t h e mi n i mum 
interval of ETIME , SD-7 . 
Inte ll igence data opt i on swi t ch. 
Thi s opt i on des i gnates t h e method of 
generation of surveillance intel li-
gence estimates . Tab l e I summar i zes 
t he values of NCOMP , NOPT ( OD-5) a n d 
I NRAND ( OD-9 ) f or each of t he per -
missibl e inte l ligen ce comb inat ion s . 
NCOMP=l : Targe t e st i ma ted pos i tion, 
c ourse a nd s pe ed are s e l e c ted r andom-
l y fr om the d i st ribut i on designated 
b y INRA ND, OD-9 . The p a r ameter s of 
t he position e s t i ma t e are SPAX , TD-5 , 
and SPAY , TD - 6 . The pa ramet er for 
the course estima t e is CE , SD - 18 . 
The parameter fo r the speed estimate 
i s SE , SD- 1 7 , wi th the add i t ive 
f actor SAF , SD - 19 . 
NCOMP=2 : Target est i mated position 
is sele ct ed rand omly fr om the distri-
b ution d es i gnated by I NRAND, OD -9, 
No . Name Field Limits De~cription 
NCOMP ( cont .) NCOMP=2 ( cont . ) : 
based on the parameters SPAX , TD-5 , 
and SPAY, TD-6 . The course and 
speed estimate is based on two posi -
tion estimates and the intervening 
time . Parameters for the initial 
course and speed estimates are CE , 
SD-18, and SE SD-17 along with the 
additive factor SAF, SD- 19 . Speed 
estimates are constrained to fall 
between S-SE and S+SE+SAF, where S 
is the targe t leg speed . The compu-
tation process i s des cribed in Chap-
ter III , Sect i on C under subroutine 
'INTEL , and illustrate d in Figure 1. 
NCOMP=3 : Target position is derived 
from input position error informa -
tion taken from the intellige nce 
data cards . Course and speed are 
selected randomly as described for 
NCOMP=l . Estimated target position 
is on bearing BINP, ID-3 , at range 
RINP , ID-2 , from the actual targe t 
position at the time of the intelli-
gence detection. 
N'COMP=4 : Target position , course 
and speed estimates are taken from 
the input information on the intel l i -
gence dat a cards . Determina tion of 
the position estimate is as descr i bed 
fo r NCOMP=3 . Course and spe e d est i-
mates are taken directly from CINP , 
ID-4, and SINP , ID-5 . 
NCOMP=5 : Target position estimate 
i s derived from the position error 
inf ormation input on the intelligence 
data cards . The course and speed 
estimates a r e based on two position 
est i mates and the i ntervening t i me 
as de s c r ibed f or NCOMP =2 . Comp uta-
tion of t h e position e s t i mate is as 
describ ed for NC OMP =3. 
Note : If NCOMP i s assigned t he va lue t h ree , f our 
or five NOPT , OD - 5 , must be zer o . 
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No . Name Field Limits Description 
9 INRAND 46-50 1-4 Intelligence error distribution 
switch . Table I sunrnari z es the 
values of NCOMP (OD-8) , NOPT (OD - 5) 
and INRAND for each of the permissi -
ble intelligence combinations . If 
NCOMP is four or five INRAND is 
ignore d .. 
10 NC 
INRAND=l : Intelligence posit ion 
cour se and speed errors are select ed 
fr om a uniform distribution . Maxi-
mum position errors are specified by 
SPAX, TD-5 , and SPAY , TD-6 , Maximum 
speed error i s SE, SD-17, Maximum 
course error i s CE , SD-1 8 . 
I NRAND=2: Intelligence position 
error is select ed from a norma l dis-
tribution . Course and speed errors 
are from a uniform distribution as 
for INRAND=l . The standard devia-
tions for the X and Y po s ition 
errors are given by 1/2 SPAX , TD-5, 
and 1/2 SPAY, TD-6 . 
INRAND=3 : Int e lligence pos ition 
error is selected from a uniform 
distribution as described for 
INRAND=l . Course and speed errors 
are selected fr om a normal distribu -
tion with standard deviations of 
1/2 CE , SD-1 8 , and 1/2 SE , SD-17, 
r espectively . 
INRAND=4 : Intelligence pos ition 
error is selected from a normal 
distribution as for INRA ND =2 . 
Course and s peed errors are from a 
normal distribution as for INRAND=3. 
57-55 0-27, The number of changes to situation 
99 inputs from the previou s trial . If 
NC is zer o a complete se t of situa-
tion inputs is required . If NC is 
99 the situation data from the pre-
vious run will be used, and the 
situation data and situat ion change 
cards must b~ omitted from the data 
deck. If NC is --assigned a value 
from one through 27 situat i on change 
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No . Name Field Limits Des'cription 
NC ( cont .) 
11 NSUP 56-60 0,1 
12 NRTT 60-65 0 , 1 
13 ICZ 66-70 0,1 
card s specifying NC changes must be 
included . If the Option card is 
omitted NC is entered as RI-4 . 
Run summary supr e ss ion switch. 
When act ivated NSUP reduc es the 
volume of output displayed in the 
run summary . 
NSUP=O : The fu ll end of run summar y 
will be printed. 
NSUP=l : The lists of i ndividua l 
tri a l r esults will be deleted from 
the run summary . Sampl e mean s and 
varia n ces wil l be re tained . 
Rand om target t rack option . When 
activated NRTT causes the t a r ge t 
to deviate randoml y from its assigned 
track ( target tra ck dat a ). 
NRTT=O: Target track d a ta is us ed 
as given. 
NRTT=l: Target initi a l posit ion and 
the cours e and speed f or each l eg 
are selected from uniform distribu-
tion s . Deviat ion of in itia l target 
X and Y coordinates from the input 
init ial position is limited by 
SPAX(l) , TD-4, and SPAY (l), TD-5 . 
The input initial pos i tion is given 
by XTI , SD- 3, and YTI , SD-4 . Maxi -
mum course and speed deviations are 
d efined by CE , SD-1 8 , and SE , SD-17. 
The base course a nd spe e d for each 
l eg is CST, TD-1, and SPT, TD-2. 
Convergence z one intelligence option . 
This switch is in effec t any time 
CZR, SD-22, is greater than zero. 
ICZ=O: . No c onvergence zone intelli-
gence ~ill be generated . Detection 
probability estimates gener ate d with-
in the convergence zone wil l be 
used in establishing the trial proba-
bility estimate. 
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No . Name Field Limits De~cription 
ICZ (c ont . ) ICZ=l : Probability estimates gene-
r ated within the convergence zone 
are conve rted to intelligence esti-
mat e s which are provided immediately 
to the attacker. If an intelligence 
estimate is to be generated speed, 
· cour se ~ange and bearing errors are 
selected from uniform distributions 
limited by CZSE, SD-24, CZCE, SD-25 , 
CZRE, SD-26, and CZBE, SD-27 , 
respectively . 
Option change cards: When NOC, RI-3, is assigned a 
value from one through 13 the option data card is replaced 
by one or more option change cards naming NOC changes to 
the option data from the previous run. Up to eight changes 
may be entered on an option change c ard . Each change is 
entered as a pair of numbers : the first is the option input 
number ; the second is the revised value. All entries are 
integer and must be right adjusted within their fields . If 
NOC is zero, blank or 99 the option change card is omitted . 
Field Description 
xl-x5 Option input serial number . 
x6-yO Revised option input value . 
( x represents any digit zero through seven . y is 
x p l us one . ) 
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Table I . Intel l igence Option Summar~ . 
This table summarizes the input values for the 
i n t e l ligence option switches NOPT , NCOMP and INRAND to 
achieve each of the possible methods for generating intelli-
gence estimates . The effect of NCOMP values l and 2 i s 
i nd epend ent of the NOPT s e t ting . Whe n NCOMP i s a ssigned 3 , 
4 or 5 , NOP T must be 0. 
NO PT NCOMP I NRAND Met h od of estimation 
-l Random i nte l l i g e nce times each tr ial. 
0 Input intelligence time s. 
l Ra n dom i ntel ligence t i mes f i rst tr ia l. 
l l Random uniform posit i on estimate . 
Random uniform cour s e and speed est . 
2 Ra n dom n ormal posit i on estimate . 
Ran dom uni form cours e and speed est . 
3 Random un i form pos iti on estimate . Ra n dom n orma l c o urse and sp~ed est . 
4 Random n or ma l posi t i on es timate . 
Ra n dom n or ma l course and speed est . 
2 1,3 Random u n iform position est i mate . 
Course and speed based on pos i t i ons . 
2,4 Ra nd om n orma l pos i t i on est i ma t e . 
Cour s e and speed bas e d on posi t i on s . 
0 Input int e llige n ce times . 
3 1 , 2 Inpu t pos i t i on estimat e . Rand om uniform c ourse a nd speed e st . 
3 ,4 Input p osition e stimat e . 
Random normal cours e a nd speed est . 
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l - 4 
Method of estimation 
Input intelligen~e times . 
Input position estimate. 
Input course and speed est . 
Input position estimate . 
Course and speed based on 
positions . 
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4 . Situation Dat~ Cards 
The situation data cards must ac c·ompany the first 
run data s e t and may be ~mitted, repla ced by situation 
cha nge c ards or included with subsequent data sets. All 
inputs are decimal and may be placed anywhere within .their 
fields. A decima l point must be included with each entry . 
The situation input cards must be include d whenever NC, 
RI-4 or OD-10 , is zero or blank. The situation data is s um-
marized in Table V. 
No. Name Card Field Units Limits Description 
1 TEND 1 1-10 hrs pos 
2 CINT 1 ll-20 hrs 0-TEND 
3 XTI l 21 - 30 mls 
4 YTI l 31-40 mls 
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Nomin a l time to end the 
tria l. No random intelli-
gence t imes ·will be gene r a t -
ed after TEND . The tria l 
will terminate at TEND + 100 
if the normal criteria have 
not been satisfied . See 
Chapter III, Section B for 
de tails . 
Communication interval. 
Attacker monitors the intel-
ligence broadcast every CINT 
hours when not on search 
stat i.on . While on station 
the attacker monitors the 
broadcast every two hours . 
If CINT is zero the attacker 
will receive intelligence 
whenever it becomes avail-
able (TL , SD-5). 
Initial X and y coordinates 
of the target relative to 
the attacker . XTI is the 
east - west displacement . 
YTI is the north- south dis -
placement . Positive entries 
are north or east . When the 
r andom target track option 
i s selected ( NRTT , OD - 12) , 
( XTI , YTI) represents the 
No . Name Card Field Units Limits De s cr i p tion 
-- --
YTI ( cont .) cent e r of a r e ct a n g l e wi th-i n which the t a r get i s r a n-
domly located . 
5 TL l 41-50 hrs pos 
F i x e d int e llige nc e dela y . 
Su r ve i l l an ce inte ll i gence 
i s h e ld for TL hours before 
b e i ng r e l e as ed for communi-
cat i on t o the attacker . 
6 TINT l 51-60 hrs p os 
Intel l igenc e d e t e ct i on i n -
t erva l . I nt e ll i gen c e d e t e c-
t i on s oc cur at mos t one 
time during eac h s ucc ess ive 
time p er i od of d uration 
TI N'r when e ver r a n d om i nte l -
lig enc e times are s p e cifie d 
( NOPT , OD- 5 ). The p r obab i-
li ty o f a survei llance de-
tect i on wi thin the int e rval 
i s PINT , TD- 5 . Th e exact 
time o f detection i s placed 
randomly wit h in t h e i nt e rva l . 
7 ETIJI'!E l 61-70 h r s pos 
Evasi on time . Up on d etect-
ing t he att a c ker the t a r get 
wi ll execute the assi gn e d 
e vas i on ma neuver ( NEVD , 
OD- '7 ) f or a n interval of 
l e ngth ETI J\1E . Count erdetec -
tions a r e s u ppress e d dur ing 
the evas i on i nt e r va l . 
8 ss 2 l - 1 0 k t s p o s Search speed . 
r he att a cker 
uses this sp e e d while on 
st a ti on for i mprove d son a r 
p e r formanc e . 
9 SA 2 l l -20 kts p o s 
Tra n s it speed . Th e at ta c ker 
u ses t his sp e ed t o p r oce e d 
t o s e arch s tati on in r es -
ponse to i nt e lligenc e data. 
10 VI 2 21 -3 0 kts p o s Init i a l 
spe e d o f attacke r 
u sed prior t o receipt of 
t h e first i n t e ll i genc e data. 
ll CAI 2 31 - 40 deg 0-3·60 In i t ia l 
course of attacke r 
u sed prior to receipt of 
t h e f irst int e lligenc e data . 
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No . Name Ca rd Field Units L~m~ts Descrip tion 
12 SI 2 41-50· hrs pas 
13 Al\1B 2 51-60 db 
Search l eg time. Upon 
arrival on st a tion the at-
tacke r s ear c hes on a course 
perpe ndicu l a r t o t h e esti -
mat e d targe t course for 
l/2 SI , then r e verses 
cour s e e ve r y SI hours there-
aft er un t il n ew intelli-
gence i s received . 
Ambi ent nois e level . AMB 
is a term of the sona r equa-
tion r epresent i ng a lower 
b ound on se l f noise r egard -
l ess of the values derived 
fr om the se l f noise curves. 
14 SIGMA 2 61-70 db pas Standard devi a tion of pro -
pagation lQs s . SIGMA is 
us ed with the sonar equa tion 
to estimate det e ction 
prob a bi li t i es . 
15 EVA NG 3 l-10 deg 0-360 Target evasion ang l e . In 
exe cuting evasion pa tt e rns 
2, 3 or 4 t a r g e t evasion 
course is det e rmined by the 
geometry at c ounterdetect i on 
and EVANG . ( NEVD , OD-7) 
16 EVSPD 3 ll-20 kts note Evasion speed increment . 
In executing evasion pat-
terns 2 , 3 or 4 target eva-
s i on speed is leg speed 
plus EVSPD . (NEVD , OD-7) 
17 SE 
Note: EVSPD may b e positive or negative , but if ne-
gative it must not b e permitted to drive the 
t arget speed to zero or below during evasion . 
Target l eg speed , SPT , TD-2 , random t rack op -
tion NRTT , OD - 12, and speed error, SE , SD-17, 
must be conside r ed . 
3 21-30 kts note 
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Speed error. Intelligence 
speed est imat i on by the sur-
veillance f a cility uses SE 
as the maximum error of a 
uniform distribution or two 
st andard deviations of a 
normal distribution . In 
the lat ter case SE defines 
No . Name Card Field Unit~ Li~it~ Description 
SE ( cont .) a re g ion in which 98.85 % of 
the errors are expected . 
When the i nt el ligence speed 
estimate is computed from 
positi on estimates SE is 
the maximum posit ive speed 
error, and is combined with 
SAF, SD-19 , to form a limit 
on negative error . SE is 
the maximum deviation from 
assigned target track 
18 CE 
19 SAF 
speed SPT, TD-2, under the 
r andom targe t track option , 
NRTT, OD-12 . 
Note : Under the fixed target track option SE must 
be positive and les s than the minimum target 
leg speed . Under the random target track op-
tion SE must be less than one half the mini -
mum target l eg speed . This will assure that 
targe t speed and estimated speed will not be 
driven to zero or b elow . 
3 31-4 0 deg 0-360 
3 41-50 kts pos 
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Course e rror. Intelligence 
course est i mation by the 
surveillance facility uses 
CE as the maximum error of 
a uniform distribution or 
two standard deviations of 
a normal distribution . In 
the latter case CE defines 
a region in which 98 . 85% of 
the errors are expected . 
CE is the maximum deviation 
from the assigned target 
track course , CST, TD-3 , 
under the random target 
track option , NRTT , OD - 12 . 
Safety factor . When the 
surve illance intelligence 
speed estimate is generated 
by VIM , and for all CZ in-
telligence estimates , SAF 
is added to the estimated 
speed in an attempt to force 
the attacker to a search 
statiori ahead of the actual 
target. When intelligence 
speed is bas€d on position 
estimates SAF is combined 
with SE, SD-17, to 
No. Name Card Field Units Limits Descr i ption 
SAF (c ont . ) est a bli sh a limit on nega-
tive speed error . 
20 GAINA 3 
21 GAINT 3 
22 CZR 4 
23 czw 4 
24 CZSE 4 
51-6 0 db 
61-70 db 
Attacker sonar gain . GAI NA 
is used in the sonar equa-
tion for e stimating detec -
tion probability , and is 
compo sed of r ecognition 
different ial, Nrd ; and di-
rectivity index , Nd i, asso-
ciated with the at t a cke r's 
sonar suite )( GAINA=Nrd -Ndi) 
Target sonar gain . GAINT 
is us e d in the sonar equa-
tion for determining coun-
terdetect i on r ange , and is 
compo sed of recognition 
differentia l, Nr d, and di-
rectivity i ndex, Ndi, asso-
cia ted with the targe t' s 
sonar su i te . ( GAINT=Nrd-Ndi ) 
1-10 mls non-neg Converg ence zone c entral 
radius. CZ events occur 
when the range between the 
ships is as nea r the cen-
tral CZ r a dius as possible 
based on the · current rela-
tive track . If no conver-
gence zone is represented 
on EC-5,CZR should be set 
to zero-: The nature of the 
CZ eve n t is desi gnated by 
ICZ, OD-13 . 
11-20 mls 0-CZR Convergence zone h a lf wid t h . 
The out e r CZ r adiu s is 
given by CZW + CZR (SD - 22) . 
The inner CZ r adiu s is CZR-
CZW. During the time the 
range between the units 
falls within the minimum 
and maximum CZ r adii exactly 
one CZ event will occur . 
21- 30 kts note Convergence zone speed 
error . When a convergence 
zone intelligence estimate 
is generated, the speed 
error is selected randomly 
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No . Name Card Field Units Limits Description 
CZ SE (cont.) from a uniform distribution 
with CZSE r epresent ing the 
maximum error . ( ICZ , OD-13) 
Note: To prevent a negative speed estimate , CZSE 
should be less than the minimum target l eg 
speed. If the random t arge t track option 
( NRTT , OD-12) is activated the minimum target 
l eg speed should be greater than CZSE+SE , 
SD-17 . 
25 CZCE 4 
26 CZBE 4 
27 CZRE 4 
31-40 deg 0-360 Convergence zone course 
error . When a convergence 
zone int e lligenc e estimate 
is ge nerated , the course 
error is selected rand omly 
from a uniform distribution 
with CZCE represent i ng the 
maximum error . ( ICZ , OD-13 ) 
41-50 deg 0-360 Convergence zone bearing 
error . When a convergence 
zone intel l i gence estimate 
is generated, the po sit ion 
error is c omputed from a 
bearing and range error 
( CZRE , SD-27) . The bearing 
error is sele cted randomly 
fr om a uniform distribution 
with CZBE r epresenting the 
max imum error~ (I CZ , OD -13) 
51 - 60 mls Convergence zone range 
error . When a convergence 
zone intelligence estimate 
is generated , the position 
error i s computed from a 
r ange and bearing error 
(C ZBE , SD- 26) . The range 
error is selected randomly 
fr om a uniform distribut i on 
with CZRE r epresenting the 
maximum error . ( ICZ , OD-13) 
Situation change cards: When NC, RI-4 or OD-10, is 
assigned a value from one through 27 the situat ion data cards 
are replaced by one or more situation change cards naming NC 
change s to the situation data from the previous run. Up to 
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five changes may be entered on each change card . Each 
change is represented by a pair of numbers : the first i s 
the integer v a lue d situa tion input number; the second is 
the revis ed (decimal) value which may appear anywhere in 
its assigned field and must include a decimal point . If 
NC is zero, blank or 99 the situation chang e cards must be 
omitted . 
Field s Description 
1- 5 
16-20 





36-4 5 Revised situation input values . 
51-60 
66-75 
5. Target Track Car ds 
Course , speed and surveillan ce system detection 
parameters for each l eg are the components of the target 
track data. One card is required for each le g of the tar-
get's transit path , with the number of l egs specified by M, 
OD-2. If M is zero the target track cards must b e omi tted 
and the target track from the previous run wil l be used . 
. 
Target track cards must be included with the first run data 
set. All entries are decimal and may b e located anywhere 
within their fields. Decima l points must be included . The 
target trac k dat a is summarized in Table VI. 
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No. Name Fie ld Units Limit ~ Des cription 
l CST(I) 1-10 deg 0-360 Base cour s e for leg I . Prior 
to the l eg termin a tion time , 
TT, TD - 3, the t a r get wi ll de-
via te from this course only 
2 SPT(I) 11-20 kts pos 
3 TT(I) 21 -30 hrs pos 









in r es pon s e to a counterdet e c -
tion ( NEVD, OD-7 ) or in res-
pon s e t o t he random track 
option, NRTT , OD-12 . 
Base spe e d for l eg I . Prior 
to t he l eg termination time, 
TT, TD-3 , the target will 
deviate from this speed only 
in r espon se to a counterd etec-
tion ( NEVD , OD-7) or in re s -
ponse to the random track 
option , NRTT, OD-12 . 
Termi nal time for l eg I. When 
problem time equa ls t ermin a l 
time for the l eg , the t a r get 
tra c k inde x is increme nted a nd 
the pa r ameters fo r the n ex t 
track leg are activated . The 
t e r mina l time for the final 
l eg must exceed TEND , SD-1 , 
by more than 100 hours . 
Intelligence det ection p r oba-
bility . Under the random 
intelligence time option , 
NOPT, OD-5, the surveillanc e 
f acility will detect the tar-
get on le g I with probabi l ity 
PI NT during eac h successive 
interval of length TINT , SD-6 . 
Surveillance po sition error 
parameters . When a random 
position estimate is generated 
by VIM , SPAX a n d SPAY are the 
maximum X a nd Y d ev i ation of 
a uniform error , or two stan-
dard deviations of a normally 
distributed error . In the 
latter case , SPAX and SPAY de-
fine regions of the X a nd Y 
axes in which 98.85% of the 
error is expected . ( NCOMP , 
OD-8; I NRAND , OD-9) When the 
random track option is 
No. Name Field Uni ts Limits Description 
SPAX, SPAY (cont . ) activated ( NRTT , OD-12) 
SPAX(l) and SPAY (l) r epresent 
the maximum deviations from 
XTI, SD-3, and YTI , SD-4. 
6 . Intelligen~e D at~ Cards 
The intelligence data cards refe r . to surveillance 
system d etections and consist of d e tection time and related 
course , speed and po s ition estimates. One card is requir e d 
for each intelligence d e tecti on . The number of detections 
is specified by N, OD- 3 , which should be zero whenever NOPT , 
OD-5, is n ot zero . I f both Nand NOPT are zero, the intel-
l i gence data c ards must be omit ted and the int e lligence data 
i nput for the previous run will be used. If N is zero and 
NO PT is not zero the inte lligence data cards must b~ omitted 
and random intelligence d a ta will be gener ated within VIM. 
All entries are decima l and may be l ocated anywhere within 
t heir fields. Decima l points must be included. The intel -
l ige nce dat a is summarized in Ta ble VII. 
No . Name Fie l d Uni ts Limits Description 
1 TI(J ) 1-10 hrs pos 
2 RINP (J) 11- 20 mls pos 
The time of intelligenc e detec -
tion J. When problem time 
equa ls intel l i ge nce detection 
time , the course speed and 
position wil l be estimated in 
accordance wi th the intelli -
gence option switches NCOMP , 
OD- 8 , and INRAND , OD - 9 . 
Range error f or i ntelligence 
d e tection J . If NCOMP , OD- 8 , 
i s one or two thi s entry may 
b e blank . Otherwise , i ntel l i -
gence position is based on 
range error and bearing from 
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No. Name Field Units Limit~ D~scription 
RINP (cont . ) actual target position (BINP, 
ID-2) . 
3 BINP (J) 21-30 de g 0-360 Bearing from target of intel-
ligence position e stimate J . 
If NCOMP, OD-8, is one or 
two this e ntry may be blank. 
Otherwise, intelligence posi-
tion is based on the bearing 
from the target and the input 
range error BINP, ID-2 . 
4 CINP(J) 31-40 deg 0-360 Course estimate for intelli-
gence detect i on J. This entry 
is requir e d only when NCOMP , 
OD-8, is assigned the value 
four. 
5 SINP(J) 41-50 kts pos Speed estimate for intelli-
gence d e tection J . This entry 
is requir e d on ly whe n NCOMP, 
OD-8 is as signed t he value 
four. 
7. Terminal Card (99999 Card) 
Following the last data card from the data set for 
the final run , the terminal card signals the end of the data 
set. This card is described in Tabl e VIII . 
Field Des cription 
1-5 99999 
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Tabl e II. Environmenta l Da t a Summary 
Title c a rd : 
Fie l d De script i on 
2-80 Us ers me ssage . 
Attacke r noise cur v e s : De cimal entries . 
Fi e ld Unj_ ts Des cript i on 
10 col kts Attacker speed c a rd . 
10 co l db Attacker s e lf noise. 
I=l, ... ,7. 
I=l, ... , 7. 
Name 
VN(I) 
SNA ( I) 
RNA(I) 10 col db Attacker r adiated noise . 1=1, .. ,7. 
Target noise curves : Decimal entrie s. 
Name Field Units De scription 
STN ( I) 10 col kt_s Target spee d card . I=l, ... , 7 . 
SNT(I) 10 col db Targe t s e l f n o ise . I=l, ... ,7 . 
RNT(I) 10 col db Target radiated noise. I=l, ... , 7. 
Propagation los s curve: Decimal entries·. 
Name Field Units De scripti on 
PIDS(I ) 10 co l db Propagation loss . I=l, ... , 7. 
RDET(I) 10 co l mls Range of loss. I=l, ... , 7 . 
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Tab le III . Run Identifica tion Summary 
Run number card : Integer entries . 
No. Name F i eld Desc ripti on 
l NUMBER 1- 5 Run identific a tion number . 
2 NCYCR 6 -10 Random numb e r seed ( OD - 6) . 
3 NOC ll-15 Number of option changes . 
4 NC 16-20 Number of situat i on changes . (OD-10) . 
Run d es cription catd: User ' ~ message in columns two 
through 80 . 
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Tab l e I V. Opti.on Data Summary : I nt eger Entries. 
No . Name Field Limits Description 
l NTRIAL l-100 
2 M 6-10 
3 N ll -15 
4 IOPT 16-20 
5 NOPT 21-25 
6 NCYCR 26-35 
l-100 Number o f tria l s . 
0- 50 Number of target tracks cards . 
0-100 Number of intelligence det e ction 
cards. 
1- 5 Output option . 
I OPT= l: Details each tria l; 
trial s um. 
2 : Det a ils first trial; 
trial sum . 
3 : Tria l sumnar i es . 
4: Details first trial . 
5: No trial details. 
-1,0 ,1, I nte ll igence time option . 
NOPT=-1 : Random times each t ri. a l . 
0 : Input t i me s . 
1: Random times first trial 
for all trials . 




opt i on . 
Course r e versa l. 
Cours e change relative to 




Cours e cha nge away from 
att ac ke r bearing . 
Course change away from 
attacker course . 
No evasion . 
User ' s ch ai se ( SPCL ) . 
I ntell i gence data option . 
NCOMP=l : Random position , course 
and speed . 
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2: Random position , computed 
c ourse and speed . 
3: Input position , random 
c ourse and speed . 
No . Name Fie l d Limit s Description 
NCOMP ( cont. ) 
9 INRAND 4 6- 5 0 1 - 4 
10 NC 51-55 0-27, 
99 
11 NSUP 5 6-60 0,1 
1 2 NR'rT 61-65 0,1 
13 ICZ 66 - 70 0,1 
4: Input pos i tion , course 
and speed . 
5 : Input pos i tion , computed 
course and speed . 
Int elligenc~ error distr ibution 
SV{itch. 
I NRAND= l: Uniform position , course 
a nd speed . 
2 : Norma l posit i on , uniform 
course and sp eed . 
3: Uniform positi on, normal 
course and speed . 
4: Norm a l position, normal 
cour se and speed . 
Number of situation dat a cha n ges . 
( RI-4) 
Run summary supression swit ch . 
NSUP 1 : I ndividual trial stat istic s 
omitted from run summary . 
Ra n dom tar get track option switch. 
NRTT 1 : This option is activated . 
Convergence zone in te lligence 
option . 
ICZ 0 : De t ect i on probabilities 
included overall es timate . 
1: Detection probabilities 
converted to CZ 
intelligence . 





Option input number . 
Option input value . 
( x repre sents a ny digit zero through seven . y is x 
plus one .) 
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Ta ble V. Si t u a ti on Dat a su·m:mary : De cima l En t rie s. 
No . Name Card Field Unit s Li mi t s Description 
1 TEND 1 1-1 0 hr s pos Nomina l t i me to e nd 
trial. 
2 CINT 1 11-2 0 hrs 0-TEND Communic a ti on s inter va l . 
CI NT 0 : Intel lig e n c e 
tra nsmitt e d wh e n 
ready . 
3 XTI 1 21-30 mls Initial t a r g et coordi-
4 YTI 1 31-40 mls n a tes . 
5 TL 1 41-50 hrs pos Intellige n ce delay time. 
6 TINT 1 51-60 hrs po s Int e lligenc e d e tection 
inter val . 
7 ETIME 1 61-70 hrs p o s Evas ion t i me . 
8 ss 2 l - 10 k ts p os Atta c ker search speed . 
9 SA 2 11-20 kts pos Attacke r tra nsit s peed. 
10 VI 2 21 - 30 kts pos Initial at tacker s peed. 
11 CAI 2 31-40 deg 0-360 Initial attacker course. 
12 SI 2 41-50 hrs pos Attacker s e arch leg 
time . 
13 AMB 2 51-60 db Ambi ent noise l e v e l . 
14 SIGMA 2 61:_70 db pos Standard dev iation of 
propagation loss. 
15 EVANG 3 l-10 deg 0-360 Target evasion angle . 
16 EVSPD 3 11-20 kts note 1 Target eva sion spe e d. 
17 SE 3 21- 30 kts note 1 Intelligence speed error . 
1 8 CE 3 31-40 deg 0-36 0 Intel l igence course 
error . 
1 . . . . . 
These entries must be c.hosen so that target track 
speeds or intelligence speed estimates cannot take on nega-
tive values. 
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No. Name Card Fi e ld Units Limits Des cript i on 
19 SAF 3 41-50 kts pos Intelligence spe e d 
safety factor . 
20 BAHIA 3 51-60 db Attacker sonar ga in . 
21 GAINT 3 61-70 db Targe t sonar gain . 
22 CZR 4 l-10 ml s non- neg cz c e nt ra l rad ius . 
23 CZVl 4 ll-2 0 ml s 0-CZR cz half width . 
24 CZ SE 4 21-30 kts note 2 cz spe ed error . 
25 CZ CE 4 31- 40 de g 0-360 cz course error . 
26 CZ BE 4 41-50 d eg 0-360 cz b ear i.ng error . 
27 CZRE 4 51-60 ml s cz r ange error . 
Situation change cards : 
Field s Descript ion Fields Description 
1- 5 6-15 
16-20 21-30 
31-35 Input numb ers . 36-4 5 Input value s . 
46-50 51- 60 
61-65 66-75 
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Table VI. Target Track Summary : Decimal Entries . 
No . Name Field Units Limits Description 
1 CST( I) 1-10 deg 0-360 Base target course , l eg I. 
2 PT(I) 11-20 kts pos Base target speed, leg I. 
3 TT(I) 21- 30 hrs pos Terminal time , leg I. 
4 PINT(I) 31-LI 0 0-1 Intelligence detection proba-
bility , leg I. 
5 SPAX(I) 41-50 mls Surveillance position error 
6 SPAY (I) 51- 60 mls p arameters , l eg I . 
Table VII . Int e llige nce Data: su·mmary : Decima l Entries . 
No. Name · Field Units Li~its De~~ription 
1 rri(J) 1-10 hr s 
2 RINP ( J ) ll-2 0 mls 
pos The time of intelligence 
detection J. 
Intelligence range error, 
detect ion J. 
3 BINP (J) 21-30 deg 0-360 Inte l ligence position bear -
i ng from target , detection J . 
4 CINP(J) 31-40 deg 0-360 Intelligence course estimate , 
d.etection J . 
5 SINP(J) 41-50 kts pos Intellige nc e speed est imate, 
detection J. 





B. DATA DEC K ASSEMBLY 
The data deck is composed of a set of envir onmental 
cards, first run data and the input cards f or subsequent 
run s . The environmental set as described in Chapter V, 
Section A-l is placed i n front or the deck. The first run 
data includes the run i dentification cards, the opt ion data 
card, the situation data cards and the target track d a ta . 
If int e lligenc e times are to b e input , inte l ligence d a ta 
cards must also be included . The minimum input for subse -
quent runs is comprised of the run identification c ards. 
In addition, there may be an opti on card or change cards, 
situation cards or chang e cards, a revis e d t a r g e t track , 
and r evised intelligence data . Tab le IX is a n outline of 
a typical data set ass e mbly . Figure 19 show s the complete 
d a ta d ec k assembly. Figure 20 is the example data deck 
used t o generate Figures 1 3 thr ough 16. 
Job control card s : The exact job control c a rds are a 
func tion of the system being u sed . The job contro l cards 
requir e d by the IBM system 360 in stallat ion at the Naval 
Postgraduate School are listed in Table X. Part A of Table 
X shows the cards r equir ed to compile and execute the VIM 
FORTRAN source and data. VIM is curre ntly held in disc 
storage at the NPS computer facili ty . Part B of Table X 
lists the cards required for use of the store d program. 
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Table IX. Data Set Assembly 
Environmental data 
Title card 
Att acke r noise curves 
Target n oi se curv es 
Propagation loss curve 
First run data 
Run identification cards 
Option data card 
Situation data cards 
Targe t track card s 
Intelligence data cards (optiona l ) 
Subsequent runs 
Run identification cards 
Option data c ard (optional) 
Option change card (optional ) 
Si tuation data cards (optional) 
Situation change cards ( optional ) 
Target track cards ( optional ) 





Situati on c hange s 
0Rt:L on changes 
Second run 
~ ~~--------------------~--------~--------------7 
Si tuat i on d a ta 
--------------------------------~ 
Op tion data 
t"_,-
Run Id entificat i on , Fir s t run 
- -- ---= ;...__--~~ 
Environment a l d a t a 
Envir onmen ta l Da ta con tro l c a rds 
------ -- - --- - - -·--- ·-, 
Progr am d e ck 
~" - ·--~-~------------------------------~ 
Prog r am Job control c a rds 






FIGU RE 20 SAMPLE DATA DECK FOR THREE RUNS 
SAMPLE DATA SET WITH CONVE RGEN CE ZO NE PREPARED FOR VI M USERS MA NUAL ) 
o. 3. 1 o. 15. 22. 25. 32. ATTACK SPD 
-45. -40 . - 30 . - 22 . - 12 . - 7. o. SE LF NS E 
3. 9. 17. 24 . 34 . 36. 42. R AD N SE 
o. 5 • 10 . 15. 20. 25. 30. T.ARGE T SPD 
-33. -2 8 . - 22 . - 17. - 11. - 6. o .. SE LF NS E 
12 . 12 . 13 . 17. 23 . 32. 4 2 . RAD NSE 
7 5 . 92. lOJ . 8 5 . 90 . 115. 127 .. PROP LO SS 
5 . 17. 30. 35 . 45 . 50. 100. RANG E 
101 RUN I D CRD 
FIRST SAMPLE RUN- RA ND TARG TRK, TRI AL HIS T, TRIA L SU M, IN PUT IN TEL, CZ I NTEL 
10 2 3 2 0 14859 732 1 4 4 1 0 0 1 1 OPT CRD 
48. 2. 0. 500 . 1 .. 2 4 . 2 . 5 SIT CAR D 1 
13. 20. • 1 o. 2.5 -42. 9 • SIT CARD 2 
60. - 3 . 3. 30. 3 .. 5 36 .. 34. SIT CARD 3 
4 J. 7. 4. 15 . 2.5 5 . S IT CAR D 4 
180. 1 6 . 0 . 1 • o 50 0 • o. TRG T TRK l 
180 . 16 . 2 JO . 25. 25 . 25 0 TRGT TRK 2 
1. 13. 25 . 168 . 13 . INT DATA 1 
1 5. 22 . 84 . 205 . 18 . I NT DATA 2 
30. 9. 156 . 16 8 . 15. I NT DATA 3 
1 )2 75821 8413 6 1 RUN ID CRD 2ND SAM PL E RUN - RAND TRA CK , NO HIST,SUP SUM, INP UT I NTEL.NO CZ INTE L, CO NS T COMM 
2 0 3 0 4 5 11 1 1 100 13 0 00 CHG C RD 
2 a. SO CHG CRD 
103 956 3 1 RUN ID CRD 3RD SAMPLE RUN - FIXED TRA CK, NO HI ST, SUP SUMv RAND INT EL,NO CZ 
5 -1 8 1 9 1 00 CHG CRD 
22 o. SO CHG CRD 
99999 F INA L CA RD 
Table X. J ob Control Cards 
A. Compile and execute 
I I · Job card 
I I EXEC FORTCLG , REGION .GO= llOK 
I IFOR'r . SYSIN DD 
SOURCE DECK 
I * 
IIGO. FT06FOOl DD 
IIGO . SYSIN DD 
DATA DEC K 
B . Disc storage 
II Job c ard 
I I J OBL IB DD 
II 
IISTEPl 
IIFT06FOO l DD 




SYSOUT=A , SPACE= (CYL ,( l , l ) ) 
' 
* 
DSNAME=S 0802 , KILSUB,DISP=SHR , 
VOLU ME =SER=MA RY , UNIT=2314 
EXEC PGM=VIM , REGION=llOK 
SYSOUT=A , STACE= (CYL, ( l , l) ) 
* 
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VI. VIM EXPERIMENTATION 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the use of 
VIM i n general terms . Section A prov ides a discussion of 
pr ob l e m formulation and the re l ation to the prob l em in qual-
ita t ive terms of the i nput pa r ameters . Section B i s an 
illustration of the us e of VIM as applied to a t yp i ca l 
probl em . 
A. FORMULA TI ON OF THE EXPER I MENT 
Formu l ating a s i mu l ation experiment involves defining 
an object i ve , developing a scenario compatible with the 
mod e l, enumerating the output data d es i red and ass i gning 
v a lues to t he input par ameters compatible with t he ob j ec tive , 
the sc e n a rio a nd t he desired outp u t . 
Ob j e c t i ve : The g oa l s of the e xperiment must b e c l early 
defined in t e r ms of t he prob l em f aced a nd t he me a s ure of 
effectiveness to be u sed . For examp le , the measure of 
effectiveness mi ght be cumu l at ive de t e cti on probabili t y or 
numb e r o f counte r de te c tions . 
Scenario : The scenari o mus t r e l a t e the prob l em to the 
mode l . The key elements of the VIM scenario are the trans -
itting target , a waiting attac k submarine , a remote intelli-
. gence facility , the sonar environment , react i on of the 
targe t to coun t erde tecti on s , and the fact that the r e spon se 
of the attacker to a detection opportun ity is t o record the 
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probability of detection and continue its search plan . 
Since the geometry 6f VIM is similar to that encountered 
in a variety of situations , th~ elements of the problem 
must be carefully identified wi th the elements of the mode l. 
Frequent l y assumptions must be made r egarding the problem 
to satisfy the requirements of the mode l. Each of these 
assumptions must be c areful ly justified in light of the 
potential effect on the outc ome. 
Output data: Certain data is compiled by VIM automati-
cally, such as overall detection pr oba bility, maximum 
d etection probability, c ounterdetection data~ times associ-
ated with maximum probability of detection and times associ -
ated with conve r gence zone events. Easily obtained from 
the tri a l s ummaries is the distribution of detect ion proba -
bilities over time fo r each trial. Other data is available 
from the detail ed. tria l history . 
Input parameters: The variables controlled by input 
were sele cted to provide a max imum freedom in fitting a 
scenario to VIM. All may have a sign ificant effect on the 
outcome and the values entered should be the result of 
careful research as well as a clear understanding of the 
input description. 
The environmental data should reflect the best available 
knowledge of the sound propagation profile of the area under 
consideration and the noise characteristics of the submarines 
being studied. Because of th~ ~mprecise nature of the ocean 
environment and the variation between ships of the same 
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class, a parametric analysis of this d a ta group may be in 
order. 
Target leg changes in VIM are int e nded to int eract with 
the intelligence facility as distingui s hed fr om interaction 
with the attacker . Changes which woul d not be discernab l e 
to the a ssumed in t e lligence plat form should not be include d . 
Particularly i n the case of intel ligence course and spe ed 
computed from pos i tion estima tes, fr equent leg changes with 
only minor modifications'will r esult in unre a l istically 
po or int e ll i g ence estimates . In general , t a r ge t track 
should b e as simple and direc t as the n ature of the study 
p ermits . If random t racks are u sed it should b e only after 
i t b a s b ee n determined that the increased variation is 
n e c essary t o adequately reflect the sys tem being mode l ed . 
Ra ndom intelligence times ma y be required to simulat e 
the rat e at whic h a surveill anc e facility generat e s int el-
ligence estimates on trans i ting targets . The parameters of 
the rand om intelligen ce time option are a time interval 
TINT, SD-1 3 , and the p r obabilit y PINT , TD-4, that a surveil-
l ance fa c ility wi ll generate an estimate during the interval . 
The intelligen ce rate is matched by the ratio of PINT :TINT , 
where PINT i s betwe e n zero and one . If TJNT is very small 
a poisson process is approximated . As TINT is increased 
a limit on the maximum frequency of intelligence estimates 
is established with the time between the estimates taking 
on a more regular pattern. For example, assume that it 
takes a sub~arine six hour~ to transit an intellig ence 
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window, with an average of 3/4 estimates each transit and 
a maximum of 2 estimates on any transit. The pairs (3/4,6), 
( 3/8 , 3) and ( 3/2 4,1), where the first numb e r represents 
PINT and the second TINT , would all satisfy the re quirement 
of 3/4 estimates per transit. Only the second pair would 
s atisfy the limitation that at most 2 estimates could occur 
on any transit . 
Input intelligence times t aken from empirical observa-
tions can be used to validate the mode l and assist in adjust-
ing inputs so that exercise results may be extrapolated to 
a more general situation with a degree of confidence. If 
the problem p ermits this , it i s highly desirable . 
The nature of the convergence zone inputs is dictated 
by the probl em . If convergence zone int el ligenc e i s to be 
generated the error parameters should reflect the errors 
which would be expected in the submarine versus submarine 
tracking problem at convergence zone ranges. 
The number of trials per run is a fuction of the desired 
level of statisti~al significance. If the parameter to be 
measured is one of the statistics included in the run sum-
mary , the average over the runs and the sample variance will 
be listed . If the number of trials , N, is large it rna~ be 
assumed that the average value is a norma l random variable 
with variance equal to V/N , where V is the listed sample 
variation. Let c be the level of confidence with which the 
results from two runs are to be declared to be from differ-
ent distributions ; i . e ., that the two averages represent a 
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different result ba sed on the input parameters as distin-
guishe d from a random difference . Let Z(c) represen t the 
numb e r of standard deviati on s fr om th~ me an of a standard 
norma l distribut i on within which the expected fr action of 
realizat ion s is c . The minimum separation b etwee n observed 
ave rages which may be declared different is 
d = + Z (c) I2V / N 
and if d is spec ified , the r equired numb er of tri a ls is 
Verificat ion : Before ge n e r at ing the experimenta l data , 
it is desirable to verify that the program is responding 
properly to the inp ut data. The trial history i s a n exce l-
lent tool f or this tas k . A sample trj_al can b e plotted 
based on the information provided with e a c h event a nd the 
plot examined for signs of program and data errors or 
mi sinterpretations . 
Validat i on : Whene ver possible the results o f the simula-
tion should be checked wit h empirical data to det ermine if 
essential differences exist which might require r e f ormula-
tion of the problem or if there is sufficient agreement to 
jus tify confidence in the results where no empirical data 
exists . As pointed out above , the various forms of intelli-
. gence input and comp u tation are particul arly well suited 
to this task. 
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B . VIM EXAMPLE 
This typical problem formulation was deve l oped to assist 
t he u ser in becoming familiar with VI M. I niti a l ly t he 
problem is outlined and the scenario is defined. The control 
parameters are isolated and input data requireme nts are 
out l ined . Final l y , the experimental p l an is descr i bed and 
the r esults presented . 
Pr ob l em : An a t tack s ubmarine h as b een a ssi gned the 
t ask of inter cept i ng at close range a tran siting target sub-
marine . The c ommande r of the attack submar ine desir e s to 
u se t actics whic h wil l maximize his detect i on probab i l i ty . 
The decision variables under the control of t h e attack sub -
marine are listed in Tab l e XI . 
Tab l e XI. Example Problem Contro l Var iables 
~ ~
A list of t h e var i ables un d e r t h e con t r o l of t he att ack 
s ubmar i ne commander , along with their p rogram n ames , i nput 
r e f e r ence number s and ranges of permis s i b l e va l ues . 
Varia ble 
Att a c ker tr a n s i t speed 
Attacke r s e arch s peed 
Communicat i on s i n ter val 
Distanc e of attac ker 
from northe rn boundary 
of corridor 
Duration of a ttacker 
learch l e g 
Speed estimate safety 
factor 







. SAF, SD-19 
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Range 
15-25 kno t s 
8-16 knots 
2,4, ... ,12 h ours 
0-2000 miles 
0-12 hours 
0-8 kn ots 
Scenario : A potential enemy must use an ocean l ane 400 
miles wide and 80 0 miles long for its submarines to transit 
f rom home port to the ir operating stations . During a trans-
it of the lane a shore based intell i gence faci l ity maintai ns 
intermittent contact with the transitting submarine and 
makes periodic position , c ourse and speed estimates. Upon 
leav in g the transit lane the target may head for any on e of 
severa l operat ing areas. The surve illance system is una ble 
to estimat e the new course . It is desire d that a n attack 
submarine be sent to the area to establi sh sonar contact 
with a transit ting target submarine . The politica l climate 
is such that if the attack submarine is counterdetected the 
t a rge t will n e i t her evade n or use weapons . 
Data requirements : The key data i n this problem include 
the environmental data , t arget track data , communications 
delay , the intelligence parameters and number of trials p e r 
run. The envirorunental data (includ ing the related si t uation 
dat a inputs ) is typic a l of the ships and ocean area being 
consider ed . No conve r gence zone is present . 
The t arge t track started at a point north of the attac ker 
and two hundred miles to the east and headed du e south at 
sixteen kno t s, the assumed t rans it speed of the target. 
After 80 0 miles on the southerly heading, the t arget turned 
east at the same speed . By this means the 400 mile wide 
corrider was depicted with the attacker on . the centerline of 
the lane and the target proceeding along the boundary . This 
represented the worst case from the point of view of the 
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at tac ke r . The 90 d e gree tur n a ft er Boo mile s r e prese n ted 
a turn t o an unknowri d e s t i n a tion . Sur ve illa n ce detect ion 
prob abili t y wa s s e t to zer o on t h~s l eg . 
The commu n i c a t ions d e l a y was t hat e xpec t e d fo r t he sur -
veil l a nce sy s t em. 
Observat i on s f rom t h e a r ea of in ter es t i ndicat e tha t the 
intelligence f a cilit y e xpe c ts four i n t e l l i gen c e e stima t es 
during the course of a t a r get transi t wi th n o mor e than 
three in a ny 12 hour p e riod . This was approxima ted by s e t-
ting the prob abilit y of a surv e illance d e t e c t i on during a 
f our h our p eriod t o one thir d. It was further assumed tha t 
the position e stimate provided b y the a tt a cke r wo uld f a ll 
unifor mly wi thin a 40 mile s qua r e c e nt er e d a t - t h e a c t u a l 
targe t po s i t i on , wi t h course and s p e e d es timates ba s ed on 
successive po s i tion est i mat e s and s pe e d e rror limi ted to 
three kn ot s . 
The n umber of tria ls f or each run wa s select ed to d is -
tingui s h b etween average proba bility est i ma t es differing by 
.0 3 with 70 % c onfid nn c e . A t e st run of 25 tria ls was made 
whi ch indicated the varianc e for d e t ecti on prob a bility wa s 
.1 6 . The numbe r of tria ls required p e r run was 
Since VIM is capable of only one hundred tria l s per run it 
was nece s sary to conduct each run four times. 
Experiment al plan : A six variable search plan was 
d eveloped to f ind the combination of variab l es over the 
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permiss ible range which ~ould produce the max i mum detect i on 
probabili ty . It was assumed that the probabi lity of detec -
tion is a smooth function of th~ six parameters and that a 
single relative maximum exists over the range of the study . 
The variables were searched one at a time for a maximum 
r esultant d etect ion prob ab ility according to the following 
p l an : 
1. A base value and step value were arb itra rily as -
' 
signed to each variable . 
2. A run (4 00 tri a l s ) was made with each variab l e a t 
it s base va l ue . 
3 . A run with f ive variables assigned base values and 
one alter ed by its step value was conducted for 
each o f the v ar i able s . 
4. The variable which d emonstrated the g r eatest effect 
on detection prob ab ility was identified . A simul-
taneous search of up to eight values of the variab l e 
was conduct e d to estimate the value which maximized 
d e te ction probability . The max i mizing value b ecame 
the base for this variable . 
5. Using the r evised base step s three a nd four were 
repeat ed until n o further i mprovement was indicated . 
Experimenta l Results : In the discussion that f ollows , 
the data from each series of runs is su~1ar i zed in tables , 
analyzed in view of deter mining maximum detection probabili-
ty and the following series spec ified. A series refers to 
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a s et of s e veral runs whi ch are expected to pr ov i de t he 
ans we r t o the problem of whic h var i ab l es may be ad j usted to 
i mprove detection pr obability , or what v alue of a var i a bl e 
prov i des the maximum detection probabi li ty fo r given va l ue s 
of the ot h e r variab les . 
Series I was a s ear c h f r om t he base case fo r the va r i -
ab l e which mi ght produce the gr eatest i mpr ovemen t . Serie s 
I r e sult s are shown in Ta ble XI I wh i ch l i s t s the base va lue 
f or each varia b l e, the increme nt by which each was varied, 
the ave rage pr oba bi l ity a chiev e d fo r e a ch v ariable a t it s 
i ncr eme nt e d v a lue , a nd the d i ff ere n c e of the increment e d 
r esult s fr om the ba se r esul t . Becau se of the lar ge n umb er 
of tria l s for each run ( 400) , the a ve r age probabil i ty may 
be a ss ume d t o be a n orma l l y di stribute d random var i able wi t h 
var i a nc e V = . 16/400 = . 0004 . The v aria n ce o f the differ -
e n ce o f two s uc h random v ar i a b l es i s .0 00 8 with st andard 
devia tion of . 028 3 . The probabili t y tha t two of the random 
va r i a bl e s with the same mean would d iffer by . 03 is l e ss 
than . 3 , and the prob a bil it y of a differ e nc e of . 06 is less 
than ~ 001. With better t han 99 % c onfiden ce , the n , i t can 
b e inferr e d tha t the exp e cted det e ct i on probabil i ty wit h 
tra n s i t speed set a t 22 knots i s gr eater than the expect e d 
resul t wi th tr ansit s peed of 20 kn ots . Ser i e s II was a 
sea r ch of val ues of t rans i t speed to e stimat e the ma ximiz-
ing v a lue . 
In Ta ble XI II is lis ted the re s u lt s of va r y i ng attac ker 
transit sp e e d in one kn ot i ncr ements fro m 20 t o 25 knots. 
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Tab l e XII . Series I Results 
Variable CINT YTI ss SA SI 
Base Va lue 4 400 13 20 2 . 31 
Increment - 2 - 50 +2 +2 +. 23 
Probabili ty . 4575 .4425 . 470 . 5375 .4750 
Difference - . 0125 - . 0275 0 +.0675 -.0325 
Table XIII . Series II Results 
Search of attacker transit speed . 
SA 20* 21 22* 23 . 24 
Probabili ty .470 .4 6 0 . 53 7 5 . 4825 . 5250 









Figure 21 is a plot o f the results with a least squares 
regression line indicating the trend . Since the results 
se e m to b e increas i ng with transit speed and tr ansit speed 
is constrained l ess t ha n 25 knots , the maximizing value is 
taken to be 25 kno ts which is u sed as the new bas e value . 
Series III was a check of all variables one at a time using 
the revis ed base. 
Tabl e XIV lists the revised base values and increment 
values f or each variable along with the resultant probabili-
ties and differences. In this case communications interval, 
CINT, showed the greatest deviation, while search speed , SS , 
initial position , YTI, and estimation safety factor, SAF , 
all showed significant deviation. 
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Table XIV . Ser i es III Re sults 
Variab l e CINT YTI ss SI SAF ALL 
Base Value 4 400 13 2 . 31 4 BASE 
Increment +4 +100 -3 +.23 -1.5 VALUES 
Probability . 4575 .542 5 . 4850 .5 650 . 5375 . 5875* 
Difference -.127 5 -.0 425 -.io - . 02 - . 0475 
* 
Series II results . 
Series IV was a s earch of the permissible communications 
intervals , CINT , for the maximizing valu e . Table XV shows 
the r esult s of this r earch . The values achieved with CI NT 
equal to 6 or 8 are obviously l ower than those f or CINT 
equa l to 2 or 4, but there is insufficient information to 
distingui s h between 2 and 4 hour communicat ions intervals , 
and the bas e value was left at 4 hours . 
Series V comme nced a s earch of attacker search speed 
and interval . The base interval r e presents a search leg of 
30 miles at 13 knots . It is reasonable to suppos e that a 
coordinated adjustment of search interval and search speed 
Table XV . Series IV Re sults 




45 .7 5* 
* Series III results . 
6 
50 . 75 
2 
57 .0 
@ Average of Series II and Series IV results. 
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might have greater effect on detection probability than 
either variable leg itself . Series V examines search speed 
alone . Se~ies VI examine~ search int erval a l one . Series 
VII and VIII look at the joint variation of search speed 
and search interval . Table Avi lists the result s of the 
search speed experiments . Although there is a peak at 13 
Table XVI . Series v Resu lts 
Search over values of search speed 
ss 10 1 2 13 14 16 1 8 2 0 
Probability 51 . 25 53 56.37* 54 52 46. 25 46.5 
* Average of Ser i es II and Series IV results . 
knots , there is little statistical difference over the 
range 12 to 14 knots. Thirteen knots was ret ained as the 
value of search speed . 
Table XVI I lists the r esults of t he search interval 
experiment with s earch speed f i xed at 13 knots . Figure 22 
is a plot of the results . The table and figure indicate 
a degree of stab ility over the range of 1/2 to 3 hours . 
The average result f rom all runs f or which SI i s no greater 
than 3 hours is shown in F i gure 23. There is no reason to 
reject the hypothes is that all results within this band 
were from the same distribution with the mean equal to the 
sample ave r age . When the average is taken over all runs for 
which the value of SI is no greater than 5 , neithe r the 
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Table XVII . Serie s VI Results 
S~arch over value s of Searc h Interval . 
SI . 5 l. 1.5 l. 75 2.0 2 . 25 
Prob ab ility 54 . 75 55 . 5 51.25 56 .75 51L2 5 53 . 25 
SI 2. 31 2 . 5 2.54 2 .75 3 .0 3 .5 
Pr obab ility 56.37* 51 . 5 56.5 51.75 53.5 49 
SI 4 5 8 
Probability 48.5 49'. 5 43.0 
* 
Av erage of Series II and IV r esults. 
thre e l argest nor the three smal l e st va lues within the ba nd 
could reasona bly b e assumed to c ome from a norma l distribu-
tion with the revised aver age v a lue. The conclusion is that 
the results in this c ase are stable for s earc h intervals of 
up to three hours , but detec t ion probabili ty falls off 
thereafter . 
Serie s VII adj us ts s earc h spe ed a nd s earch interval 
jointly with searc h int erva l decreasing by . 23 hours for 
each increas e of 1 knot in search sp e ed. Table XVIII lists 
the results of this first joint experiment . As in Series V 
stability is indicated for search speed in the range of 12 
to 14 knots with no indication of the effect of search 
interval. 
In Series VIII, SI incre~ses .23 hours with each knot 
increase in search sp eed . Table XIX lists the results of 
Series VIII . Figure 23 is a graph of Series VIII data with 
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( SI) 
Tabl e XVII I . Series VII Results 
Joint Search over search speed and search interval 
ss 12 13 14 15 16 20 
SI 2 . 54 2 . 31 2.07 l. 84 l. 61 . 69 
Probability . 5350 . 5637* . 5375 . 4975 . 5075 . 4625 
* Average of Seri es II a nd Series IV r esults . 
Tabl e XIX . Series VIII Results 
I 
Joint search over search speed a nd search interval . 
ss 6 7 . 8 9 10 11 
SI . 7 . 93 1. 16 l. 39 l. 62 l. 85 
Probabi lity . 5475 . 5675 . 5850 . 5850 . 580 . 5850 
ss 12 13 14 15 16 20 
SI 2 . 07 2 . 31 2 . 54 2 . 77 3 . 0 3.92 
Probabili ty . 5750 . 5650* . 5050 . 4850 . 4975 .39 25 
* Average of Series I I, I V and VIII 
a l east squares quadratic r egression curve superimposed on 
the data . Under the assumption that the quadratic curve 
repre sents the underlying r elat ionship between search speed, 
s earch interval and detection probability , the maximizing 
values are 8 . 35 knots and 1.24 hours with an expected dete c-
tion prob abi lity of . 5792 . These values were entered in 
the b a se case. 
Series IX is an experiment to find the vari ab le most 
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Figure 23 . Series VII I Results with Least Squares Quadratic 




Table XX . Serie s IX Re sults 
Variable cmr YTI ss SA SI SAF ALL 
Base Value 4 400 8 . 35 25 1. 24 4 BASE 
Increment -2 -200 +2.35 -2 . 35 - 2 + . 66 -. 66 -2 VALUES 
Probability . 6175 . 520 . 545 .5175 . 5475 . 520 . 5525 . 5825 .5792* 
Difference +. 0383 -. 0592 -. 0342 -. 0617 . 0317 - . 0592 - . 0267 +.0033 . 5792* 
* 
Le as t squares est i mate . 
value s, increments and r esu l ts for this series . As in 
Series III, the communications interval offers a s i gnificant 
improveme nt . Since the value of communications interval for 
Series IX was its l ower bound, no further se a rching was 
r equired, and the b a se was revised to include CINT=2 . 
Series X was a search ove~ all variabl e s to f ind direc-
tions of possible i mprovement and if no improvement is 
indicated , the range of stabi lity of t he solution . Table 
XXI shows the results fr om Series X. No improv ements were 
indicated from variat ion of any of the parameters . The 
final solution is summarized in Ta bl e XXII . The soluti on 
appears very in sensitive to variation of distanc e from the 
northern boundary, YTI , ove r the range of 200 to 1000 miles . 
Althoug h most results in this range were greater than the 
base result , the differences were small and did not indicate 
a pattern . The loss resulting from increasing communications 
interval, CINT , from 2 to 4 hours is not statistical ly signi-
f i c ant , while the next step to 6 hours causes a notable 
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Table XXI. Series X Results 
Variab l e YTI YTI Y'TI YTI YTI YTI 
Va l ue 200 .300 50 0 600 700 800 
Prob a bility . 580 . 590 . 6050 . 5725 :6050 .5825 
Difference . 0019 . 0119 . 026 9 - . 0056 . 0269 . 00 44 
Variab le YTI YTI SAF SAF SAF SAF 
Value 1000 1500 l 2 3 5 
Probability . 5875 . 5150 . 5475 . 540 . 560 . 5125 
Differenc e . 0094 - . 0631 - . 0306 - . 03 81 -. 01 81 - . 0656 
Variable SI/SS SI/SS SA CINT CINT BASE 
Value 1.16/8 l. 32/7 .7 24 4 6 CASE 
Prob ab ility . 5125 . 5325 . 5375 . 565 . 510 . 57 81* 
Diffe rence - . 0656 -.0456 -.04 06 - .0131 - . 0131 
* The average value over 1200 trials . 
';'able XXI I. Final Results 
Variable Solution Range of 
Value I nsensit i vity 
CINT 2 2 , 4 
YTI 400 200-1000 
ss 8 . 35 * 
SA/SI 25/1. 24 * 
SAF 4 3-4 
* The results seem highly sens i tive to these parameters . 
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reduction in detect i on probability . The speed estimate 
safety factor, SAF, below 3 knots or gre a ter than 4 knots 
is associated wit h a decrease in the final estimate. Mov-
ing attacker trans i t speed , SA, away from its upper bound 
or adjusting sea rch speed , SS, and search interval , SI , in 
either direction indicate lower detection probabilities. 
The validity of the r esul ts should be tested against 
some of the d a ta estimates . Of particular inter est are the 
surveillanc e parameters regarding the ~ccuracy of the in-
telligenc e , t h e frequency of the surveillance det ec tions 
and communications delay , the speed of the target , and the 
environmental data. It is likely that unde r differing 
circumstances , the tactics s hould be altered fro m those 
derive d here . 
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APPENDIX A. LAYER DEPTH ANALYSIS 
This appendix deals with the inclusion of sound velocity 
profile (i. e ., l ayer depth) information in the analysis of 
a problem. The simple case in which on ly two operating 
depths are available is treated first . The method presented 
is then generalized to the multiple layer depth problem . 
VIM was not designed' to permit th~ submarines to change 
depth to take advantage of various sound condit ion s . Since 
a d ec ision to change depth is a rational choice based on 
the tactical situation > treating it as a random variable 
would complicate an experiment without increasing the relia -
bility of the results . Further , VIM is not sufficiently 
sophisticated to make depth change decisions on a rational 
basis . 
Layer depth data includes a propagation loss curve 
associated with each of the operating depth combinations . 
The objective of this analysis is to synthesize a single 
propagation loss table which reflects the expected detection 
ranges resulting fr om optimal operating depth polic i es by 
both ~ubmarines . By considering the dept~ selection problem 
a s a two person, zero sum game [3] this objective can be 
real ized . 
In the two person, zero sum game format the attacker 
and target are both fac~d with deciding the proportion of 
time to spend at each operating depth . A payoff, expected 
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detection range , is associated with each depth de pending on 
the operating depth of th~ other submarine . Finally, a 
desirable payoff from the viewpoint of the attacker is a 
l ong detecti on r ange , whereas this payoff is undes irable 
fo r the target . 
1 . One Layer Problem 
Assume that at some given depth there i s a layer 
which either ship can choos e to be above or below . From 
the target radiated noise curve and the attacker s e lf n o i se 
curve determine the n oise l evels for representative speeds 
and compute the figure of merit f or detection of the t arget 
by the attacker . Using the fi gure of merit and the appro-
priate propagation l oss curves determine the maximum r anges 
of zero signal excess for each c omb ination of operating 
depths. The prob lem can be summarized in matrix form as 
shown in Table A-1 . 
The v a lue of the game matrix is the expected payoff 
whe n both submarines a re operating to their bes t advantage . 
This is the detection r ange whic h will be matc h ed with the 
fig ure of merit t o form the input propagation loss tables . 
The first st ep in finding the value of the game 
matrix of Tab le A-1 is to t est for dominance of one operat -
ing depth over another for e ither ship. If the target is 
a l ways better off operating at depth 1 than if i t used 
depth 2 , re gardless of the depth of the attacker , then tar-
get d epth 1 dominates target depth 2 and the column asso-
ciated with depth 2 may be deleted from the anal ysis . 
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Ta ble A-1 
ATTACKER 
Table A-2 
On e layer, t wo ope r a ting d e pth game matr i x . 
En trie s r e p re s e nt e xpe cted det ec ti on r a n ge s 
whe n t h e submarin e s a r e at the d ept h s in 
i ndic a ted . 
TARGET 
Operatin g 
d epth ( l ) 
Ab ove the 
layer 
Op e r a tin g 
d epth (2) 
Be l ow the 
l a y e r 
Op e r a ting 
d epth (1) 
Above t h e 
l aye r 
R 
21 
Ope r at ing 
dep th (2 ) 
·Be low the 
l aye r 
Examp l e of two l a y e r, thr ee operat ing d ep t h 
game ma tr i x . Entr i es are the e xpected d e t e ct ion 
r a n g es whe n t h e subma rine s are at t h e d e pt h s 
indic a t e d . 
TARGET 
de pth l 2 3 
l 10 12 14 
ATTAC KER 2 15 13 9 
3 13 17 12 
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In Tabl e A-1, R 11 would . be ~ess than R 12 and R 21 would b e 
less than Rn . Hav~ng eliminated one possible deci sion for 
the t arget , the attacker may now choose the operating d ep th 
corresp onding t o the l arger o f R 11 and R 12 which is the 
value of the game . 
For example , if the actual matr ix of detection 
ranges were 
Ta r ge t 
Depth 1 2 
l m Attacker 2 
the n the target would always select depth 1 and the a t tacker 
would r emain in d e pth 2 . Expected detection range would b e 
12 miles. 








then attacker ' s de pth 2 is always b e tter than depth l, and 
the target would choose depth 2 resulting in an expected 
detect ion r ange of ll miles. 
If it is established that no dominance exists between 
the rows or columns of the matrix , the solution for the 
expected detection range, R , is found in reference [ 4] and 
is given by 
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Rn IR21 - R22 
R = 
I R z1 - R 22 
+ R 21 I R 11 - R 12 
2. Mu l tiple Layer Pr oblem 
' Where more than t wo operating depths a re pe r mitte d 
the natur e of the p r ob l em i s unchanged but the mathemat ics 
r e quire d f or t he s olut i on a r e mor e c omp l ex . The d e t e ct i on 
matrix for eac h combinati on of d e pths is now N x N, whe re 
the r e are N p oss ible operating de pths. For the p urpo s e s 
of this discuss ion let N=3 and as sume Table A-2 is the e x-
pected det ection range matrix for a g ive n fi gure o f merit . 
As in the one l aye r, t wo oper atin g d epth ca s e th e first 
st ep i s to test for d ominance . Check to see i f eac h of the 
ent r i e s fr om a r ow or ' c o lumn a r e p r e f erred t o the c orres-
pond ing values of anot h e r row or column . If so , d e l e te 
the dominated row or column from the an a l ysi s . In this wa y 
it may b e p os sible to reduce the problem to simpl e r form . 
In the exampl e , Table A-2, the r e is no domina nce . 
After r emov i ng domi nated rows or co lumn s, t e st the 
matrix for a saddle p o int . For each protagonist list the 
worst possible outcome from each possible d ecision. By 
select~ng the operating depth which resul t s in the least 
undesirable of these outcomes each subma rine is guaranteed 
that the exp e cted detection range will never be worse than 
that value regardless of the actions of the other . If the 
range so chosen is the same for both submarines their deci -
sions will actually result in that expected value and a 
saddle point has been found . 
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In the examp l e , Table A-2 , let Ai = 
T. = max R . .. 
J i lJ 
A1 = min (10, 1 2 , 14) = 10 
Az -- min ( 15, 13 , 9 ) = 9 
A3 = min ( 13, 17, 12) = 12 
T1 = max (10, 15, 13) :::: 15 
Tz = max (1 2, 13, 17) = 14 
T3 = max ( 14 , 9, 12) = 14 
Let A* = max A. = max (10, 9' 12) = 12 
i ] _ 
and T ·~ = min T . = min (15, 17, 14) = 14. 
j J 
Since A*· r! T·:r ' the example does not ha v e a 
vlhether or not the ab ove operations 
min R .. and 
j lJ 
saddl e point . 
produced any 
simplifications , the prob l em c an be formulat e d as a linear 
progr am . The ge neral form is 
max i mize R 
X 1 + . . . +xN = 1 
R ' X 1 ' ••• ' XN ~ 0 
where x . represents the proportion of time the attacker 
l 
spends at dep t h i. The actual value s of x are not impor-
tant for this analysis . The value of R will be the expected 
detection range at the given figure of merit . In the exam-
ple , Table A- 2, the problem can be written 
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maximi ze R 
subj e ct to R - iOx 1 - 15x 2 - 13x 3 ~ · 0 
R - 12x 1 ·- 13x 2 - 17x 3 ~ 0 
R - 1 4x 1 - 9x 2 - 12x 3 ~ 0 
xl + x 2 + x3 = 1 
R, X 1 > x2, x3 ~ 0 
Solution to this problem by the simplex me thod is 
expla ine d in re feren ce [4] and programs to carry out the 
c omputat ions are availa ble at many compute r facilities . 
By selecting s e ven value s of fi gur e of merit ne a r 
tho se v a lues exp e cted during the e x e cuti on o f the expe riment, 
a p r op agat i on l o ss t a ble will b e deve lope d which r e f lects 
optimal subma rine op e r a ting d epth s e l e ction. 
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APPENDIX B. PROGRAM LISTING 
1. Alphabetical subroutine index 
Program name 
AVO ID - ------------------------------- ---- ----- 172 
CPAT - -- - --- ---------- ----- ------------------- 168 
COURSE ------ ------------------------ - - - - ------ 184 
CURVE -------- -~-- -------------------------- --- 181 
CZDET . - ------ - -------------------------- ------- 170 
CZINT ---------------- ~------------------------ 17 8 
DEG ---------------------------- - - ------------- 184 
DETECT - ----------- ------------ - --------------- 169 
ELIST - - -------------------------------------- - 17 8 
FIND - --------------- ----------------------- --- 167 
I NOUT ------- ---------------------------------- 153 
INOUT2 - ----------------------------------- 154 











INTDET ---------------------------------------- 175 
I NTEL ----------------------------------------- 17 4 
MAIN ------------------------------------------ 144 
NORMAL ---------------------------------------- 186 
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• 
Alpha be tica l i ndex to Appendix B ( cont .) 
Progr am name 
ORDER ----------- - - ------- - - - ----------------- 182 
ORDER2 
ORDER3 
PDET ---------- --------- ----------------- -----
PIM ---------~-------------------------- -----­
PROINT --------- ------- -------------------- ---
RAD --- - -------- ----- ------ - -------- --------- -
RAND ----------------- ---- --------------------
REVE NT ------ --------- --------- ------ ---------
RNG ---------- - --------- - - --------- -----------























APPENDIX B. PROGRAM LISTING 
MAIN 
CO MMON I INP1 I NTRIAL, M, N, IOPT, NOPT , NC YCR, NEVO, 
2 N:OMP, I NRAN D, NC, NSUPv NRTT, ICZ 
CO MM ON I I NP 2 I TE ND , CI NT , XT I , YTI , TL, TI NT , ETIME, 
2 SS, S A, VI, CAI , SI , AMB , SIGMA, 
3 EVA NG, EVSPD, SE, CE , SAF, GAINA, 
4 GA I NT, CZ R; CZW, CZSE , CZCE 1 CZBE , CZ RE 
CO M.\1CJ N I INP3 I CST(50l, SPT(50), TT(50 } , PINT{ 50), 
2 SPAX(5 0) , SPAY(50), TI< l OO), RI NP (lOOl 
3 , BINP(l@O ), CINP(l0 0 ), SINP(lJO), 
4 WORDS (40) 
COMMON I INP4 I VN(7), SNA(7), RNA( 7), STN!7), SNT<7l, 
2 RN T ( 7l, PLOS (7) , ROE T(7 } 
C 0 M M J N I U P D I 0 T , P 0 ~~ , 0 R , D , N 0 C Z , I N C l 
CO/v!MON I POSIT I XA, Y A, XT , YT 
COMMON I CRSE I CA, CT 
C m~jMON I SPEED I VX, VY, STX, STY 
COM MON I L IST I NTYP E{l60) , TE(160), K, KTE MP , TO, 
2 TD.I\ , TA, MI, TC Z 
CO MMON I INTG~U · I I, J, JJ, XORIG, YORI G, TORIG, 
2 XDIN T (l00 ), YOINT( l OOl , SDINT(l0 0}, 
3 CDIN T! 100 ), TDINT {10 0) , EVADE 
CO HMO N I I NTCOM I T CUR, STINT , CTI NT, XTE, YTE, IRUN , 
2 T OR , NEWINT, NOINT 
Cm1MON I SPECl I R, V, ST , PROP, TF 
COMM ON I SPEC2 I PT, ICOUNT 
COMMON I DATA I NTF, NTE , NRE P, NTOT, NE DET, NDSTA, 
2 NDT RA, NCDTR, NCDST , NSPACEt KDA TA, 
3 NSS W, NEVADE, NCOT (lGJ), NCOS{l00), 
4 NDATA , U, SSW, P?. D, PDMAX, PDT , 
5 PDS, PSMAX , PTMAX , TDET { 500), 
6 TC URD(l00), STIME, TORD { lQO), 
7 DEL ONE (l00}, DE LT W0(100 ) , PRDET(l 50}, 
8 PMAX (lO O), PTRANS{l00), P SERCH( l00 }, 
9 PT TIM E{l 50l , PSTU~ E(15 0 l, NC Z, INTCZ, 
1 NDCZ , CZTI ME ( 100) 
READ ENVI RONM:: NT AL OAT A 
I RUN = 1 
CALL I NO UT 
READ TACTICAL DATA 
7 CON TI NUE 





NTEMP = NREP + 1 
IF ( NDATA .EQ. 99999 ) GO TO 508 
C TEST FOR COMPUTED OR INPUT INTELLIGE NCE TIMES 
NNCOMP = 2 - ~CCMP 
IF ( NOPT l 21 ; 19, 21 
C COMPUTE INTELL I GE NCE TIMES 
21 CALL REVENT ( PI NT, MI,TT, TINT, TE ND, NN COM P, TI, N, NCYCR} 
19 IF { NREP l 13, 13, 14 
14 GO TJ ( 16, 16 , 16 , 16, 31) , IOP T 
C WR ITE THE IN PJ T DATA 
13 CON TINUE . 
u = o. C U IS A TEST VALUE FOR NOPT I NCOMP COMPATABILITY 
CALL I NOUT3 
IF ( U .EQ. O. l GO TO 31 
GO TO 7 C WRITE THE COMPUTED INTELLIGENCE TI ME S 
16 CONTINU E 
CALL INOUT4 
GO TO 31 
C INITALIZE FOR TRIAL 
17 GO TO ( 37, 37, 3 0, 37, 35 }, !OPT 
37 CO NTI NUE 
NTEMP = NR EP + 1 
WRITE ( 6, 70G l NDATA, NTEMP, KD ATA 
KDATA = KDATA + 1 
NSPACE = 0 
C TEST FOR NEW PAGE 
30 IF ( NSPACE - 2 ) 39, 36, 36 
36 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6, 700 } NDATA, NTEMP, KDATA 
KDATA = KDATA + 1 
NSPACE = 0 
C NS PACE ' IS USEJ TO SPACE DETAILED BATTLE HISTORY 
39 NTEMP = NRE P + 1 
WRITE ( 6, 770 ) NTEMP 
35 CO NTINUE 
38 IF ( NOPT ) 21, 31, 31 
31 CONTINUE 
CALL I NOUT 8 
FINAL = T I ( N) + T L + C I NT 
C COM MENCE NEW EVENT 
299 NEWINT = 0 
NDC Z = 0 C NEWINT IS AN JuTPUT SWITCH. NEWINT = 1 WHEN ATTACKER RECEIVES 
C NEW INTELLIGENCE. 





C IJK IS A FLAG INDICATING ATTACKER IS LEAVING SEARCH STATION 
C SELECT NEXT EVENT 
NN = NTYPE ( KTEMP ) 
PT = TE ( KTEMP ) 
CALL UPDATE 
P D = P DW 
IF ( PT .LE. FINAL ) GO TO 301 
I F ( S S ~~ • E Q. 0. l GO TO 3 0 1 
IF ( PO .GT. ::>. ) GO TO 301 
IF (( XT - XA) * STX + ( YT- YA ) *STY .GT. Ool GO TO 327 
301 GO TO ( 3 10 , 316, 305, 304, 323, 3 17, 3 27, 340 ) , NN 
C NEW TA RGET LEG. CE ASE EVASION. NT YPE = 1 
310 I = I + 1 
KTEMP = KTEMP + 1 
!C OU NT = -2 GO TO ( 335 , 335, 314, 335, 314 ) , IO PT 
335 WR ITE ( 6, 767 l PT 
314 CT = RAD (CST( Il) 
ST = SPT( I} 
IF ( NR TT oEQ . 1 ) CT = CT + RAND ( NCYCR 
I F ( NRTT .EQ. 1 ) ST = ST + RAND ( NC YCR 
EVADE = 0. 
NO I NT = 1 
GO TO 100 
C I NTELLIGE NCE DET ECT ION . NTYPE = 2 
316 J = J + 1 
KTEMP = KTEM P + 1 
NOINT = 1 GO TO ( 336, 336, 410, 336, 4 10 ), !OPT 
336 WRITE ( 6 , 769 ) PT 
410 CALL INT DET 
IF ( CI NT .GT. 0. ) GO TO 300 
TI ME = PT + TL 
CALL RP LACE ( 6, TI ME ) 
GO TO 300 
C DETECTIO N PR OB AB I LITY EVENT. NT YPE = 3 
305 NR = 2 
* CE 
* SE 
IF ( SSW . EQ . 0. ) GO TO 309 
IF ( PO .LE. PMOSTJ GO TO 497 
IF ( ICZ .EQ. 1 .AND. I NCZ.E Q. 1 ) GO TO 497 
C SAVE TE MPORA RY ON STATIO N DATA 
302 PMO ST = PO 
TI ME = PT 
CU RT = TCUR 





DEll = TOR - TCUR 
DEL2 = PT - TJR 
GO TO 498 
CO UN TE RDET ECTION EVENT. EITHER COM MENCE OR CEASE EVASION 
NTYPE = 4 
NOINT = 1 
NOINT SPECIFIED INTELLIGENCE STATUS. NOINT = 0 ALLOWS ATTACKER TO 
RECEIVE LATEST INTELLIGENCE. 
IF ( EVADE ) 321 , 321, 322 
C COMMENCE EVASIO N 
321 EVADE = 1. 
TE ( KTE MP ) = PT + ETIME 
CALL ORDER 2 ( TE, NTYPE, KTEMP, K } 
NTE = NTE + 1 . 
GO TO ( 332, 332, 333, 332, 333 ) , !OPT 
332 WR ITE ( 6, 772 ) PT 
333 CALL AVOID ( NEVD ) 
IF ( SS W ) 330, 330, 331 
330 NCDTR = NCDTR + 1 
GO TO 100 
331 NCDST = NCD ST + 1 
GO TO 100 
C CEASE EVASION 
322 GO TO ( 334, 334, 314, 334, 314 ) , IOPT 
334 WRITE ( 6, 773 ) PT 
GO TO 314 
C ATTACKER COURSE CHANGE EVENT. NTYPE = 5 
323 NOINT = 1 
GO TO ( 338, 338, 306, 338, 306 ) , IOPT 
338 WRITE ( 6, 765 ) PT 
306 IF CSS ~~) 307, 307, 308 
C ATTACKER ARRIVES ON STATION. 
307 SSW = 1. 
v = ss 
CA = CTI NT + 1.5708 
TE ( KTE MP ) = PT + SI/ 2. 
CALL ORDER2 ( TE, NTYPE, KTEMP, K ) 
Ptft OS T = 0. 
IF ( CI NT .EQ. O. } GO TO 100 
318 CTTEMP = CTTE~P + 2 
IF ( CTTE MP .LT. PT ) GO TO 318 
CALL RPLACE { 6, CTTEMP ) 
GO TO 100 
C ATTACKER CO MP LETED SEARCH LEG. 
308 CA = CA + 3.1416 














CALL ORDER2 ( TE, NTYPE, KTEMP, K ) 
GO TO 100 
COMMUNICATIONS PERIOD. NTYPE = 6 
CONTINUE 
CTTEMP =· PT 
TEM P = PT + CINT 
IF ( SSW .EQ. 1 ) TEMP = PT + 2. 
IF ( CINT .EQ. 0., ) TEMP = PT + 1000. 
GO TO ( 337, 337, 339, 337, 339 ), IOPT 
WRITE ( 6, 768 l PT 
CON TINUE 
PROVIDE LATEST INTELLIGENCE TO ATT ACKE R 
CALL PROIN T 
IF ( I RUN .EQ. 1 .A ND. CI NT .GT. 0. } TEM P = PT + CINT 
TE ( KTE MP ) = TEMP 
CALL ORDER2 ( TE, NTYPE, KTEMP, K ) 
IF ( !RU N . NE. 1 ) GO TO 300 
DETERMINE ATTACKER COURSE AN D TIME TO I NTERCEPT TARGET 
CO NTI NUE 
INTCZ = 0 CALL PIM { XA, YA, XTE, YTE, V, ST INT, CTINT, XI, YI, CA, TC, ER 
IF ( ER ) 407, 407, 801 
T A = P T + TC 
CALL RPLACE ( 5, TA 
NR = 4 IF ( SSW .EQ. O. ) GO TO 100 
IJK = 1 
PDTE MP = PO 
PO = PMOST 
GO TO 309 
C END OF TRIAL. NTYPE = 7 
327 CONTI NUE 
TEST = SSW 
IJK = 1 
PDTE MP = PO 
PO = PMO ST 
NR = 5 
IF ( I 0 P T • LT. 5 ) NR = 6 
IF ( SSW .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 309 
IF { I OPT • EQ. 5 ) GO TO 500 
328 NTEMP = NREP ~ 1 
WRITE ( 6, 758 ) PT, NTEMP 
SSW = TEST 
500 CONTINUE 
CALL INOUT6 





GO TO 499 
C CONVERGENCE ZONE EVENT. NTYPE = 8 
340 CONTINUE 
IF ( NOCZ • EQ • . 1 ) GO TO 341 
NOCZ = l . 
IF ( !OPT .EQ. 5 .OR. IOPT .EQ. 3 ) GO TO 343 
WR ITE ( 6, 760 ) PT 
343 IF ( ICZ .EQ. 0 } GO TO 342 
IF ( RNG ( NCYCR ) .. GT. PD ) GO TO 344 
CALL CliNT 
I NTC Z = 1 
TCUR = 0. 
TOR = 0. 
CZTI ME ( NTEMP ) = PT 
V = SA 
GO TO 401 
341 CONTINUE C A PRE VIOUS CONVERGE NCE ZONE EVENT HAS BEEN EXECUTED 
TE ( KTEMP ) = TEND + 101. 
CALL ORDER2 ( TE, NTYPE, KTEMP, K 
GO TO 299 
342 CONTINUE 
TE ( KTE MP ) = TEND + lGH. 
CALL ORDER2 ( TE, NTYPE , KTEMP, K 
IF ( PD .L E. J~ } GO TO 300 
IF ( PD .G E. PDMAX } NCZ = 1 
IF ( PD .G E .. PDMAX ) CZTIME ( NTEMP ) = PT 
NDCZ = 1 
NR = 7 
GO TO 309 
344 CONTINUE C NO CONVERGENCE ZO NE INTELLIGENCE AT THIS TIME 
TE ( KTEM P ) = TE ND + 101. 
CALL ORDER2 { TE, NT YPE, KTEMP, K } 
GO TO 300 . 
C UPDATE DETECTION PROBABILITY COUNTERS 
309 CONTINUE 
IF ( PD. LE. O. ) GO TO 496 
I F ( SS W .. EQ . O. .AND. 
2 ICZ .EQ .. 1 .AND. 
3 I N C l • E Q • 1 ) GO T 0 4 9 8 
NTOT = NTOT + 1 
NTEMP = NREP + 1 
PRDET (NTOT) = PD 
IF { IOPT .GE. 4 ) GO TO 311 














IF C SSW . EQ . O. l PTTI ME { NTOT ) = PT 
PSTI ME ( NTOT ) = O. 
IF C SSW eEQ. 1. ) PSTIME { NTOT ) = TIME 
PRO = PO * C 1. - PRO l + PRO 
IF l SSW . EQ. O. ) 
2P DT = PDT + { 1. - PDT ) * PO 
IF C SSW .EQ. 1. l PDS = PD S + ( 18-PDS } * · PO 
IF ( ( PO .GT. PSM AX ) .AN D~ ( SS h1 . EQ. 1. } ) PSMAX = PO 
IF C ( PD .GT. PT MAX l dAND. ( SSY./.EQ .. 0. ) ) PTMAX = PO 
IF ( PD MAX . GE. POl GO TO 496 
PDMAX = PO 
NS SW = SSW 
NEVADE = EVADE 
IF ( NOCZ . EQ. 0) NC Z = O . 
IF ( NDCZ .E Q. 0 ) CZTIME ( NTEMP ) = O. 
IF ( INTC Z .E~. 0 .AND . ICZ . EQ . 0 ) CZ TIME CNTEMP ) = 0. 
IF ( NDCZ .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 31 2 
IF ( SS W .EQ. 1. l GO TO 350 
COMPILE TRA NSIT ST ATISTICS 
CONTINUE 
TOET ( NTEMP ) = PT 
TCU RD CNTEMPl = TCUR 
TORD CN TEMPl = TOR 
DELONE CNTEM Pl= TOR - TCUR 
DELTWO (NTEMP )= PT- TO R 
GO TO 496 
COMPIL E ON STAT I ON STATISTICS 
TOE T ( NT EM P ) :: T I ME 
TCU RD ( NTEM P l = CURT 
TO RD ( NTEMP ) = RT 
DELONE ( NTEMP ) = DEll 
DE LT WO ( NT EMP ) = DE L2 
CONT INUE 
IF ( ND CZ .E Q. 0 l SS W = 0 
CONTINUE 
GO TO ( .103, ~97, 1 04, 100, 500, 3 28,. 300 ); NR 
IF ( PRO .GE. 1 ) GO TO 327 
CALL RPLACE { 3, PT + 500. l 
GO TO ( 352, 352, 300 , 352, 300 ), IOPT 
WRITE C 6, 774 ) PT 
GO TO 300 
C CALCUL ATE DETECTION RAN GE S 
100 VX = V * SI N CCAl 
VY = V * COS ( C A ) 
ST X = ST * S I \J ( C T 
STY = ST * COS ( CT l 







CALL DETECT (3.) 
PO W = POET (0) 
IF (POW .GT. PO) PO= POW 
POW = PO DR1= ( XT-XA l * ( VX-ST X l + ( YT-YA l * · { VY-STY l 
IF ( DR1 . • LT. 0 .. ) GO TO 105 
CALL CP A T 
TO = TF + PT 
GO T O 103 
TO = PT 
IF ( DR .LT. O. l TO= TO + 101. 
103 CONTINUE 
CALL RP LAC E { 3, TO ) 
NR = 3 
IF ( SSW .LE. O. ) GO TO 104 
IF ( PO .GT. PMO ST> GO TO 302 
104 CONTI NUE i F ( C Z R • E Q • 0 • l GO T 0 1 0 6 
DR = DRl 
CALL CZOET 
TC Z = PT + TF 
CALL RPLACE ( 8, TCZ l 
106 CONTINUE IF (( EVADE .~E. 1 . l .OR. ( N EVO .EQ. 5 )) GO TO 30 G 
101 CALL DETECT ( 1. l 
CAL L FI ND 
TDA = TF + PT 
CALL RPLACE ( 4 , TDA l 
GO T O 300 
ERROR ROUTINE 
800 WRITE ( 6, 756) 
! RUN = , 7 
CALL I NO UT t 
GO TO 507 l 
8@1 iF ( TC UR .. GE. TI ( N l ) GO TO 802 
.. "\ 
CA = CTINT 
TC =TE ND + 5JO. 
GO TO 407 
802 CONTINUE 
IF ( NSUP .EQ. 0 l WR ITE ( 6, 76 2 l NTE MP 
IF ( SSW .EQ. o. ) GO TO 50 0 
PO = Pfl.'iOS T 
NR = 5 
GO TO 309 






CALL INOUT6 499 GO TO ( 299, 17, 507 ) , !RUN 
C GAME COMPLETE . WRITE SUMMARY 
507 CONTINUE 
CALL INOUT7 
GO TO 7 
700 FO RMAT ( 1 1 1 ' l8X, I DATA SET 'I5, I TRIAL '!5, I PAGE I I 5 
2 Ill > 7 56 FORMAT {/II 17 H EVE NT LIST ERR OR ) 75 8 FORMAT f Ill 16H PROBLEM TI ME = F6.2, l 7H END OF TRI AL 13 
760 FORMAT (II 1 PROBLH1 TH-1E = 1 F6 . 2f 1 CONVERGENCE ZONE EVENT') 
762 FORMA T ( I 66~ UNABLE TO OVERTAKE TA RGE T DUE TO SPEED DIFFERENTIA 
2. ABORT TRIAL I3 ) 765 FORMA T ( II lSH PROBLEM TIME = F6 .. 2, 21 H 
767 FO RMAT ( II 16H PROBLEM TIME = F6.2v 19H 
76 8 FORMAT ( II 16H PRO BLEM TIME= F6 .. 2, 25H 
769 FO RMAT ( II 16H PR OBL EM TI ME= F6.2 , 20H 
770 FORMAT (Ill l 6H COM MEN CE TRIAL I3 II l 
772 FbRMAT{ II 16H PROBLEM TI ME = F6.2,27H 
773 FORMAT ( II 16H PROBLEM TIME= F6.2,39H 
NEW ATTACKER LEG ) 
NEW TARGET LEG l 
ATTA CKER CO MM. PERIOD 
INTEL. DETE CTION ) 
TARGET EVADI NG ATTACKER 
EVASION COMPLETE . CONT 
2 NU E TRANSIT ) 774 FORM AT ( II 1 PROBLEM TIME = ' F6 .. 2 , 1 POSSI BLE DETECTION OF TAR 
2 ET I ) 
508 STOP 
END 






C0 ~1MON I INP1 I NTRIAL, M, N, !OPT, NOPT, NCYCR , NEVD, 
2 NCOMP, I NR ANO, NC, NSUP, NRT T, ICZ 
CO MMON I INP2 I TEND, CINT, XTI, YT I , TL, TINT, ETIME, 
2 SS, SA, VI, CAI, S I, AMB, SIGMA, 
3 EVA NG , EVSPO, SE, CE, S AF, GAINA, 
4 GAI NT , CZ R, CZ W, CZSE, CZCE, CZBE, CZ RE 
CO MMON I INP3 I CST(50), SPTC50), TT(50 ) , PINT(50), 
2 SPAX(53}, SPAY (5~)~ Tl{l00) , RI NP (l@O) 
3 ,8I NP( l00 ) , CI NP (l 00), SIN P(lOO}, 
4 WORDS (40) 
C0 1"1MON I INP4 I VN(7), SN.4(7}, RNA(7), ST N(7), SNT(7), 
2 RNT(7), PLOSC7l, RDET(7) 
COMMON I UPD I OT, PO ,OR, O, NOCZ, INC Z 
CO MMON I POSIT I XA, YA, XT, YT 
COMMON I CRSE I CA, CT 
CO MM ON I SPEED I VX, VY, STX, STY 
COM MON I LIST I NTY PE{ l60 ), TE(160 i , K, KTEMP , TO, 
2 TOA, TA, flt l, TCZ 
COMMON I INTGRU I I , J, JJ, XORIG, YO RIG, TORIG, 
2 X 0 I N H 1 0 0) , YO I NT< l 0 0 ) , S 0 I NT ( 1 0 0) , 
3 . CDI NTC100), TDHH (10 0 }, EVADE 
CO MMON I INTCOM I TCUR, STINT, CTI NT, XTE, YTE, !RUN, 
2 TOR, NEW I NT, NOIN T 
COMMON I SPECl I Rv V, ST, PROP, TF 
COM MO N I SPEC2 I PT, !COUNT . 
COMMON I DATA I NTF, NTE, NREP, NTOT, NEDE T, NDSTA, 
2 NDTRA, NCDTR, NCDST, NS PA CE, KDA TA, 
3 NSSW, NEVADE, NCDT(lOOl, NC DS(lOO}, 
4 NU MB ER, U, SSW, P RO, PDMAX, POT, 
5 PDS, PS MXv PTMX, TDET(500), 
6 T CURD ( 1 00} , S T I ME , T 0 R 0 ( 1 0 0) , 
7 DELONE(lOO}, DELTWO( l03), PRDE T ( l50}, 
8 PMAX {lOO), PTRANS(lOO~I'PSERCH{lOO), 
9 PT TIME(l5 0), PSTI ME( 150}, NCZ, INTCZ, 
1 NDCZ, CZTlME (100) 
DIMENSIO N NDET ( 100), PSMAX ( 1 00 ) , PTMAX ( 100), PDETMX (100) 
DIMENSION PTEND ( 100)~ POSTA (100), PDTRA (100) 
DIMENSION PTRIAL ( 100 ) 
DIMENSIO N C ( 27 ), NO (13) 
EQUIVALENCE ( C(1), TEND) 
EQUIVALENCE ( NO (l), NTRIAL 
I r "' 
C ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 
C TITLE CARD 
READ ( 5, 718) (WORDS (I), I= 1, 20 
C ATTACK ER NOISE CURVES 
READ (5,.702) ( VN {L), L = 1, 7) 
READ ( 5, 7 02 ) ( S NA (L) , L = 1, 7 
READ ( 5, 702 ) ( RNA ( U , L = 1, 7 
C T ARGE T NOISE CURVES 
READ (5, 702) { ST N (L}, L = 1, 7) 
READ ( 5, 702 ) ( SNT (L) , L = 1, 7 ) 
READ ( 5, 702 ) { RNT (L } , L = 1 , 7 ) 
C PROP AGATIO N LJSS CURVES 
READ {5, 7 0 2) ( PL OS (L), L = 1, 7 
READ (5, 7 02 } ( RDET <U, L = 1, 7 
C INITIALIZE FJR DA TA INPUT 
EVANG = O. 
CE = 0. 
N I = 0 
NJ = 0 
MJ = 0 
IOP = 5 
RE TUR N 
f--J ~ I NOUT2 
C TACTICAL DATA SET DESIGNATION 
ENTRY I NOUT2 
7 READ ( 5, 701 ) NUMBER, NCYCR, NOC, NC 
7 READ ( 5, 701 ) NUMBER, NCYCR, NCYR, NOC, NC 
NCYCR = NCYCR * 1000 00 + NCYR 
I F ( NUMBER .. E Q • 9 9 9 9 9 ) R E TURN 
KDATA = 1 
C K DATA I S THE PAGE COUN TER 
READ ( · 5, 718 ) ( WORD S ( 1), I= 21, 40 ) 
C OP TI ON I N PUTS 
IOPT = lOP 
N = NI 
IF ( NO C .EQ. 99) GO TO 10 
I F ( NOC .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 11 
READ ( 5, 701 ) ( J, NO {j) , I= 1, NO C ) 
GO TO 10 
11 CONTI NUE READ ( 5, 701 } NTRIAL, M, N, !OPT, NOPT,NCY,NCR,NEVD, NCOMP , 
2 INRAND, NC, NSUP, NRTT, ICZ 
NCYCR = NCY * 100000 + NCR 
10 CONTINUE 
IOP = !OPT 
IF .( M .GT. 0) MI = M 









NI = N 
IF ( N .GT. 0 ) NJ = N 
EVANG = DEG { EVANG ) 
CE = DEG ( CE l 
IF ( NC . EQ. 99 ) GO TO 8 
I F ( NC . EO. 0 l GO TO 4 
READ ( 5, 719 ) { J, C (J), I= 1, NC 
GO TO 8 
SITUATION I NPUTS 
4 READ ( 5, 702) TE ND, CI NT , XTI, YTI , TL, T INT, ETIME 
READ ( 5, 7 02 ) SS. SA, VI, CAI, SI, AM B, SIGMA 
READ ( 5, 7 02 ) EVANG, EVSPD, SE, CE, SAF, GAINA, GAINT 
READ ( 5, 702 ) CZ Rf C ZW, CZSE, CZCE, CZBE, CZ RE 
8 CON TINUE 
NCYC = NCYCR 
TARGET TRACK INPUTS 
I F ( ~' • G T .. 0 ) 2READ ( 5, 703 ) ( CST (I ), SPT (1), TT (I), PI NT (I), SPAX {!), 
3 SPAY (!), I = 1, ~l l 
INTELIGENCE !~PUTS 
IF ( N • GT. 0 ) 
2READ ( 5, 715) { TI (J), RINP (J), BINP (J), CINP {J}, SI NP (J) , 
3 J = 1, NJ ) 
INIT I ALIZE THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR. 
NCYCR = NCYCR * 2 + 1 
NREP = 0 
NREP IS THE TRIAL COUN TER 
NTEMP = NRE P +- 1 
TNOW = 0. 
X2 = XTI 
Y 2 = YT I 
X1 = 0. 
Y1 = 0. 
RS TART =SORT (( X2- Xl ) ** 2 + ( Y2- Y1 ) ** 2 ) 
DO 3 I = 1, M 
XBEST = 0. 
YBEST = O. 
ER = 0. 
CP = RAD ( CST (I) l 
SP = SPT (I) 
CALL PIM( Xl, Yl, X2, Y2 , SA, SP, CP, XBEST, YBEST, 
2 CB, TBEST } 
IF ( ER .EQ. l ) RETURN 
IF { TBEST .. LE. TT (I) - TNOW) GO TO 2 
TNOW = TT (1) - TNOW 
X1 = X1 + SIN (CB) * SA * TNOW 
Y1 = Yl + COS {CB)* SA * TNOW 
X2 = XZ + SIN {CP} * SP * TNOW 




2 TBEST = TBEST + TNOW 
RETURN 
C WRITE INPUT DATA 
13 CONT INU E 
ENTRY I NOU T3 
INOUT3 
WRITE ( 6, 700 ) NUMBER, NTEMP, KDATA 
KDATA = KDATA +1 
WRITE ( 6, 704 ) NU MB ER 
WRITE ( 6, 720 l 
WRITE ( 6 , 7 80 ) ( WORDS ( I) , I = 1 , 2 0 
WRITE (6, 71ll 
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 02 l ( V N ( L ) , L = 1 , 7 ) 
WRITE ( 6, 7 0 2 l ( SNA ( U, L = 1, 7 } 
WRI TE ( 6 , 7 0 2 ) ( RNA ( L } , L = 1, 7 ) 
WRITE { 6 , 712 l 
WRITE {6, 702) (STN (L), L = 1, 7) 
WRITE ( 6, 7 0 2) { SNT {L) , L = 1 , 7 
~~RITE ( 6, 702 l ( RN T (L), L = 1, 7 
WRITE (6, 713) 
WRITE (6, 702) ( PLOS (L), L = 1, 7} 
~1 R I T E ( 6 , 7 0 2) ( R D E T ( L ) , L = 1 , 7 l 
WRITE { 6, 7 8 0 ) ( W 0 RDS ( I ) , I = 2 1 , 40) 
WRIT E ( 6, 721 ) 
WR ITE (6 , 7 06) NTRIAL , M, NI,IOP T, NOPT, NCYC , NEVD, NCOMP, 
2 IN RAND , NC, NSUP , NR TT , ICZ 
WRI TE ( 6 , 722 ) 
WRITE ( 6, 707 ) TE ND , CINT, XTI, YTI, TL, TI NT, ETIME 
WR ITE ( 6 , 708 ) S S, SA, VI, CAI, SI, AMB, SIG MA 
WRITE ( 6, 710 ) EVANG, EVSPD, SE, CE, SA F, GAINA, GAINT 
WRITE ( 6, 716 l CZ R, CZ W, CZSE, CZCE, CZBE, CZRE 
~ RITE ( 6, 7 09} 
WR ITE ( 6, 703 )(CST (I), SPT ( 1), TT ( 1 ), PI NT{!), SPAX (I), 
2 . SPAY (I},I= 1, Mil 
IF ( NCO MP .LE. 2 ) GO TO 16 
IF ( NOPT ~EO. 0 l GO TO 19 
20 WRITE ( 6, 717 ) NUMBE R 
u = l . 
RETURN 
19 WRI TE ( 6, 705 l 
WRITE ( 6, 714 J ~~R ITE ( 6, 7 15 l ( TI (J), RINP (J}, BI NP (J), CINP (J), S!NP (J) 
2 J = 1, NJ ) . 
rF < NRrT·:§o. ·c> cT = cT +RAND 
ST=SPT(ll 
IF ( NR TT .EQ. 1 l ST = ST + RAND 
NCYCR ) * CE 
NC YCR ) * SE 









WRITE ( 6, 700 l NUMBER, NTEMP, KDATA 
KDATA = KDATA +1 
WRITE ( 6, 704 l NU MBER 
WRITE ( 6, 720 ) 
WRITE (6 , 7 8 0 l ( WORDS (I}, I = 1, 20 
WRITE (6, 711) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 02 ) ( V N { L ) , L = l , 7 l 
WRITE ( 6, 702 ) ( SNA (L), L = 1, 7) 
WR ITE ( 6, 702 l ( RNA {L), L = l, 7 ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 71 2 l 
WRITE (6, 702) (STN (L), L = 1, 7 l 
WRITE ( 6, 7 02 ) ( Sf'JT (L) , L = l , 7) 
~~R ITE ( 6, 702) { RNT (L), L = 1, 7} 
WRITE (6, 713) 
WRITE (6, 702) ( PLOS (L), L = 1, 7 ) 
r! R I T E ( 6 , 7 0 2) ( R D E T ( L l , L = l , 7 ) 
WRITE {6,780) (WO RD S (I) , I= 2 1 , 40 ) 
WR ITE ( 6, 721 l 
WRITE (6, 70 6) NTRIAL , M, NI,IOPT, NOPT, NCYC , NEVD, NCOMP, 
2 IN RAND , NC, NSUP, NRTT, ICl 
WR ITE ( 6, 722 l 
WRITE ( 6, 707 ) TE ND , CINT, XTI, YTI, TL , TINT, ETIME 
WR ITE ( 6, 708 l SS, SA, VI, CAI, SI, Af'v1B, SIGMA 
WRITE ( 6, 710 l EVANG, EVSPD1 SE, CE, SAF, GAINA, GAINT 
WRITE ( 6, 716 l CZ R, CZ W, CZSE, CZCE, CZBE, CZ RE 
WRITE ( 6, 709) 
WR ITE ( 6, 703 )(CST(!), SPT (1), TT ( I) , PINT{!), SPAX (I) , 
2 . SPAY (I},!= 1, Mil 
IF ( NCDI'1P .LE. 2 l GO TO 16 
IF ( NOPT ~EO. 0 l GO TO 19 
20 WRITE ( 6, 717 ) NUMBER 
u = l. 
RETURN 
19 WRI TE ( 6, 705 
WRITE ( 6, 714 , ~~ RITE ( 6, 715 l ( TI (J), RINP (J), BI NP (J}, CI NP (J), S!NP (J) 
2 J = 1, NJ l . 
IF< NR:rr·:EQ. ·1·5 cT = 
ST = SPT(Il 
IF ( NR TT • EQ. 1 ) S T = 
CT + RAND { NCYCR 
ST + RAND NCYCR 
* CE 
* SE 
























CA = RA D ( CA I l 
V = VI CT, ST, CA, V ARE TARGET AND ATTACKER COUR SE AND SPEED. 
ssw= o. 
NSSW = 2. 
EVADE = 0. 
NEVADE = 0 SSW IS THE ATTACKER ON STATION SWITCH, SSW=l, ATTACKER IS 
ON STATION EVADE IS THE. TARGET EVASION SWITCH .. IF EVADE = 1 , TARGET IS 
EVADI NG. 
PT = O. 
PT IS PROBLEM TIME 
TCUR = 0. TCUR IS THE TIME OF INTELLIGENCE NOW IN USE 
L = NREP ~ l 
NTOT = 0 
TDET (L) = O. 
TC URD {L) = O. 
TORD ( L) = 0 . 
DELONE (L) = 0. 
DE L TWO { U = 0 . 
CZT IM E {L) = 0. NTOT IS THE TOTAL NUMB ER OF DETECTIO NS BY ATTACKER 
TDET IS THE LIST OF DETECTION TIMES DUR ING THE GAME 
TCURD IS THE INTELLIGE NCE TIME ASS OCIAT ED WITH TDET. TORD IS THE 
DELT WO IS TDET - TORD . 
NCDTR = 0 
NCDS T = 0 NCDST AND NCDTR ARE CO UNTER-DET ECTION COUNTERS (ON STATION AND 
TRA NSIT) 
NOC Z = 0 NOCZ I$ SET TO l AT A CON VE RGENCE ZO NE EVENT , AND I S SET TO 
ZERO WHEN THE ATTACKER LEAVES THE CONVERGE NCE ZONE. 
NCZ = 0 NCZ IS SET TO 1 WH EN THE MAX DETECTION PROBABILITY IS FRO M A 
CONVERGE NCE ZO NE EVENT 
INTCZ = 0 INTCZ IS SET TO ONEIF THE MOST RE CENT I NTELLIGENCE IS FROM 
A CO NVERGE NCE ZO NE . 
NTE = 0 NTE IS THE NU~BER OF TARGET EVASIONS TH I S TRIAL 
PRO = 0. 
PDMAX = 0. 
PS MX = O. 
PT MX = 0. 
PDT = 0. 
PDS = O. 




C PRO, POT, PDS ARE CU MULA TIVE DETECTION PROBABI LITIES: OVE RAL L, 
C TRANSIT AND STATION RESPECTIVELY. C PD MAX IS THE MAXIMUM SINGLE DETECTION PROBABILITY FOR THE TRIAL. 
C PSMAX, PTMAX ARE MAXIMUM ON STATIO N AND TRANSIT DETECTION 
C PROBABILITIES 
TA = TEND+ 101. 
OT = 0. C TA IS TI ME FOR ATTACKER TO CHA NGE COURSE 
C OT IS TI ME OF PREVIOUS EVENT 
XA = 0. 
YA = 0. 
XT = XORIG 
YT = YO RIG C XA, YA, XT, YT ARE ATTACKER AND TARGET POSITIONS. 
!COUNT = 1 C !CO UN T IS USED TO CATALOG INTEL LIGE NCE POSITIONS FO R OPTIO N 1. 
C !COU NT = 1 INDICATES FI RST INTELLIGENCE OF TRIAL. !COUNT NEGATIVE 
C IS US~D WITH TARGET COURS E CHANGES. !COUNT = 0 CALLS FOR AN 
C IMPROVED INTELLIGE NCE DETERMI NATION. 
STX = ST * SIN ( CT l C COMPUTE TARGET AND ATTACKER VELOCITY VECTORS 
STY = ST * COS ( CT ) C VX, VY, STX, ST Y ARE ATTACKE R AND TARGET VECTOR COMPONENTS 
VY = V * COS ( CA ) 
VX = V * SIN (CAl C ESTABLISH INITAL DETECTION EVENTS 
CALL DETECT (0.) 
CALL CPAT 
TO = TF 
C TO IS TIME OF DETECTION 
TDA =TE ND + 101. 
IF ( NEVD .EQ .. 5 ) GO TO 32 
CALL DET ECT ( 1. ) 
CALL FI ND 
TDA = TF 
C TDA IS COUNTER DETECTION TIME 
TCZ = TEND + 101. . 
IF ( C Z R .. E Q .. 0. ) GO TO 3 2 
0 = SQRT ( XT * XT + YT * YT ) 
OR = XT * ( VX - STX ) + YT * ( VY - STY ) 
CALL ClDET 
TCl = TF 
32 CALL ELIST 
KTH1P = 1 
IF ( !OPT .EQ. 5 l RETURN 
C WRITE I NITIAL SITUATIO N 
498 CO NT INU E 
CAT = DEG ( CA l 




CTT = D EG ( CT ) 
WRITE ( 6, 754- ) CAT, V, CTT, ST 
WRITE ( 6 , 7 57 ) X T, Y T 
WRITE ( 6, 764 ) D 
NSPACE = NSPACE + 1 
RETURN 
C END OF TRIAL 
ENTRY I NOUT5 
500 NREP = NRE P + 1 
PT RIAL ( NR EP ) = PRO 
PDTRA ( NR EP ) = PT MX 
POSTA { NRE P ) = PS MX 
PSERCH ( NR EP ) = PDS 
NCDS ( NREP ) = NCDST 
PT RANS { NR EP } = PDT 
NDET ( NREP ) = NTE 
PMAX ( NREP ) = PD MA X 
NCDT ( NRE P ) = NCDTR 
PTEND ( NREP) = PT 
INOUT5 
I F ( N S S ~~ • E Q. 0 ) N D T R A = N D T R A + 1 
IF ( NSSW . EQ . 1 ) ND STA = NDSTA + 1 
IF ( NE VADE . EQ. 1 } NE DET = NEDET + 1 
I F ( I 0 P T .. G E. 4 ) GO TO 512 
~·/RITE ( 6, 758 l NRE P 
WRITE { 6, 782 l PRO 
IF ( NTOT .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 513 
WRITE ( 6, 762 ) 
WR ITE ( 6, 765 ) ( PTTIME ( INT), INT = 1, NTOT 
WRITE ( 6 , 767 ) 
WRIT E ( 6, 7 6 5 ) ( PRDET ( INT) , INT = 1, NTOT 
·vJRITE ( 6,768 ) 
WRITE ( 6, 765 ) ( PSTIME ( INT), INT = 1, NTOT 
·Go TO 514 
513 CONT INUE 
WRIT E ( 6, 750 
514 CONTINUE 
NSPACE = NSPACE + 1 
WRITE ( 6, 766 ) NCY CR 
512 IF . (NREP- 1) 509, 510, 509 
C TEST FOR OUTPUT OPTION 
510 GO TO ( 509, 511, 509, 511, 509 ), IOPT 
C DELETE DETAILED HISTORY FOR SUBSEQUENT TRIALS 
511 CONTINUE 
IF ( !OPT .EQ.2 .O R. IOPT .E Q. 4 } IOPT = IOPT + 1 
509 !RUN = 2 





IF ( NREP . LT. NT RI AL) RETUR N 



















RE TUR N 
END OF EV EN T 
EN T RY I NOUT 6 
I RUN = 1 
I NOU T6 
GO TO ( 53 0 , 5 30, 508, 53 0 , 508 ) , IOPT 
IF ( DR • GT . 0 . l GO T O 5 3 2 
WRI TE ( 6, 7 74 l TCUR 
GO T O 5 33 
'rJR ITE ( 6, 7 5 1 ) TCUR , TO 
WRI TE EVEN T DE TAILS 
WRIT E ( 6 , 781 ) PD 
WRITE ( 6, 7 82 ) PRO 
WRITE INTELLIGE NC E DAT A 
I F ( NEWINT l 516 , 5 16, 515 
WRI TE ( 6, 791 ) 
CTEM P = DEG ( CTINT ) 
'rJRIT E ( 6, 761 l XTE, YTE , CTEMP , STIN T 
WRITE ATTACKER SEA RCH MODE 
IF { SSW ) 503, 503, 504 
\~RITE (6, 752) 
GO TO 505 
~~R IT E ( 6, 7 53) . 
WR I TE UNIT COURSE , SPEED, POSITI ON AND RANGE 
CAT = DEG ( CAl 
CTT = DEG ( CT ) 
WRITE ( 6, 7 54 ) C AT, V , CT T , ST 
WRI T E ( 6, 7 57 ) XT, Y T 
WRITE ( 6, 763 ) XA, YA 
WRITE ( 6, 764 ) D 
TEST FOR NEW PAGE 
NSPACE = NSPACE + 1 
I F ( NSPACE . L T. 5 ) RETU RN 
\~ R I TE ( 6, 700 ) NUMBER, NTEMP , KDATA 
KDATA = KDATA + l 
NSPACE = 0 
RE TU RN 
I NOU T7 
C END OF GAM E S ~MMARY 
ENTRY I NOUT 7 






WRITE ( 6, 700) NUfv18ER, NREP, KOATA 
KOATA = KOATA + 1 
502 WRITE ( 6, 755 ) NREP 
WRITE ( 6.777 ) NU MBER 
WR ITE ( 6, 795 } RSTAR T 
WRITE ( 6, 796 ) TBEST, XBEST, YBEST 
NTEMP = NREP 
IF ( NEVD .EQ. 5 } GO TO 506 
WRITE ( 6, 787 ) 
IF ( NSUP .EQ . 0 
2 \~R. I T E ( 6 , 7 9 7 l ( NC 0 T ( IN T ) , I NT = 1 , N R E P } 
IF { NREP .. GT.l ) CALL STAT ( 2, DELTWO, NCDT ,NREP,XBAR , VAR, 0) 
IF { NREP . GT. 1 l WRI TE { 6, 769 ) XBAR, VAR 
WRITE ( 6, 788 ) 
IF ( NSUP .. EQ. 0 l 
2 WR ITE ( 6, 7 97 ) ( NC 0 S ( I NT ) , I NT = l, N REP ) 
IF ( 1\JREP .GT.l ) CALL STAT ( 2, DELTWO , NCDS,NREP,XBAR,VAR, 0 ) 
IF { NREP .GT. l) lrJRITE ( 6, 769) XBA R. , VAR 
WRITE ( 6 , 7 9 \J ) 
IF ( NS UP .. EQ .. 0 ) 
2WRITE ( 6, 797 ) ( NDET ( INT ), INT = 1, NREP } 
IF ( NREP .GT.1 ) CALL STAT { 2, OELTWO, NDET,NREP,XBAR,VAR,O 
IF ( NREP .GT. 1 ) WRITE ( 6, 769 ) XBAR, VAR 
506 WRITE ( 6, 7 8 6 l . 
IF ( NSUP .. EQ. 0 ) 
2 \~ R IT E ( 6 , 7 7 9 ) { P T EN D ( I N T } , I N T = 1 , N R E P ) 
IF { NREP .GT.l ) CALL STAT ( 1, PTEND 1 NCDT,NREP, XBAR,VAR, 1 } 
I F ( N R E P .. G T. 1 ) WR I T E ( 6 , 7 6 9 ) X 8 A R , VA R 
NREP = NTE MP 
WRITE ( 6, 792 ) 
IF { NSUP .E Q .. 0 ) 
2WRITE ( 6, 779 l ( PTRIAL ( I NT ) , INT = 1, NR EP ) 
IF ( NREP . GT . l } CALL STAT ( 1, PTRIAL, NCDT,NREP,XBAR,VAR,O } 
IF ( NREP .GT. 1 ) WRITE ( 6, 769) XBAR , VAR 
WR ITE ( 6, 793 ) 
IF { NSUP .EQ. 0 ) 
2W R ITE ( 6, 779 ) ( PTRANS ( INT ) , INT = 1, NRE P ) 
IF { NREP .GT. 1 ) CALL STAT ( 1, PTRA NS , NC DT,NREP,XBAR,VAR,O 
IF ( NREP . GT. 1 ) WRITE { 6, 769 ) XBA R , VAR 
WRITE ( 6, 79Ct l 
IF ( NSUP .EQ. 0 
2 WRITE ( 6, 779 ) ( PSERCH ( INT ) , INT = 1, NREP l 
IF { NREP .GT. l ) CA LL STAT ( 1, PSERCH, NCOT ,NREP,XBAR,VAR,O 
IF ( NREP .G T. l ) WR ITE ( 6, 769 ) XBAR, VAR 
WRITE ( 6, 700 l NUMBER, NREP, KDATA 
KDAT A = KOATA + 1 
WRITE ( 6. 775) 




WRITE ( 6, 771 ) 
W R IT E ( 6, 7 6 0 ) N D TR A , N D S T A , NED E T 
WRI TE ( 6, 784 ) 
IF ( NSUP .EQ. 0 . 
2WRITE ( 6, · 779 ) ( PMAX ( INT ) , IN T = 1, NRE P ) 
IF ( NREP .GT.l ) CALL STAT ( 1, PMAX , NC DT, NR EP,XBAR,VAR, 0 ) 
IF { NREP .. GT . 1 ) WRIT E ( 6, 769 ) XBAR , VAR 
WRITE ( 6, 785 ) 
I F ( NSUP .E Q. 0 ) 
2 WRITE ( 6, 779 } ( POSTA (!NT ) , INT = 1 , NR EP ) 
I F ( NREP .GT.l ) CALL ST AT ( 1, P OSTA t NCDT , NRE P,XBAR,VAR, 0 ) 
IF ( NREP .GT. 1 ) WRITE ( 6, 769 ) XBA R , VAR 
rl RITE ( 6 , 783 ) 
I F { NS UP . EQ . 0 ) 
2 WR ITE ( 6 , 779 ) ( · PDTRA liNT ) , INT = 1 , NR EP ) 
I F ( NRE P . GT.l ) CAL L STAT ( 1, PDTRA , NCDT,NRE P,XBAR,VAR, 0 ) 
IF ( NREP .G T .. 1 ) i.JRI TE ( 6, 769) XBA Rr VAR 
WRITE { 6, 778 ) 
IF ( NSUP . EQ . 0 } 
2 WR ITE ( 6, 7 79) { TDET (INT) 7 I NT = 1 7 NREP ) 
IF ( NREP .. GT., l) CALL STAT { 1, TDET , NCD T,NREP,XBAR,VAR, 1} 
I F ( NREP .GT. l ) WRIT E ( 6, 769 ) XBA R, VAR 
I F ( N R E P • G T .. 1 ) WR I T E ( 6 , 7 9 8 ) N R E P 
NRE P = NT EMP 
WRI TE ( 6, 776 
IF ( NSUP . EQ. 0 • 
2\·JRITE { 6, 779 ) ( TO RD { INT), IN T = 1 , NRE P } 
I F ( NREP .GT.l ) CALL STAT ( 1, TORD , NCDT ,NR EP,X BAR,VAR , 1 ) 
IF ( NREP .GT . l ) WRI TE ( 6, 769 ) XBA R, VAR 
I F { N R E P • G T • 1 ) 1-J R I T E ( 6 , 7 9 8 } N R E P ; 
NREP = NTEMP 
WRI TE { 6, 77 2 ) 
IF ( NSUP .E Q .. 0 • 
2 WR ITE ( 6, 779 ) ( TCURD liNT) , I NT = 1 , NRE P ) 
IF ( NREP . GT.1 l CALL STAT ( 1, TCURD , NCDT , NR EP,XBAR ,VAR , 1 ) 
IF ( NREP .GT . l ) WRITE ( 6, 7 69 ) X!3AR , VAR 
IF ( NREP .. GT. 1 ) \.JR ITE ( 6, 7 98 ) NREP 
NR EP = NTEMP 
WR ITE ( 6, 773 ) 
IF ( NSU P .. EO. 0 • 
2 WRIT E ( 6 7 7 7 9 l ( DE LO NE {!NT) , I NT = l , NR EP) IF ( NREP . GT.l ) CAL L STAT ( 1, DELO NE, NCDT,NREP,XBAR,VAR, 1 ) 
IF ( NREP . GT . 1 ) WRI TE { 6, 769 ) XB/.i.R , VAR 
IF ( NREP .GT. 1 ) WRITE ( 6, 7 98 ) NREP 
NREP = NTEMP 
W R IT E ( 6 , 7 56 ) 
IF ( NSUP . EQ ,. 0 ) 






IF ( NREP .GT.1 ) CALL STAT { 1, DELT WOr NCOT,NREP,XBAR,VAR, 1 ) 
IF { NREP .GT. 1 ) WRITE . ( 6, 769 ) XBAR, VAR 
IF ( NREP .GT. 1 ) WRITE ( 6, 798 l NREP 
NREP = NTEMP RETU RN 
"' 
IF ( CZR .• EQ. O. 
WRITE ( 6, 79 9 ) 
IF ( NSUP .EQ. 0 • 2WRITE ( 6, 779 ) ( CZTI ME(INT ), INT = 1, NR EP) 
CALL STAT (l, CZTIME , NCDT, NREP, XBAR, VAR, 1 ) 
IF ( NREP .GT. 1) 1-JRITE { 6, 769) XBAR, VAR 
IF { NREP eGT. 1 ) WR ITE ( 6, 798 ) NR EP 
NREP = NTEMP 
508 RETURN 
700 FOR MAT ( 1 1 1 , 18Xr · 1 
2 Ill ) 
701 FOR MAT (1415) 
702 FOR MAT (7Fl0.2 l 
703 FO RMAT ( 6F10.2 ) 
OAT A sET I I 5' ' TRIAL 'I5 , ' PAGE ' 15 
704 FO RMAT ( 17H IN PUT DATA SET 15 ) 
7J5 FO RMA T (/2 0H INTELLIGENCE TIMES ) 706 FORMAT (I/9H NT RIAL = I 4,8H M = I2,8H N = I3,11H !OPT = 
2 12. 11H NOPT = 12?' NCYCR = 2 110,/llH NEVD = Il, 
3 13H NCOM P = I2, ' INRAND = ' 12, ' NC = 'I2, 
4 ' N SUP = ' I l, ' NR TT = ; I 1 , ' I C Z = ~ I l ) 
707 FO RM AT (I 8H TE ND = F6.2,11H CI NT = F5.2,1uH XTI = F7.2, 
2 lOH YTI = F7 n2, 9H TL = F4 .2,/l1 H TINT = F4.2, 
3 12H ETIME = F6 .2 ) 
7J8 FO RM AT (/6H SS = F5.2, 9H 
2 lO H CAl = F6. 2, 9H 
3 12H SIG MA = F4.2 ) 
SA = F5 .2, 9H 
SI = F5 .. 2,/lOH 
I 
VI = F5.2, 
AMB = F6 .. 2 , 
7J9 FORMAT ( I 14~ TA RGE T TRACKS , 260H , CST SPT TT PINT SPAX ~PAY 
710 FORMAT ( I 9H EVANG = F6.2, 12H EVSP D = F6 .. 2, 9H SE = F5ft2, 
2 9H CE = F5. 2. 10H SAF = F4.2,112H GAINA = F5.2, 
3 12H GA I NT = F5 .2 ) 
711 FO RMA T ( II 2~H ATT ACKER NOI SE CU RVES ) 
712 FORMAT { II 24~ TARG ET NOISE CURVES ) 
713 FOR MAT ( II 23H PROP AGATION LOS S CURVE ) 
714 FO RMAT { 5 QH TI RINP BINP 
715 FOR MA T { 5F10.2 ) 716 FORMAT ( 11~ CZR = 1 F6.2, ' CZ W = ' F6.2,' CZSE = e F6.2, 
2 : CZCE = ' F6.2, I CZBE = I F6.2, I ' CZ RE = ° F6.2 ) 
717 FORMAT ( 105H I NTELLIGENCE TI ME OPTION (N OPTl AN D INTELLIGE NCE CO 
2PUTATION OPT ION (NCOMP ) AR E INCO MP ATABLE. ABORT RUN I5 ) 
CINP SINP 
718 FORMAT ( 20A4 ) 
719 FORMAT ( 5 ( 15, Fl0.2 )) 
723 FORMAT ( II ' ENVIRONMENTAL DATA ' ) 










( I I ' ( I I I 
{I I c 
( ' 
7 52 FORMAT { 44H 
7 53 FORMAT ( 40H 
754 FOR MAT ( 38H 
2 F4.1, I 38:-! 
3 = F5.1 } 
755 FORMAT(III53H 
2 IL~ 5H 
756 FO RMA T (II I 
757 FORMAT ( 39H 
7 58 FORMAT {I I I' 
OPTION INPUTS ' ) 
SI TUA TION INPUTS 1 ) NO POSITIVE DETE CTION PRO BABI LITIES ESTABLISHED ' ll 
CU RRENT I NTELLIGENCE TIME = 9 F6.2 , 
EXPECTED CP A TI ME = ~ F6 .. 2 ) 
ATTACKER NOT ON STA TION 
ATT ACKER ON STATION } 
AT TA CKE R COU RSE = F5.1,9H SPEED= 
TARG ET CO UR SE = F5. 1, 9H SPEE 
END OF GAME 
TOTAL OF I3,7H TRIALS 
DELAYS FRO M BROADC AST TO MAXIMUM PROBILITIES ; /) 
TA RG ET CO ORDINAT ES 2Fl0.2 ) 
END OF TRI AL SUMMA RY OF DETECTION PROBA 
' I5 II ) ATTACKER DETECTS TARGET. PROBLEM TIME = 
TR AN SI T' I5, I 1 SEA RCH ' 15, I 
2I LITIES - TRIAL 
759 FORMAT ( Ill 41H 
763 FO RMA T ( I ' 
EVA SIO N' I5 I ) 
F 6. 2 } 
2 I 
761 FORMAT ( 53H 
2 2F10.2, 9H COURSE 
762 FORMAT {/ 1 TRAN SIT 
763 FORfvl AT ( 41H 
764 FORi'lAT ( 27H 
UPDA TE D IN TEL LI GEN CE COOR DIN ATES 
F7.2, 7H SPEED F5.2, 4H KTS l 
PROBABI LI TY TIMES ' I) 
AT TA CKE R CORDINATES 2Fl0.2 
RANG E = F7.2, 6H MILES 
765 ~OR~1AT ( 15F8 .2 ) 
766 FORMAT ( II 1 NC YC R = ' 110 ) 
767 FORMAT (1 1 ESTABLISHED PROBABILITIES ' I 
768 FORMAT (I' ON ST ATION PROBABILITY TIM ES 1 1) 
769 FORMAT ( I ' SA MPLE ME AN = ° F8 .3 , ' SAMPLE VARIANCE 
2= I F9.3 ) 
770 FO RM AT (Ill 16H CO MM ENCE TRIAL 13 I I J 771 F O R~A T { ' NU MB ER OF OCCU RENCES OF MA XIMUMDETECTI ON PROBABILIT 
2 ouR ING: I ) 772 FORM AT (1/ ' AC QUISITION TIMES OF INTELLIGEN CE LEADING TO MAXI 
ZUM PROBA BILI TIES' I l 773 FOR MAT (! / ' DE LAY S FROM ACQUISITION TO BROAD CAST 1 ) 
774 FORMAT { 42H CUR RENT I NTELo TIME = F6.2,/ 
2 1 RANGE OP ENI NG') 
775 FORMAT <Ill 1 THE FOLLOWING DATA APLI ES TO THE TIME OF MAXIMUM OB 
2 ERVED PR OBABILITY OF DE TECT I ON ' II ) 
776 FORMAT (I' TIMES OF LAST BROADCAST BEFORE MAXPROBABIL IT I ES ' } 
777 FORMAT ( Ill 44H DATA SET 
2 I5, 8H SU MMARY /// ) 
778 FOR MAT (// 1 TIMES OF MAX I MUM DET ECT ION PROBABILITIES ' I ) 
779 FORMAT { 12F10.2 l 
780 FORMAT ( II 20A4 
781 FOR MAT { ' CURRE NT PRO BABILITY OF DETECTIO 




2 ' F6.3 ) 
782 FOR MA T ( CUM UL ATIVE PROBAB I LITY OF DETEC ) liON' F 6.3 
783 FORMAT( / ' 
784 FORt-1A T 
MAXI MUM TRANSI T PROBA BILITIES ' 
785 FORMAT (f ' 
786 FORMAT ( /' 
787 FORM AT (/'0 
2 I I 0 
7 88 FORMA T ( I 
789 FORM AT ( ' 
2ANCE = I Fl0.4 
790 FORM AT ( I 
7 91 FO RM AT ( ' 
2 E ' ) 
792 FORr"'A T ( II ' 
7 93 FORMAT ( II 1 
794 FORMAT ( II ' 
795 FORMAT { I I 
796 FORMAT { II ' 
2 ION 'II I 
( I' MAXIMUM DETECTION PROBABILITIES ' ) 
MAXIMUM SEARCH PROBABILITIES ' ) 
TI MES TO END TRIAL 0 } 
COUNTERDETE CTIONS OF ATT ACK ER BY TA RGE T EACH TRIA L 
DURING TRANSI T ~) 
DURING SEARCH '/} 
MEAN ESTI MAT E = °Fl0a4, ' ) 
TOT AL ' I) 
ESTI MAT ED VA RI 
ATTACKER RECEIVES LATEST I NTE LLIG EN 
CU MU LATIVE PROBABI LIT IE S EA CH TRIAL ' ) 
CU MU LATIVE TRAN SIT PR OBABIL IT IES EAC H TRIAL' ) 
CUMU LATIVE STATI ON PR OBABILITIE S EACH TRIAL e ) 
INI TIA L RANGE TO TARGET ' F8e2, ' MIL ES ' ) 
OPTIMAL TA RGET INTERCEPT UNDER PERFECT INFORMA 
TI ME1 F6 o2f I POS I T1 2F9 .2 ) 
7 97 FORMAT ( 12Il0 ) 
7 9 8 F 0 R MA T ( I ' T 0 T A L P 0 S I T I V E E NT R I E S ' I 4 } 
799 FORM AT ( II ' CONVE RGEN CE ZONE DETECTI ON TIM ES ' ) 
END 





SUB ROU TI NE UPDATE 
CmH·10N I INP2 I TEND , CINT, XTI, YTI, TL, TINT, ET IME , 
2 SS, SA, VI , CAI, SI , AMB, SIGMA, 
3 EVAN G, EVSPD, SE, CE, SAF, GAINA, 
4 GAINT , CZ R, CZ Wr CZS E, CZCE, CZBE, CZRE 
CO Mi"! ON I UP D I OT, PO ,OR, O, NOC Z, If\iCZ 
COMMON I POS IT I XA , YA, XT, YT 
COM MON I SPEED I VX, VY, STX , ST Y 
COMfvlON I SPECZ I PT, ICOUNT 
C UP DATE UNIT POSITI ONS 
312 XA = XA + VX * ( PT - OT ) 
YA = YA + VY * ( PT - OT l 
XT = XT + STX * ( PT - OT ) 
YT = YT + STY * ( PT - OT ) 
OT = PT 
D = SOR T ( ( XT - XA l ** 2 + ( YT - YA ) ** 2 
100 CALL DET ECT ( 0. l 
PO = POET ( D } 
DR = ( XT - XA ) * ( VX - STX ) + ( YT - YA ) * ( VY - STY 
INCZ = 1 
IF {{ 0 .GT. CZ R - CZW ).A ND . ( DoLT. CZR + CZ W )) RETURN 
I NCZ = 0 
NO CZ = 0 
RET UR N 
END 
FIND 
SUBROUTINE FI ND C COM PUTE DET ECT ION TIME BASED ON RELAT IV E VECTOR , CURRENT POSITIO N 
C AND DETECT ION RANGE 
COMMON I SPEED I VX, VY, STX , STY 
COMMON I POS IT I XA, YA, XT, YT 
COMMON I SPECl I R, V, ST, PROP, TF 
C COMPU TE RELATIVE SPEED AND RANGE COM PONENTS 
XD = XT - XA 
YO = YT ~ YA 
TF = 0. 
C TEST FOR RANGE WIT HIN DETECTIO N RANG E 
IF ( XD*XD + YD*YD .LT. R*R ) RETURN 




VXR = VX - ST X 
VYR = VY - STY 
TF = 1000 .. 
IF ( XD * VXR + YO * VYR .LE. O. ) RETU RN 
IF ( ( ABS( VXRl .GT o • 001 } .AND. ( ABS { VYR} .GT •• 001 ) ) 
2 GO TO 102 
IF { ABS ( VYR ) .GT •• 001 ) TF =YO I VYR 
IF ( ABS ( VX"{ } .GT • .,001 ) TF = XO/ VXR 
IF ( TF .LT. 0. l TF = 0. 
CPAX = XA - TF * VX 
CPAY = YA - TF * VY 
GO TO 101 
C COMPUTE CPA 
102 CONTINUE 
A = VY R I VXR 
8 = 1. I A CPAX = ( A * XD- YO )I( A + 8 ) 
CPAY = - 8 ~· CPAX 
101 CONTINUE 
CPASQ = CPAX ** 2 + CPAY ** 2 C TEST FOR CPA WITHI N DETECTION RANGE 
TF = 1000 
IF ( R* R .LE. CPASQ } RETU RN 
C COMPUTE TIME UNITS WILL BE AT DETECTIO N RA NGE 
103 RCPA = SQRT ( R * R - CPASQ ) 
ORANGE = SQRT ( XD ** 2 + YD ** 2) - RC PA 
VR = SQ RT ( VXR * VXR + VY R * VY R ) 





CO Mf'10N I SPEED I VX, VY, STX, STY 
COMM ON I POSIT I XA, YA, XT, YT 
COMMON I SPECl I Rr V, ST, PROPr TF 
VXR = STX - VX 
VYR = STY - VY 
XD = XT - XA 
YD = YT - YA 
TF = 0. 
IF ( XD * VXR + YD * VYR .GE. 0. ) RET UR N IF (( ABS ( VXR} .LE ... 001 ) .• AND .. ( ABS ( VYR) .LE •• OOlllRETUR 
IF (( ABS (VXR ) . LE •• 001 ) .O R. ( ABS ( VYR l .LE •• 001 )) 
• 










2 GO TO 10 
A = VXR I VYR 
B = 1. I A 
X = ( B * XD - YO l I { A + S ) 
TF = ( X - XD ) I VXR 
RETURN 
10 IF ( ABS ( VXR ) • L E. .001 ) GO TO 20 
TF = -XO I VXR 
RETURN 
20 CONTINUE 
TF = - YO I VYR 
RE TUR N 
END 
SUBROUTINE DETECT ( CDET } 
COMPUTE DEIECTION RA NGE 
DETECT 
COMMON I INP1 I NT RIAL, M, N, IOPT, NOPT, NCY CR, NE VO , 
2 NC Of'"l P, I NRANO , NC, NSUP, NRTT, ICZ 
COMMON I INP2 I TE ND, CINT, XTI, YT I, TL, TINT , ET IME, 
2 SS v SA, VI , CA I, S I , AMB , SIGMA, 
3 EV ANG , EVSPO, SE, CE, SAF, GAI NA , 
4 GAI NT , CZ R, CZ W, CZSE, CZCE , CZBE, CZRE 
CO MMON I INP4 !" VN(7) , S i\lA (7), RNA( 7} , S TN (7 ), SNT{7), 
2 RNT ( 7), PLQS(7l ~ ROET{7 } 
COMMON I SPE Cl I R , V, ST, PROP, TF 
IF ( CDET ) 1, 1, 7 
TARGET DETECT ATTACKER 
7 GAIN = G.IUNT 
CALL CURVE ( 7 ~ ST N , SNT, ST, SELF, ERR OR 
COMP UTE ATTACKER NO ISE 
8 CALL CURVE ( 7, VN, RNA, V, RAO , ERRO.R } 
GO TO 3 
ATTACKER DETEC T TARGET 
1 GAIN = GAINA 
CALL CU RVE ( 7, Vr\1, SNA, V, SELF, ERROR) 
IRET = 2 
IF ( ERR OR ) 2 , 2 , 1 0 0 
COMPUTE TARGET NOISE 
2 CALL CURVE ( 7, STN, RNT, ST, RAO, ER ROR ) 
IRET = 3 
IF ( ERROR ) 3, 3, 100 
SELECT AMBIENT NOISE FACTOR 
3 IF ( SELF . LT. AMB l SELF = AMB 




5 PROP = RAD - SELF + GAIN 
IF ( CDET .LE. O. ) RETURN C ENTER PROPAGATION LOSS CURVE TO DETE RMINE DETECTION RANGE 
CALL CU RVE { 7, PLOS, RDET, PROP, R, ER ROR 
I RET = 4 
IF ( ERROR l 6, 6, 100 
100 GO TO ( 105, 105, 109 , 105 , 109 ), !OPT 
109 GO TO ( 6, 2, 3 , 6 ), IRET 
105 WRITE ( 6, 101 ) GO TO ( 6, 106, 107, 108 ) , !RET 
106 WRITE ( 6, 102 ) V 
GO TO 2 
107 WRITE ( 6, 103 ) ST 
GO TO 3 
108 WR ITE ( 6, 104 ) PROP 
GO TO 6 101 FORMAT ( // 57H SONAR EQUATION PARAMETERS EXCEED INPUT L 
2MI TS. ) , : 102 FORMAT ( 47H 1 DATA EXRAPOLATED FOR ATTACKER SPEED = 
2 F6.1 ) -103 FORMAT ( 46H DATA EXTRAPOLATED FOR TARGET SPEED = F6.1 
104 FORMAT ( 51H DATA EXTRAPOLATED FOR PROPAGATION LOSS = 




SUB RO UTI NE CZDET COM MON, / INP2 I TEND, CI NT, XTI, YTI, TL, TINT, ETIME, 
2 SS, SA, VI, CA I, SI , AMB , SI GMA, 
3 EVA NG, EVSPD, SE, CET SAF, GA I NA, 
4 GAINT, CZ R, CZ W, CZSE, CZCE, CZBE, CZRE 
CO MMON I UPO I OT, PD , DR, D, NOCZ, I NCZ 
COMMON I POSIT I XA, YA, XT, YT 
COMMON I SPEED I VX, VY, STX, STY 
COfv1NON I SPEC1 I R, V, ST, PROP, TF 
DA TA NCZT I 0 I C CZDET COMPUTES THE TIME OF THE NEXT CO NVERGEN CE ZONE EVENT 
IF ( NCZT .GT .. 0 ) GO TO 1 
R2SQ = CZR ** 2 R3SQ = ( CZR + CZ W ) ** 2 
NCZT = 1 
1 tONTINUE 
!RUN = 2 














IF { DR .GT. O. ) GO TO 5 
RANGE IS OPENING 
TF = 1000. 
IF ( D .GT. CZR + CZW ) RE TURN 
RANGE IS WITHIN THE OUTER CZ RADIUS 
TF = 0. 
IF ( D .GT. CZR ) RETURN 
RANGE IS WI THIN THE CENTRAL CZ RADIUS 
I RUN = 1 
GO TO 10 
RANGE I S CLOSI NG 
IF { D .GT. CZ R ) GO TO 7 
RANGE IS WITHIN CE NTRAL CZ RADIUS 
TF = O. 
IF ( D . GT. CZR - CllrJ l RETUR N 
RANGE IS WITHIN INNER CZ RADIUS GO TO 10 . 
I RU N = 3 
CONTINUE 
CO MPUTE CPA POSITION 
XD = XT - XA 
YO = YT - YA 
VXR = V X - STX 
VYR = VY - STY 
IF (( ABS (VXR ) . GT •• 001 ) .AND. ( ABS (VYR) .GT •• @@1 }) 
2 GO TO 13 
CPAX = XD 
CPAY = YO 
IF ( ABS (VXR) .GT •• 001 ) CPAX = O~ 
IF ( ABS {VYR) .GT •• 001 ) CPAY = O. 
GO TO 12 
13 A = VYR I VXR 
B =l./A C PAX = ( A ~ : X 0 - YO } I ( A + B ) 
CPAY = - B * CPAX 
12 CPASQ = CPAX ** 2 + CPAY ** . 2 
IF ( CPA SQ • G T. R2 S Q l G 0 T 0 2 3 
RCZ = SQ RT ( R2SQ - CPASQ ) 
RA = SQRT ( D*D - CPAS Q ) 
DIST = RCZ + RA 
IF ( !RUN .EQ. 1 l DIS T = RCZ - RA 
IF ( IRUN .. EQ., 3 ) DIST = RA - RCZ 
TF = DIST I SQRT ( VXR ** 2 + VYR ** -2 ) 
RETURN 
23 CONTINUE 
TF = 1000. 
IF ( CPASQ .GT. R3SQ) RETURN 










FUNCTION POET { CP A l 
COMMON I INP2 I TEND, CI NT, XTI, YTI, TL , TI NT , ETI ME , 
2 SS, SA , VI, CAI, S I, AMB, SIG MA, 
3 EVANG, EVSPD, SE, CE, SAF , GAINA, 
4 GAI NT , CZR, CZ W, CZSE, CZCE, CZ BE, CZ RE 
CO M~10N I INP4 I VN(7), S NA(7 l, RNA {7 ), STN(7 ), S NT(7) , 
2 RN T ( 7l , P L 0 S ( 7 ) , R 0 E T ( 7 l 
CO MMON I SPECl I R, V, ST , PROP, TF 
DIMENSION P ROB ( 40 ) 
DATA P ROB I e5, .53 98 , .5793, .617 9 , .65 5 4 , .6915 , .7257, .75 80, 
2 .78 8 1, .8159, . 8 413, .8643, . 8849, .9 0 32 , .9192, . 933 2, .9452, 
3 .95 54 , .9641, .9713, .9773, .982 1 , .9 861, .9893 , .9918, . 993 8, 
4 . 9953, . 9965, .. 997 4 , . 9981, .9 9879 .. 99 9 0, .9993 , . 9995 , . 9997, 
5 . 9998, . 9998, .. 99 9 9, . 9999, 1~ I 
z = 10. 
CALL CU RVE ( 7, RDET , PLOS, CPA, ELOS, ERROR l 
IF ( ERROR .. GT. O. I GO TO 10 
Z = ( ELOS - P ROP ) I S IGMA 
ZTEST = 10. * ABS ( Z ) + 1 
I = ZTEST 
IF ( I .GE. 40 ) GO TO 10 
POE T= PROB {l) + ( ZTEST - FLOAT (1} ) * {PROB {I+ l) - PROB {ll 
5 IF ( Z .GT., 0.) POET= 1 .. - POET 
RETURN 
10 P OET = 1. 
GO TO 5 
END 
AVOID 
SUB ROUT I NE AVOID ( N ) 
COMMON I I NP2 I TEND, CI NT, XTI, YTI, TL, TINT, ETIME, 
2 SS, SA , VI, CAl , SI, AMB, SIGMA , 
3 EVANG, EVSPO, SE, CE, S AF, GAINA, 
4 GAI NT, CZR, CZW, CZSE , CZCE, CZBE, CZ RE 






COMMON I CRSE I CA, CT COMMON I SPEC 1 I R, V, ST, PRO P, TF 
GO TO ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 100 ) , N 
C EVASION OPTION ONE 
1 CT = CT + 3.1416 
ST = ST i 2. 
GO TO 9 
C EVASION OPTION TWO 
2 X = XA - XT 
Y = YA - YT 
B = COURSE ( X, Y ) 
CT = B + EVANG 
GO TO 10 C EV ASION OPTION THRE E 
3 X = XT - XA 
Y = YT - YA 
BR = C 0 U R S E ( X, Y ) IF ( ABS ( BR - CA ) - 3.141 6 ) 7, 6, 5 
5 IF ( BR - CA ) 8 , 6 , 6 
7 I F ( BR - CA ) 6, 6, 8 C ATTACKER HAS PO RT AOB. TARGET EVADE TO STARBOARD. 
6 CT = CA + EVANG + 3.1416 
GO TO 10 C AT TACKER HA S STARBOARD AOB . TARGET EVADE TO PO RT. 
8 CT = CA - EVANG + 3.1416 
GO TO 10 C EVASION OPTION FOUR 
4 X = XT - XA 
Y = YT - YA 
B R = C OURS E ( X, Y ) IF ( ABS ( BR - CA) - 3 .14 16 ) 1 7, 16, 15 
15 I F ( BR - CA ) 18 , 16, 16 
17 IF ( 8 8. - C A ) 16, 16, 18 C AT TACK ER HAS PO RT AO B. TARGET EVADE TO STARBOARD. 
16 CT = BR + EVA NG + 3. 1416 
GO TO 10 C AT TACKER HAS STARBO ARD AOB. TA RGET EVA DE TO PORT. 
1 8 CT = BR - EVANG + 3.1416 
10 ST = ST + EVSPD 
9 RE TURN 










C INTEL DETERMI~ES ESTIMATED TARGET POSITION COURSE AND SPEED AS 
C REQUIRED BY THE INTELLIGENCE OPTION 
CO MMON I I NPl I NTRIAL, M, N, IO PT, NOPT , NC YCR, NEVD, 
2 NCO MP, I NRAND ? NC, NSUP, NRTT, ICZ 
cm~MON I INP2 I TE ND, CINT, XTI, YTI, TL, T I NT, ETIME, 
2 SS , SA, VI, CAI, SI, AMB , S I Gfv1A, 
3 EVAt'.JG , EVSPD, SE, CE, S AFv GAI NA, 
4 GAINT, CZR, CZW, CZSE , C ZCE, CZBE, CZRE 
COMMON I I NP3 I CST(50), SPT<50 ) , TT(50l; PINT(50) , 
2 SPAX(5Q), SPA Y(5G)? T I {l0~) , RINP (lO G) 
3 , BI NP{l00 ), CINP ( lOO ), S INP(l OO), 
4 WORDS (40) 
COM MON I POSIT I XA , YA, XT, YT 
COMMON I CRSE I CA, CT 
CO MMON I INTGRU I I, J, JJ, XORIG, YORIG, TORIG, 
2 XDI NT (l OO}, YDINT{l00} , SDINT{l00), 
3 CDINT(l00), TD I NT {100), EVADE 
COM MO N I SPECl I R, V, ST, PROP, TF 
CO MMON I SPEC2 I PT, !COUNT 
JJ = J - l 
C = CST (I) 
. S = SPT !I) 
IF ( NRTT .EQ. 0 .OR. EVADE .EQ. la ) GO TO 14 
C = DEG ( CT ) 
S = ST 
14 CONT I NU E 
IF ( NCOMP- 2 ) 1, 1, 2 
C RANDOM POSITION IN SPA 
1 IF (!NRA ND .LE. 2 ) GO TO 11 
CALL NORMAL ( NCYCR, SIG ) 
XDINT ( JJ ) = ( S IG I 2. l * SPAX ( I ) + XT 
C A L L N 0 R MA L { N C Y C R , S I G l 
YDINT (JJ ) = ( SIG I 2. l * SPAY ( I ) + YT 
GO TO 7 
11 XDI NT ( JJ) = RA ND ( NCYCR ) * SPAX { Il + XT 
YDINT (JJ) =RA ND ( NCYCR l *SPAY (I) + YT 
7 IF ( NCOMP .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 3 
GO TO 5 
C I NP UT POSITIO~ 
2 CO NTINUE 
B = RA D ( B I NP ( J J) ) 
XDINT (JJ) = RINP ( JJl *SIN ( B l + XT 
' 




YDINT (JJ) = RINP (JJ) * COS ( B ) + YT 
IF ( NCOMP - 4 ) 3, 4, 5 
C RANDOM COURSE AND SPEE D 
3 IF (( I NRAN D .E Q . 1 ) .OR. ( INRAN D .EQ. 3)) GO TO 13 
CALL NORMAL ( NC YC R, SI G ) 
SDIN T ( JJ ) = ( SIG I 2. ) *SE + S + S AF 
CALL NORMAL l NCYCR, SIG ) 
CDINT ( JJ ) = ( SIG I 2. ) * CE + RAD { C 
RETURN 
13 SDINT (JJ) = RAND { NCYCR ) * SE + S + SAF 
CD I NT ( J J ) = R A N D ( NC Y C R } * C E + R A 0 ( C } 
GO TO 6 
C I NP UT COURSE AND SP EE D 
4 CONTINUE 
C = RAD ( CINP ( JJ )) 
SDINT {JJ) = SI NP {JJ } 
conn <JJJ = c 
GO TO 6 
C COMPUTED COURSE AND SPEED 
5 XDIF = XDINT (JJ) - XORIG 
YDIF = YDI NT (JJ) - YORIG 
CDIN T (JJ) =C OURSE { XDIF , YDI F ) 
SDINT (JJ) = S QRT ( XDIF * XDIF + YD I F * YDIF ) I ( PT - TORIG ) 
2 + SAF 
I F ( SDINT{JJ) . GT. S + SAF + S E 
2 SDINT(JJl = S + SAF + SE 
I F { S D I NT ( J J ) • L T • S - S E ) 
2 SDINT(JJ} = S - SE 
6 RE TURN 
END 
INTDET 
SUB RO UTI NE INTDET 
CO MMON I INPl I NTRIAL, M, N , !OPT, NOPT, NCYCR, NEVD, 
2 NCOMP, INRA NO, NC, NSUP, NRTT, ICZ 
CO MMON I INP2 I TE ND , CINT, XTI, YTI, TL, TINT, ETIME, 
2 SS, SA, VI, CAI, SI, AM B , SIGMA, 
3 EVA NG , E V S P D v S E , C E , S A F , G A I N A, 
4 GAINT , CZR, CZ W, CZS E, CZ CE , CZBE, CZRE 
COM MON I CRSE I CA, CT 
CO MMON I I NTGRU I I , J, JJ, XORIGr YORIG, TORIG, 
2 XDINT( 100}, YDINT{ 100 ) t SDINT( 100), 
3 CD INT(l00), TDINT (1JOJ , EVADE 
COMMON I SPECl I R, V, ST, P ROP , TF 




COMMON I SPEC2 I PT, !COUNT C CALCULATE AND STORE LATEST INTELLIGENCE 
410 GO TO ( 408, 414, 408, 4J8, 414 ) , NCOMP 
C COURSE AND SPEED ARE RANDOM OR I NPUT 
408 CALL I NTEL 
TO IN T ( J J) = P T 
GO TO 421 C COURS E AND SPEED AR E CO MPUTE D 
414 IF ( !C OUNT ) 420, 418 , 417 
C FIRST DETECTI ON OF TRIAL 
417 CALL I NTEL SDINT ( 1) = ST +- SE * RAND (NCYCR) + SA F 
CD IN T ( 1) = CT + CE * RAND (NC YCRl 
TO I NT ( 1 ) = PT 
ICOUN T = 0 
XORIG = XDINT (1) 
YOR IG = YDINT(1 } 
TORIG = TDINT (1) 
GO TO 421 C TARGE T COURSE CHANGE ROUTINE 
420 J J = J J - 1 
X 0 R I G = X D I NT ( J J ) 
YOR IG = YDINT (JJ) 
TO RIG = TDINT (JJ ) 
JJ = JJ + 1 
I COUN T = ICOU~T + 1 C ROU TINE INTEL DETECTI ON ( CO MP UTED l 
418 CA LL IN TEL 
TDINT ( JJ) = PT 
421 CTE MP = DE G ( CDINT ( JJ )) GO TO ( 432, 43 2, 300, 432, 300 ), !OPT 
432 WRITE ( 6, 776 l XDINT (JJ}, YDINT (JJ), CTE MP, SDINT (JJ) 
GO TO 300 776 FOR MA T { 45H INT ELLI GE NCE DATA- POSIT 2Fl0.2 




SU BROUTIN E PROINT COM MON I I NP1 I NTRI AL, M, N, IOPT, NOPT, NCYCR, NEVD, 
2 NCOMP, INRAND, NC, NSUP, NRTT, ICZ 
COMMON I INP2 I TEN D, CI NT, XTI, YTI 7 TL, TINT, ETIME, 
2 SS , SA, VI, CA ir SI , AMB, SIGMA, 
i 









3 EVANG, EVSPO, SE, CE, SAF, GAINA, 
4 GAINT, CZR, CZW, CZSE, CZCE, CZBE, CZRE 
COMMON I INTGRU I I, J, JJ, XORIG, YORIG, TORIG, 2 XDINT( 100), YDI NT< 100 }, SOl NT ( 100), 
3 CDI NT{l00) r TO I NT ( 100), EVADE 





2 TO R, NEWINT , NOI NT 
CO MMON I SPEC1 I R, V, ST, PROP, TF 
COMMON I SPEC2 I PT, ! COU NT 
I RUN = 2 IF ( J .EQ. ·1 ) RETURN 
PROVIDE LATEST INTELLIGENCE TO ATTACKER 
SELECT LATEST AVAILA BLE INT ELLIGENCE 
DO 401 L = l, JJ 
LL = J - L IF ( PT .GE. TDINT { LL l + TL ) GO TO 402 
CONTINUE 
NO INTELLIGENCE AVAILABLE 
RETURN TES T FOR PREVIOUS RECEIPT OF I NTELLIGENCE 
CO NT INUE 
IR UN = 3 IF ( TDINT ( LL ) .LE .. TCUR ) RETU RN 
PREPARE LATEST INFORMATION 
TCUR = TDINT ( LL) 
XINT = XDI NT ( LL) 
YIN T = YD IN T (LL) 
STI NT = SDINT (LU 
CTINT = COI NT (LL ) 
V = SA C UPDATE I NT ELLIGE NCE COORDINATES 
406 SXE = STINT * SI N ( CTI NT ) 
SYE = STINT * COS ( CTI NT ) 
XTE = XINT + { PT- TCU R ) * SXE 
YTE = YINT + { PT - TCUR ) * SYE 
TOR = PT 
NE \til NT = 1 
IRUN = l 
RETURN 
END 






SUB ROUTI NE CZI NT 
CZINT CO MP UlES THE CONVERGENCE ZONE INT ELIGENCE ESTI MATE 
CO MMON I I NP l I NTRIA L, M, N, I OPT , NO P T , NCYC R, NE VD, 
2 NCOMP, INRANO , NC, NSUP, NRT T, ICZ 
CO MMON I INP2 I TEND, CI NT, XTI , YTI, TL, TINT, ETIME, 
2 SS, SAr VI, CAl~ SI, AM B , SIGMA, 
3 EV A NG , E V S P 0, S E , C E , S A F, G ~.I N A, 
4 GAI NT , CZR, CZ W, CZSE, C ZCE , CZ BE , CZRE 
COMMON I UP O I OT , PO ? OR, · O, NO CZ, INCZ 
CO MMON I POS IT I XA, YA, XT, YT 
CO MMON I CRS E I CA, CT 
COMM ON I SPEED I VX, VY, STX, STY 
COMMON I I NTCOM I TCUR, STI NT, CTI NT, XTE, YTE, IRUN, 
2 TO R, NEWINT , NO I NT 
CO MMON I SPECl I R, V, ST, PRO P , TF 
XD = XT - XA 
Y 0 = YT - Y A 
BRG = COURS E ( XO, YO ) + RA ND ( NCYC R ) * RAD ( CZBE ) 
RANGE = 0 + RAND ( NC YC R ) * CZ RE 
XTE = XA + COS ( BRG ) * RANGE 
YT E = YA + SIN ( BRG ) * RANGE 
ST IN T = ST + RAN D ( NC YCR } * CZSE 
CTINT = CT + RAND ( NCYCR ) * RAD ( CZC E ) 




SU BR OUTI NE ELI S T 
C ELI ST CO MPILES THE INITIAL EVENT LIST 
COMMON I I NP l I NTRI AL , M, N, I OPT , NOPT , NCYCR, NEVO, 
2 NC OM P, I NR ANO, NC , NSUP, NRTT , ICZ 
CO MMON I INP2 I TE ND , C INT, XTI, YTI, TL , TI NT, ETIME, 
2 SS, SA, VI, CAl , SI, AMB , S IGMA , 
3 EV AN G , E V S P D , S E , C E , SA F , G A I N A , 
4 GAI NT 1 CZ R, CZW, CZSE, CZC E, CZ BE 7 CZRE COtv'1 MON I INP3 I CST(50), SPT<50), TT(50) , PINT(5 0 J, 
2 SP AX( 50), SPAY{5Q ), T I( l OQ ) , RINP( lJ O) 
3 , BINP{ lOO l , CI NP(lOQ) , SINP<lOO ), 
• .... • 
• .. • 
4 WORDS (40) CO MMON I LIST I NTYPE(l6 0) , TE (l60 ), K, KT EMP, TO, 
2 TDA, TA, MI , TCZ 
K = 1 
c TA RGET LEG TIMES 
DO l IJ= 1, MI 
TE ( Kl =TT(IJ) 
NT Y P E ( K) = 1 
1 K = K + 1 
c INTELLIGEN CE TIM ES 
DO 2 J I = 1. N 
TE { K l = TI ( J I) 
NT YPE {K) = 2 
2 K = K + 1 
c COMMUNICATION TIMES 
3 TE CKl = CINT 
IF ( CI NT .EQ. O. }TE (K) = TEND + 100. 
NTYPE (K) = 6 
K = K + 1 
c DETECTION TIME 4 TE ( K) = TO 
NTYPE (Kl = 3 
f-J K = K + 1 
~ c COUNT ERDETECT ION TI ME \0 T E ( K l = TDA 
NTYPE ( K) = 4 
K = K + 1 
c ATTACKER STATION LE G TIME 
TE ( Kl = TA 
NTYP E ( K l = 5 
K = K + 1 
c END OF TRIAL TI ME 
TE (K) , = TEND + 100. 
NTYPE ( K l = 7 
K = K + 1 
c CONVERGENCE ZONE DETECTION TIME 
TE ( K) = TCZ 
NTYPE {K) = 8 
c ORDER THE EVENT LIST CALL ORDER { TE, NTYP E, 1, K ) 




SUBROUTINE RPLACE (NT, TIME } C RPLACE SUBSTITUTES THE NEW VALUE FOR A ONE TIME EVENT IN THE EVEN 
C LIST FOR THE ORIGINAL VALUE. N IS THE TYPE OF EVENT. T IS THE NEW 
C TIME. CO MM ON I LIST I NTYPE{l60), TE(l60), K, KTEMP, TD, 
c 
2 TO A, T A, M I , T C Z 
DO 1 IJ= KTEMP, K 
IF ( NTYPE (!Jl- NT) 1, 2, 1 
2 T E ( I J ') = T I ME 
GO TO 3 
1 CONTINUE 




SUBROUTINE STAT ( K, A, I, N, XBAR,VAR, NO l 
C K DEFINES THE TYPE VARIABLE. K = 0 SPECIFIES AN INTEGER ARRAY 
C A IS A ONE BY N REAL ARRAY 
C I IS A ONE BY N INTEGER ARRAY 
C XBAR IS THE SANP LE MEAN 
C VAR IS TH E SAMPLE VA RIAN CE 
C NO SUPRESSES ZE ROS . NO = 0 - KEEP ZEROS IN ARRAY 
DIMENSION A ( 100 } , I ( 100 } 
SUM = 0. 
su rv~so = o. 
M = N IF ( K .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 10 
DO 5 J = 1, \1 IF (( NO .EQ. 1 l .AND. ( l(J) .L E. 0 ll M = M - 1 
SUM = SUM + I ( J l 5 SUMSQ = SU MSQ + I (J) * I (J) 
GO TO 15 
10 DO 12 J = 1, N IF {( NO . EQ. 1 ) . AND . ( A(Jl.LT •• 000 1 ll M = M- 1 
SUM = SUM+ A (J) 





15 F = M 
XBAR = O. 
VAR = 0. 
I F ( NO .E Q. 1 ) N = M 
IF { M . LT .. 2) RETURN 
XBAR = SUM I F 




SUBROUTINE CURVE ( N, X, Y, Xl, Y 1, ERROR ) 
C CURVE MAKES A LINEA R INTERPOLATION BETWEEN DATA POINTS OF THE ARRAY 
C ( X ,y ) • ERROR = 1 IF Xl IS GREATER THAN X { N) 
DIMENSION X { 7 ) , Y ( 7 } 
DO 10 I = 1, N 
IF { X1- X {l) l 1, 2, 3 
1 I F ( I-1 l 4, 5, 4 
C X1 IS SMALLER THAN X ( 1). ASSUI"\E X ( 0) = 0, Y ( 0) = 0 AND CONT INU 
5 YO = 0 .. 
X 0 = O. 
GO TO 4 
3 YO = Y ( I l 
XO =X (1} 
10 ERROR = 1. C Xl IS GREATER THAN X {N ). EXTRAPOLATE DA TA LINEARLY BASED ON LAST 
C TWO DATA POINT S 
J = N - l Y1 = ( X1 - X {Nl} * ( Y (N) - Y {J}) I ( X {N) - X (J)) + Y (N) 
GO TO 6 
C COMPUTE Yl NOR MALLY 
4 Yl = ( Xl - XO l * ( Y (I) - YO l I ( X, ! I l - . X0 ) + YO 
ERROR = Q., 
GO TO 6 
2 Yl = Y {I) 
ERROR = 0. 
6 RETURN 
END 





SUB ROU TINE ORDER ( X, L, M, N ) 
C ORDER AR RA NGES ARRAY X IN ASCENDING ORDER AND RETAINS THE 
C CORRE SPONDING VALUE OF L 
DIME NSIO N X ( 160 ), L ( 160 
DO l I = M, N 
K = I 
DO 1 J = K, N 
IF ( X ( I l - X (J) l 1, 1, 2 
2 T EMP = X ( I ) 
X (I)= X (J } 
X (J) = TErvJp 
NTE MP = L (I) 
L ( I} = L (J) 
L ( J) = NT EM P 
1 CO NTINUE 
RETURN 
ENTRY ORDE R2 ( X, L, M, N ) 
TEMP = X(M) 
NTEM P = L (M) 
K = M + 1 
DO 3 I = K, N 
J = I - l 
IF ( T EMP • LT. X ( I ) l G 0 TO 4 
X (J) =X (!) 
L ( J) = L (I) 
3 CO NT INUE 
J = N 
4 X (J) = TEMP 
L (J} = NT EMP 
RE TURN 
ENTRY ORDER3 ( X, L , M, N l 
IF ( M • GE. N l GO TO 6 
5 CON TI NUE 
IF ( M .GE. N l RETURN 
ORDER2 
ORDER3 
I F { X ( M ) • L E • X ( M+ 1 ) ) G 0 T 0 6 
TEMP = X (Ml 









NTEM P = L (M) 
L (M) = L (M +- 1) 
M = M + 1 
L (M} = NT Etv1P 
X(M) = TEMP 
GO TO 5 
6 CONTINUE RETURN IF ( M • EQ. 1 ) 
IF ( X{ M) .GE. X ( M - 1)) RETURN 
TE MP = X ( M) 
NTE ~W = L ( M) 
L (Ml = L ( M - l) 
X (M) = X ( M - 1 ) 
M = M - 1 
L ( M) = NTEMP 
X (· M ) = T E 1'-1 P 
GO TO 6 
END 
PI M 
SUBROUTINE PIM ( Xl, Yl, X2, Y2, V, SP, CP, X3, Y3, C, T, ERRO R) 
PI M COMPUTES COURSE C, TIME T AND POSIT ( X3, Y3} FO R A UNI T TO G 
FROM POINT {Xl, Yl ) AT A VELOCITY V TO IN TE RCEPT PI M. PIM I NITI A 
POSIT IS (X2, YZ), ON COURSE CP AT SPEED SP. ERROR IS SET TO ONE 
IF AN I NTE RCE PTION IS IM POSSIBLE DUE TO SPEED DIFFERENTIAL. 
ERROR = O. 
XD = X2 - Xl 
YO = Y2 - Yl 
SX = SP * SIN ( CP ) 
SY = SP * COS ( CP ) 
IF ( SP - V ) 1, 2, . 1 
1 IF {( SX * XD + SY *YO ) ** 2 - ( SP * SP - V * V) 
2 * ( XD * XD + YO * YO f) 50, 3, 3 
2 T = - ( XD * XD +YO* YO ) I ( 2. * ( SX * XD + SY * YO }) 
GO TO 4 
3 T = ( - ( SX 
2 · - ( SP * 
3 ( SP * 4 IF ( T ) 50, 
5 X3 = X2 + SX 
Y3 = Y2 + SY 
A = X3 - Xl 
B = Y3 - Y 1 





C = COURSE ( A, B 
+ SY * YO 
V -t.<V)* 
v * v ) 
- SQRT { ( SX * XD + SY *YO } ** 2 
XD * XD +YO* YO))) I 
{ .. . 
~ -) , 
GO TO 6 
50 ERROR = 1. 




FUNCTION RAD ( X ) 
c CONVERT DEGREE S TO RADIAN S 
RAD = X * 3 . 1~16 I 180 . 
RE TU RN 
END 
DEG 
f-' FU NCTI ON DEG ( X ) 
OJ c CONVERT RADIANS TO DEGREES 
J::" DEG = X * 180. I 3.1416 
75 IF ( DEG - 360.) 77 , 77, 76 
76 DEG = DEG - 360. 
GO TO 75 
77 IF ( DEG ) 78, 79, 79 
78 DE G = 360. + DEG 




FUNCTION COURSE ( x, y ) 
c DE TE RMINES COURSE BASED ON VECT OR CO MPO NENTS 
IF { y ) 1' 2' 3 
1 COURSE = ATAN ( X I Y } + 3.1416 
GO TO 4 
2 y = . 0001 























IY = I X * 65 539 
IF ( I Yl 5y6 ,6 
5 IY = IY + 2147483 647 + 1 
6 RNG = I Y 
RN G = RNG * . 465 661 3E - 9 
50 1 X = IY 
RE TURN 
END 
RE VE NT 
SUBRO UT I NE RE VENT { P, M, TP, T INTVL, TMAX, NC YC , TEVE NT, N , 
2 NCYC R ) 
REVE NT ~AN DO ML Y SEL ECT S TI ME S FOR AN EV EN T, TE VEN T {J), BASED ON 
THE PRO BAB ILI TY, P (I), THAT THE EV ENT WI LL OCCUR IN THE TI ME 
I NTERV AL, TI NTV L. P (l) IS I NCREMEN TED AT TI ME S TP (I } . 
P (I) IS TH E PROB ABILIT Y OF AN EVE NT OCCUR I NG DURING A GIVEN TIME 
I NTER VAL. 
M I S THE NUM BER OF PROBAB I LI TIES TO BE COS I OERE D. 
TP ( 1) ARE THE TI MES AT WHIC H P (1 l I S REP LACED WIT H P ( I + 1) . 
TP ( M) MUS T BE GREATER THAN T MA X~ 
TI NTVL IS THE T IME IN TE RVAL BEIN G TE ST ED. 
TMAX I S THE LI MMI TING TI ME TO BE CONSID ERE D. 
NC YC I S THE NJ MBE R OF TI ME S TO CYCLE THE RO UTI NE EACH TI ME THE 
PRO BAB ILIT Y IS I NC REMENTED BEFOR E AN EVE NT I S SCH EDULE D, 
TEVENT { J ) ARE TH E EVE NT TI MES SELECTED . 
N IS THE NUM BER OF EVEN TS SE LECTED. 
DIME NSION P {1 00 ), TP ( 100) , TEVENT (10 0 0 ) 
NREP = NCYC 
T = O. 
K = 0 
J = 0 
DO 25 I = 1 , M 
1 T = T + TIN TV L 
IF ( T . GT ~ TMAX ) GO TO 2 
3 I F ( T- TP ( ! ) ) 4 , 4 , 25 





IF ( R - p ( I ) ) 6, 6, 1 
6 NREP = NRE P - 1 
IF { NREP .GT. 0 ) GO TO 1 
J = J + 1 
7 TEVENT {J) = T ' - R * TINT VL I P (!) 
GO TO 1 
2 N = J 
IF ( N • GE. 1 ) GO TO 25 
N = l 
TEVENT ( 1} = T 
25 NREP = NCYC 
10 RE TURN 
END 
NORMAL 
SUBROUTINE NORMAL ( N, X ) C NOR MA L SELECTS A RANDOM DEVIATE FROM A NORMAL ( MEAN O, VAR IANCE 
C DIST RIBUTION, TRUNCATED AT 6 STA NDAR D DEVIATION S. 
X = -6. 
DO 10 I = 1, 12 
X = X + RNG(N) 
10 CO NTIN UE 
RE TU RN 
END 
RAND 
FUNCT ION RAN D ( NCYCR } 
C RAN D SELECTS A RANDOM NUMBER FROM A UNIFORM DIS TR IBUTI ON FROM 
C + 1 TO -1., 
X = RNG ( NCYCR ) 
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